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Abstract

Crosshole resistivity and seismic velocity imaging (diffraction tomography or waveform

inversion with the acoustic approximation) are two very useful techniques in

geophysical exploration, because they may be employed to map conductivity or velocity

inhomogeneities (geological anomalies) between boreholes. Such imaging techniques,

when considered in mathematical terms, both reduce to 25-D Helmholtz equation

modeling and inversion. This thesis presents (1) new finite element solutions for two

specified forms of this kind of equation, which define 2.5-D resistivity and 2.5-D

acoustic wave problems, as well as an extension to 2.5-D elastic waves solution; (2)

iterative algorithms for tackling inversion problems, including Tikhonov regularisation,

the smoothest model solution and the subspace solution, in which the generalised

algorithms and their inter-relations are formulated, and new approximations for the

Fréchet and second derivatives are developed; (3) numerical and physical model

experiments for crosshole resistivity imaging with different electrode arrays (or

configurations) and synthetic simulations for crosshole acoustic velocity imaging with

different full-waveform spectral data (real and imaginary components, amplitude and

phase, and the Hartley spectra).

The modeling examples for resistivity and acoustic wavefield show that the presented

methods are effective and flexible to compute the 3-D physical response lor 2-D

arbitrary media. Furthermore, it is shown that the accuracy of the modeling mainly

depends upon the wavenumber range and the number of wavenumber samples, both of

which can be evaluated in terms of the typical shape of the transformed potential in the

resistivity case and the critical values of the wavenumber of the media around the

seismic source in the acoustic wave case, respectively. The constant-point

approximation based on the explicit expressions for the Fréchet and second derivatives

has been shown to be a robust and efficient algorithm for inversion. The numerical and

physical imaging experiments show that some specified three- and four-electrode arrays

are more suitable for crosshole resistivity imaging than the pole-pole array. For acoustic

imaging with spectral data, the real and imaginary components, the Fourier amplitude



VI

and the Hartley spectra are suitable for full-waveform inversion with a known source

wavelet, but the phase data do not permit satisfactory object field reconstruction. It is

shown in the thesis that the normalised FourierÆIartley spectral data can be used for

imaging when the seismic source wavelet is unknown.
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l: Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1, Crosshole Resistivity Imaging

Direct current (DC) electric surveying (sounding and profiling) along the Earth's surface

is a well known geophysical exploration technique. Due to its conceptual simplicity, low

equipment cost and ease of use, the method is widely applied to mining exploration,

archaeological detection, civil and hydrologic engineering, and environmental

investigations. In traditional DC electrical resistivity surveying, various current-potential

electrode arrangements, such as pole-pole, pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole

(dipole-dipole) arrays, are used, depending on the prospecting goals and the surface

situation(e.g. site access). With greater computer power made available in recent years,

there has been increasing interest in DC resistivity imaging based on geophysical

inversion theory. A number of research articles have appeared on 2-D and 3-D DC

resistivity imaging using surface scanning pole-pole and bipole-bipole data (Smith and

Vozoff, 1984; Park and Van, 1991; Li and Oldenburg, 1992; Eill and Oldenburg,1994b;

Dabas et al., 1994; Sasaki,1994;Zhang et al., 1995; Loke and Barker,1995,1996). Xu

and Noel (1993) discussed some independent measurements of the surface surveys using

two-, three- and four-electrode configurations for tbe 2-D or 3-D resistivity imaging.

Crosshole DC electrical surveying, in which the source electrode (current injection

point) and the potential electrode (measuring point) are placed downhole in two

horizontally separated boreholes and moved over a range of depths, is able to yield

detailed information on the variation of electrical conductivity between the boreholes

(Daniels, 1977, 1984; Shima, 1992). Such crosshole measurements permit the detection

and delineation of interesting geological conditions between various source and detector

locations. They offer potential advantages for greatly improving the effectiveness of a

test boring program by locating the targets more accurately. Furthermore, the downhole

electric measurements greatly extend the anomaly detection capability beyond the
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Chapter I: Introduction

performance limits of surface electric surveying. Owen (1983) discussed crosshole

bipole-bipole electric surveying to search for buried caves and tunnels. Daniels and

Dyck (1984) demonstrated a variety of applications of the borehole resistivity

measurements to mineral exploration. Unfortunately, they did not intend to image the

targets under the ground.

In recent years, there has been great interest in developing crosshole DC electrical

surveying so as to image the 2-D and 3-D structure of the earth. Crosshole resistivity

imaging or tomography (Daily and Owen, 1991; Shima,1992) is used to reconstruct the

conductivity structure of the earth using crosshole scanning data. In theory, the

technique is no more than a geophysical inversion procedure with various affay aperture

data. V/ith the merits of crosshole measurements, it is possible to image the targets

between the boreholes. Most researchers have dealt with crosshole resistivity imaging

using pole-pole arcay data (e.g. Daily and Owen, 1991; Shima, 1992 ), which is the

simplest one of all the electrode arrays. In practical situations, the pole-pole array has

two additional remote electrodes that have to be placed a long distance away from the

working site (theory assumes the current sink and voltage reference point to be zero at

infinity but they never are in practice). Obviously, it is not suitable to conduct such work

in populated areas because the data can be easily contaminated by noise from other

electric sources (e.g. power lines, leakage currents) along the wires connecting the

remote electrodes. According to Van et al.'s (1991) field experiment and Park and Van's

result (1991), it is not possible to accurately collect data with a true pole-pole

configuration in the field (about 15 percent of their data did not satisfy reciprocity). The

finite contribution of two remote electrodes introduces a systematic error in the

inversion. Naturally, it prompts us to investigate other electrode arrays for performing

crosshole electric surveys.

One way to reduce the influence of remote electrodes may be to decrease the number of

remote electrodes or re-deploy them in crosshole data acquisition, e.g. applying the pole-

bipole array to measure the potential difference between the two potential electrodes, or

the bipole-pole anay to measure the potential with two opposite-polarity cuffent points

(source and sink), or the bipole-bipole array to measure the potential difference between

two electrodes with two opposite-polarity current sources. If these data are available for

crosshole resistivity imaging, it not only reduces the effect of remote electrodes, but also

2



Chapter l: Introduction

avoids the disturbance of random noise outside the working site and makes it possible

for the crosshole resistivity imaging technique to be applied to problems in civil

engineering, groundwater studies and environmental investigations within built-up

areas. On the other hand, we believe that these electrode arrays, with various crosshole

surveying configurations, have different responses and sensitivities to the structure of

the ground because of the differences in the distribution of current lines and the

observed quantities (potential, potential difference and gradient). Consequently, it is

worth exploring the relative merits and effectiveness of crosshole resistivity imaging

using such different electrode arrays.

L.2 Crosshole Seismic Imaging

Imaging the velocity structure of the earth with crosshole seismic data, like crosshole

resistivity imaging, is a geophysical inversion procedure. In other words, an image of the

inter-borehole region may be obtained by acquiring crosshole seismic data and using an

inversion algorithm. Theoretically, crosshole seismic kinematic data (travel-times of

different events on the seismograms) or dynamic data (waveforms in the time-domain or

the frequency-domain) may be used for the imaging procedure. The former constitutes a

kind of seismic inversion algorithm commonly termed travel-time tomography or ray-

tomography, because it is based on a ray-tracing algorithm to compute the travel-times

of the events on the seismograms. The latter includes diffraction tomography and

waveform inversion, both of which are normally called wave-equation tomography,

because they require the wavefield solution of the acoustic or elastic wave-equation in

the time-domain or the frequency-domain. Since the 1980's, many researchers have

conducted 2-D numerical and physical experiments to show that wave-equation

tomography has much better spatial resolution than travel-time tomography (Devaney,

1984; Wu and Toksö2, 1987; Mora, 1989; 'Willamson,l99l; Pratt and Goulty, 1991;

Woodward,1992). The spatial resolution may reach one-third of a wavelength, provided

the aperture (angular coverage) of the survey is sufficient (Dickens, 1994). This spatial

resolution is a difficult challenge for travel-time tomography.

Crosshole diffraction tomography or waveform inversion is most likely implemented in

the frequency-domain because of the fact that crosshole measurements are usually

designed to provide an optimal environment in which to perform seismic tomography or

J



Chapter l: Introduction

imaging with many sources and receivers. Sampling the medium between the boreholes

with a large number of sources and receivers creates a formidable computational

challenge for forward modeling in the time-domain, but by transforming the data to the

frequency-domain, useful images of the intervening medium can be formed from single

or multiple frequency components in the data (Wu and Toksö2, 1987; Pratt and

'Worthington, 1990). The original treatment of diffraction tomography in geophysics was

given by both Devaney (1984) and 'Wu and Toksöz (1987), who applied the Born or

Rytov approximation to the 2-D Helmholtz equation so that the linear relation between

the acoustic velocity variation field (target) and the scattered wavefield (the relative

change of wavefield due to the velocity variation) was obtained. The image of the

velocity structure may be extracted in terms of this relationship. Woodward (1992) has

theoretically summarized the main features of ray-tomography and diffraction

tomography. Kaveh and Soumekh (1981) formulated the algorithms and gave effor

analyses for both Born and Rytov approximations. From all the reports, it has been

reahzed that conventional diffraction tomography is convenient for the case that satisfies

the following assumptions: (1) a line-source and a uniform background (a homogenous

reference medium); (2) weak scattering and not very strong velocity variation; (3) the

distributions of the sources and geophones along lines in accordance with Shamon's

sampling criterion (Nyquist). Obviously, these do not conform with most practical

considerations in geophysical exploration. One major cause of the limitations lies in the

use of a homogeneous Green's function or a uniform background. In order to make

diffraction tomography more practical, Pai (1989, 1990) and Dickens (1994)

demonstrated layered earth diffraction tomography in which the expansion of the

layered earth Green's functions (an analytic solution for multi-layered media) in vertical

or horizontal eigenstates was employed so as to image nearly layered media. For an

arbitrary reference medium, Gan et aI. (1993, 1994) applied a2-D finite element method

and developed a non-linear diffraction tomography algorithm for an inhomogeneous

acoustic background media. Deregowski and Brown (1983), Bleisten et al. (1987) and

Gelius (1995a,I995b,1995c) used ray theory to compute the 3-D Green's function and

suggested an iterative procedure for imaging of the complicated media. They called this

generalized diffraction tomography. These techniques require event identification and

ray-tracing, as well as a smooth model parameterization.

4



Chapter l: Introduction

Reviewing the progress of crosshole seismic wave-equation tomography, most

approaches (except those using the ray approximations) are based on the 2-D Helmholtz

equation for simplicity, which leads to the solution of forward modeling; this cannot be

directly used in the inversion in a practical application because of the difference in

dynamic properties between tbe 2-D and 3-D wavefield. In order to apply these imaging

algorithms some correction from the 3-D to the 2-D situations must be required in the

data processing (Pratt and'Worthington, 1988; Tura et a1., 1992; Reiter and Rodi, 1996).

Such conversions or corrections from 3-D to 2-D are commonly implemented by some

filtering methods, which are based on the asymptotic similarity of the kinematics of the

2-D and 3-D problems. V/illiamson and Pratt (1995) pointed out that each filter has

certain limitations for practical situations.

To better approximate the realistic situation and avoid the conversion of 3-D to 2-D,

Liao and McMechan (1996) applied a 3-D finite difference method to visco-acoustic

full-waveform inversion and Song and'Williamson (1995a,b) developed the solution of

a 2.5-D finite difference method for crosshole seismic waveform inversion in the

frequency-domain. So, the critical problem to make crosshole wave-equation

tomography realistic is to develop a flexible and efficient numerical algorithm to

calculate the 3-D wavefield or the Green's function for arbitrary media in the frequency-

domain or the time-domain.

L.3 2.5-D Approximation

From a methodology viewpoint, either crosshole resistivity imaging or crosshole seismic

wave-equation tomography is based on the solution of one kind of partial differential

equation. In the theory of partial differential equations, the governing equations for the 3-

D direct current (DC) electric potential and the 3-D acoustic pressure wavefield (in the

frequency-domain) both belong to the elliptic equation category, even though they define

different physical phenomena. The 2.5-D approximation for 3-D situations considers the

source to be a point source and the medium properties to be non-changing in the strike

(out-of-plane) or y-direction. It follows that the 3-D potential or acoustic wavefield can

be calculated by performing pseudo 2-D computations. Although most practical cases

are 3-D, the following reasons prompt one to think about the 2.5-D approximation: (1)

many geological structures in a sedimentary area are often essentially 2-D; (2) crosshole

5



Chapter l: Introduction

geophysical surveys are normally confined to be mostly within a plane (2-D); (3) an

economical approach for the 3-D physical field is required. When conducting

geophysical surveys in a sedimentary basin, one expects to encounter geological

structures such as faults, pinchouts and folds, or other hydrocarbon traps. In mining

environments, the ore bodies are often tabular. These geological targets are extended

with only minor variation in the strike direction (i.e. they arc 2-D structure), but the

geophysical field, such as the DC electric potential field or the seismic wavefield, is

actually 3-D due to the usage of a point-source. So, it is natural to treat the modeling or

inversion with the 2.5-D approximation in the interpretation of the data. Nowdays, the

2.5-D approximation is widely used in DC resistivity modeling and inversion, but

unfortunately, in seismic data analysis, most researchers have presented various methods

for 2-D (line-source) modeling without consideration of the more realistic situation.

Considerable contributions have been made to understanding elastic wave propagation

in complicated media with the 2-D modeling. However, these 2-D modeling techniques

are not available for crosshole seismic waveform inversion, because of the pronounced

differences between line-source and point-source wavefields. On the other hand,

crosshole resistivity and seismic surveying are being applied more and more to various

kinds of geophysical exploration in which the data contain important information on the

volume of earth between the boreholes, and the acquisition is commonly restricted to

line-distributions, which is inadequate for implementing 3-D inversions. To analyze

crosshole data, the 2.5-D approximation is a reasonable compromise in terms of the

practical situation. Reviewing the many studies on 3-D seismic modeling and inversion,

most of the algorithms require a great deal of computational work and huge computer

memory. Thus they are hardly employed on a routine basis. In comparison, the 2.5-D

approximation is more economical and practical in the interpretation of crosshole

geophysical data.

In the last decade, there have been many papers in the geophysical literature dealing

with 2.5-D acoustic and elastic modeling. Luco et al. (1990) proposed a boundary

integral equation method and calculated the 3-D response of a cylindrical canyon.

Randall (1991) presented a2.5-D velocity-stress finite difference technique to calculate

multipole excitation of azimuthally nonsymmetric boreholes and formations. Pedersen

et al. (1994, 1996) developed an indirect boundary-element method and studied 3-D

6



Chapter l: Introducfion

scattering by 2-D topography and 3-D diffraction of long-period surface waves.

Okamoto (1994) applied a finite-difference method to calculate the 3-D teleseismic

synthetics in 2-D media. Recently, Furumura and Takenaka (1996) presented a

pseudospectral method for 2.5-D elastic modeling. Takenaka et al. (1996) developed a

2.5-D discrete wavenumber-boundary integral equation method, and Takenaka and

Kennett (1996a, 1996b) derived a2.5-D time-domain elastodynamic equation for plane-

wave incidence in a general anisotopic medium. With respect to 2.5-D acoustic wave

modeling, Liner (1991) formulated an approximate 2.5-D wave equation for finite-

difference modeling in the time-domain. Song and Williamson (1995a, 1995b) applied

the finite-difference method to perform successful 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling and

inversion in the frequency-domain. Williamson and Pratt (1995) reviewed some

important 2.5-D results and pursued an alternative 2.5-D acoustic wave equation. Cao

and Greenhalgh (1997) demonstrated another finite-difference scheme, incorporating a

2.5-D absorbing boundary condition. Among all the mentioned 2.5-D algorithms, only

the finite-difference method can be applied to crosshole seismic wave-equation

tomography due to the ability to simulate a complex medium. The finite-difference

method has a singularity point at the source position in the numerical computation.

Considering the merits of the finite-element method (Marfurt, 1984; Hughes, 1987;

Serón et al., 1996), especially in computing the Green's functions for arbitrary media

(the singularity problem is effectively smoothed out in the finite-element formulation), it

is necessary to incorporate the 2.5-D approximation with the finite-element method for

the two geophysical imaging techniques.

1.4 Objectives of the Study and Outline of Thesis

In this thesis, it will be shown that with 2.5-D approximation crosshole resistivity

imaging and crosshole acoustic velocity imaging (diffraction tomography and full-

waveform inversion with the acoustic approximation) reduce to 2.5-D Helmholtz

equation modeling and inversion. The basic quantity for the modeling and inversion is

the 2.5-D Green's function of the equation, which may be solved by the finite-element

method for arbitrary media. From the methodological point of view, the two geophysical

imaging techniques have similar schemes in the numerical computations. The objectives

of the study are firstly to develop the 2.5-D numerical algorithms to calculate the

1



Chapter l: Introduction

Green's function (forward modeling), then, incotporating the 2.5-D solutions with the

geophysical inversion algorithms, to develop the imaging procedures for crosshole

resistivity and seismic measurements. Furthermore, applying the imaging procedures

and conducting numerical or physical experiments, we investigate and examine the

effectiveness of the crosshole resistivity imaging with different electrode affays and the

crosshole acoustic velocity imaging with different full-waveform spectral data.

Chapter 2 gives the definitions of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation and the 2.5-D Green's

functions. It will be shown that the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation covers the governing

equations for the 2.5-D DC electric potential field and the 2.5-D acoustic wavefield to

which the basic principles of the finite-element formulation may be applied. Chapters 3

and 4 treat the so-called forward problem of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equations and

develops the finite-element solutions for 2.5-D resistivity modeling and 2.5-D acoustic

wave modeling in the frequency-domain. The new algorithms are designed to directly

calculate the 2.5-D Green's functions so as to easily form the response of any source

(forward modeling) and the other quantities (e.g. the derivatives for inversions). Chapter

5 formulates an extension of the 2.5-D approximation to the 2.5-D elastic wave

problem. Chapter 6 deals with the so-called geophysical inversion problem in which the

most popular solutions or algorithms in the modern geophysical inversion, such as

Tikhonov regularization solution, the smoothest model solution (Occam's inversion)

and the subspace solution, are formulated in a general form and the relationships

between the solutions based on the different algorithms are presented. To implement any

one of these inversion algorithms, Chapter 7 derives the explicit and generulized forms

of the Fréchet and second derivatives for different resistivity and seismic surveying

configurations. Based on the explicit expressions, a new flexible and efficient numerical

scheme to calculate the derivatives is proposed. Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 apply our new

solutions of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation and the new algorithm for computing the

derivatives to a synthetic study on crosshole resistivity imaging with different electrode

arrays (pole-pole, pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole) and to numerical

simulations/inversions for crosshole acoustic velocity imaging with different spectral

data (real and imaginary components, amplitude and phase spectra, Hartley spectrum).

In the last chapter, we summarise all the results of the numerical forward modeling and

imaging experiments, and offer some conclusions and suggestions for future research.

8



Chapter 2: 2.5-D Helmholtz Equation 9

Chapter 2

2.5 -D Helmh oltz Equation

In this chapter, by applying the 2.5-D approximation to 3-D situations and defining the

2.5-D Helmholtz equation, we will show that both the 3-D DC electric potential and

acoustic wavefield can be described by the specified forms of the 2.5-D Helmholtz

equation so that they have similar methodologies in numerical modeling. Crosshole

resistivity and acoustic velocity imaging both entail computing the numerical solution of

the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation. As background to what follows, we first give the definition

of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation. Next we develop the specified forms and basic solutions

for the 2.5-D DC electric potential and acoustic pressure wavefield. After that we

introduce the 2.5-D Green's function and show the reciprocity principle of the 2.5-D

Green's function; the last two sections will briefly review the two basic schemes of the

finite element method (FEM): Galerkin's solution and the variational principle, which are

used in the later chapters for solving the 2.5-D Helmholtz equations.

2.1 2.5-D Helmholtz Equation

As is well known, the 2-D or 3-D Helmholtz equation is

Y',ra+k2(c)Q=0, (2.1)

which governs the propagation of a 2-D (line-source) or 3-D (point-source) acoustic or

electromagnetic wavefield (Þ when the wavenumber k = (D I c is given by a positive

constant. The quantity ø is the angular frequency and c=c(r) is the wavespeed of the

medium that depends on the spatial coordinates r=(x,y,z) (3-D) or r=(x,z) (2-D). Here

Yl and V] represent the 2-D and 3-D Laplacian operators. This equation carries the

name of the physicist Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz (1821-1894) for his

contribution to mathematical acoustics and electromagnetics.

In geophysical applications, especially for processing or interpreting of crosshole

geophysical data, the 2.5-D approximation, as mentioned before, is the natural
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treatment. This means the 3-D physical field, e.g. the electric potential Q=(J(x,y,z) or

the frequency-domain acoustic wavefield Q=P(a,x,y,z) is calculated for a 2-D

medium whose physical property, such as conductivity o(x,z) or velocity c(x,z), does

not change along the y-direction

or strike direction (Fig.2-1). This approximation normally leads to the usage of the

Fourier-cosine transform with respect to the y-coordinate so that the 3-D governing

equations become of similar form to equation (2.1):

Y.la(x,z)V@l +kl@Q,z),b(x,z),ft,)(Þ =0, (2.2)

where Y =(ã*,â,), O is the Fourier-

cosine transform of O and a(x,z) and

b(x,z) are two arbitrary model functions

that represent the physical properties of the

medium defined in the (x,z)-plane, e.g,

o(x,z) or c(x,z). The quantity k). is the

y-component of the 3-D wavenumber, and

kn may be called the apparent

wavenumber in the (x,z)-plane. The Fig.2'I Diagram of crosshole geophysical

apparent wavenumber is generarv ä?ï:î'ålå,1i;?;:ill,iîi:;|i;:I:ll
function of the model parameters a(x,z), distributions of the medium, respectively'

b(x,z) and wavenumber k, . Obviously, equation (2.2) is a general form of the ordinary

Helmholtz equation and it arises from the 2.5-D approximation. So, we call it the 2.5-D

Helmholtz equation with which the following problem may be defined when including a

point-source and a mixed boundary condition:

&telnlel

hrcløle2 x

Smrce or
Receiler

(2.3)

a(x,z)

c(x,z)
v

a
o

a
a

a
a
O
o
o

z

Y .la(x,z)YÛ]+ k: (a(x,z),b(x,z),k),)Q = -IUr* - x,)6(z - Z,) , x,7 e Ç),,

*B(Þ=0ñ
dn

x,z e ãel

Here ,S is the magnitude spectrum of the source locatecl at the point ( x,,0,2,), the factor

1/2 comes from the Fourier-cosine transform of â(y - 0) , B is a boundary operator and n

is the unit normal vector for the boundary äO enclosing ç¿. It will be seen in the

following sections that the above 2.5-D Helmholtz equation (2.3) represents the DC
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electric potential field as well as the acoustic wave field. The forward problem of

geophysics, or modeling, entails solving equation (2.3) ïor the physical quantity (Þ at

some specified spatial positions, e.g. a crosshole survey configuration, with given model

parameters a(x,z) and b(x,z); while the inverse problem involves reconstructing the

model parameters a(x,z) and b(x,z) by solving equation (2.3) and using a set of the

known physical quantities {(Þ,,i = 1,2,...,Nr}, such as the data acquired by crosshole

resistivity or seismic measurements.

2.2 DC Electric Potential Equation

The principle of DC electric surveying is based

on the theory of steady electric current flow in

which an essential equation is the continuity

law:

{j *= I, (inside

(outside
s

0,

s)

s).
(2.4) Fig.2-2 Diagram of the continuity law for

current injection through an electrode into
the ground.

where 7- is curent density, S is an arbitrary

closed surface in the region O , and l is the injected current magnitude through S (see, Fig.

2-2). From equation (2.4) it follows that the rate of decrease of charge within the volume

surrounding the surface S is equal to the total current flowing outwards over the bounding

surface.

Ohm's law states that

j=-ñu, (2.5)

where o is conductivity and which is normally a function of the 3-D coordinates:

o = o(x,y,z) . U is an electric potential function and V is the 3-D gradient operator.

According to Gauss' integral theorem, equation (2.4) is equivalent to

V . (oVU) = -Iõ(r - r,) r,r, e Ç) , (2.6)

where i" = (x,,y,,Z,) is the location of the current electrode in Q. Equation (2.6) is the

governing equation for the 3-D DC resistivity measurements. The basic solution of

equation (2.6) for a uniform medium ( ø =constant) has the simple expression:
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For more complicated media (non-constant conductivity), one has to solve equation (2.6)

in conjunction with a boundary condition by some numerical method.

According to the 2.5-D approximation, the current electrode is assumed to be a point-

source, and the conductivity o model is considered to be 2-D, that is, the variation of the

conductivity depends upon only the x- and z-coordinates: o = o(x,z) in equation (2.6).

To remove the y-coordinate, we set the source at (x,,0,2,) and take the Fourier-cosine

transform with respect to the y-coordinate, which transforms equation (2.6) into:

V (oVU ) - k?ou = -l.Ur, - x,)õ(z- z,) , (2.8)

where we use V = ( ð", ô. ) for the 2-D gradient in the (¿z)-plane and

U (x,z,kr) = U (x,y,z)cos(kr,!)d! (2.e)

Fromequation (2.9),the spectrum U(r, z, k,,) isthewavenumber-domainformof the3-

D electric potential and is a real valued function. Equation (2.8) becomes the governing

equation for the DC electric potential computation with the 2.5-D approximation.

Comparing with equation (2.3), it is obviously the specified form of the 2.5-D Helmholtz

equation (a = o(x,z) ,b =constant, k] = -k?o(x,z) and,S=Ð. h numerical simulations,

only a limited computational range Ç) is employed so that some artificial boundary

condition must be introduced in the modeling. In general, the boundary condition may be

expressed by a mixed-boundary condition that includes Dirichlet and Neumann boundary

conditions. So, the defined partial differential equation problem for the DC resistivity

measurement becomes

I
ú ¡r",r ¡\ (' ' 4øolr - r,l

V .(oVU ) - k2yoU = -IUr, - x,)õ(z- z,) ,

dU

fi+ BU =0, (x,z) e ãd2,

J
0

(2.1)

(2.10)

(x,z),(x,,2,) e o;

where the boundary operator B will be given in Chapter 3. Our goal is to perform an

inversion procedure for crosshole resistivity imaging through solving equation (2.10) for

arbitrary media.
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2.3 Acoustic Wave Equation

In elastic wave theory, the equation of motion is given by:

pâ,,u¡=ã1,,+f,, (2.11)

_d-d
where ã,= àt, âj= 

h, 
p is density, u, and f¡ (i=1,2,j) are components of the

displacement and body force respectively; and zu is the stress tensor, which satisfies

Hooke's law for a linear elastic material:

î-=c¡u,€tt ' Q.l2)

and the Einstein summation notation is assumed. Here the strain tensor e,o is related to

the displacement by the expression:

1

e, =;(àiu, + ã,u,). (2.13)

The elastic modulus parameter c¡¡, is a fourth-order tensor that describes the physical

properties of the medium. For instance, in an isotopic elastic medium, there are only 2

independent elastic constants and the tensor reduces to:

c,,,0 = )ôrõ0, + p(õ,0õ, + õit6jk), Q.I4)

where ), and lt arel-ame's constants, and ôu is the Kroneckerdeltafunction (ó'u = I if

i=j; â, = 0 , i+j). Substituting equation (2.14) into equation (2.I2), the stress-

displacement relationship becomes :

t,, = )ô,,Y .ú + ¡t(â,u, + ã,u,) . (2.15)

To simplify the elastic equation of motion, the acoustic approximation ( þ = O) is widely

used in geophysical exploration. It leads to:

tu=-Põ,¡, (2'16)

-P-tN.ú, (2.11)

which strictly hold only in a gas or liquid medium. Here P and r are the pressure and

bulk modulus (incompressiblity). Comparing equations (2.16) and (2.11) with (2.15),

the acoustic approximation actually ignores the effect of the shear stress (p=0) in a

solid medium, or only involves compressional waves. The '-' sign in equation (2.16)

implies a decrease of the compression with the bulk expansion. Applying equations
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(2.16) aîd (2.17) to equation (2.11), and in absence of the body force (f ¡ =0), the

elastic motion equation becomes

àuP =rv flvpl . e.r8)p

In the presence of a point-source s(r) at the positior r" = (r",)",2,), and taking the

Fourier-transform with respect to time, the acoustic wave equation has the frequency-

domain form:

V.@VÐ+ozF =-s(a¡)6(r-r"), (2.19)

where þ=lt p and Ê=llr. This is the general form of the 3-D Helmholtz equation.

In a uniform medium ( þ and Ê are constant), the causal solutions of equation (2.19) in

the 2-D and 3-D cases are given by:

F^^ s(a¡\
'o (a),r,,r) = -îin[2) çUr- [l), (2.2O)

F" çr,),r,,r) = ffiexp(-iklr- 4l) . (2.21)

Here k = a / c and c = "[K 
I p is the acoustic velocity (wavespeed) of the medium. The

quantity .F1j2) is the zero-order Hankel function of the second kind, and i is the

imaginary number ,t- . The solutions (2.20) and (2.21) imply quite different responses

o
c)

(,
È
Éa
l<
ot)Ê(t)
I

q)

k
¡Ë

l{

t)
o
c{

F
o
c)

E

E

5 5

Distance 1m¡: lr - r, I Distance 1m): lr - r" I

Fig.2-3 The difference between the 2-D and 3-D acoustic wavefields in the frequency-domain. Left:

Amplitude of the Fourier spectra of the wavefields; Right: the Hartley spectra of the wavefields.

0 l0 15 20 25 0 10 15 20 25
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between the 2-D and 3-D wavefields. Fig.2-3 shows the difference in the frequency-

domain. The wavefields are plotted in the amplitude of the Fourier transform and

Hartley transform (for illustration and avoidance of complex arithmetic, we prefer

representing the wavefield in the Hartley spectrum form, because the Hartley transform

uses a real kernel rather than a complex one. Appendix A gives a brief outline of the

transform and its properties; more details can be found in Bracewell (1986). The Hartley

spectrum may be calculated by the subtraction of the imaginary part from the real part of

the Fourier spectrum in terms of the relationship between the two transforms. From

Fig.2-3, one can see that there exists quite significant differences in the propagating

amplitude and phase delay with distance.

Applying the 2.5-D approximation to equation (2.19) (þ and Ê arejust two-coordinate

(¿z) functions) and performing the Fourier-cosine transform with respect to the y-

coordinate, equation (2.I9) becomes

v @vÐ+@t2Ê- þkïF
s(a)

2
õ(x-x")õ(z-2,), (2.22)

whereV = (ô*, ô.) and

P(Ø,x,y, z,) = P (a,k r,, x, z) cos(k, !)dk, . (2.23)

Equation (2.22) is actually the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation (refer to equation (2.3)) with the

specified functions: a(x,z) = þ(x,z) , b(x,z) = Ê(x,z) and kl = 02Ê- þk'r, similar to

equation (2.8) in the DC resistivity case. Furtherrnore, equation (2.23), which corresponds

to equation (2.9), shows that the frequency-domain solution of the wavefield can be

obtained by summation of all the k,,-components P(al,kr,,x,z) of the pressure

wavefield.

Sengbush (1983) has reported that density varies much less than velocity in most

sedimentaly environments. In addition, 2-D synthetic studies have shown that density

changes are poorly resolved by crosshole data (Pratt and Worthington, 1990). So, the

constant-density assumption is a practical and well-accepted scheme to conduct

crosshole diffraction tomography or full-waveform inversion in the frequency-domain.

With this assumption, equation (2.22) becomes

j
0
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V (VP) + (k' - kþF s(a)
õ(x - x,)õ(z - z,) . (2.24)

2

where the source spectrum s(ø) represents the normalized spectrum by a constant

density. Supplementing this with some artificial boundary condition, the defined partial

differential equation problem for the acoustic wavefield can be thus formulated:

V fVFl + (k' - kïF = -f Ae - x,)õ(z- z,), (x,z),(x,,2,) € ç¿;

dP:td, n BP = 0, (x,z) e ãd2,

(2.2s)

where B is a boundary operator (it will be given in Chapter 4). The solution of the

defined problem for arbitrary media is the crucial step for seismic waveform inversion

in the frequency-domain.

Examining equations (2.1,0) and (2.25), we see that these two defined problems are very

similar to each other in mathematical form except for the physical meaning of the

parameters. Both of them entail the solution of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation subject to

the mixed boundary condition. Our goal is to develop a numerical method for the

solution so as to perform resistivity inversion and seismic full-waveform inversion in

the frequency-domain for crosshole resistivity and acoustic velocity imaging.

2.4 2.5-D Green's Functions

For further discussion of forward modeling and inversion, it will be useful to define the

Green's functions of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equations (called the 2.5-D Green's

functions), because they allow us to temporarily skip the consideration of the source

properties, e.g. cuffent magnitude 1or source signal s((D) .On the other hand, it will be

shown in the following chapters that the Green's function is the basic quantity for

calculating the synthetic data in modeling, and evaluating the Fréchet and the second

derivatives in the inversion.

The 2.5-D Green's functions may be defined by

J
0

Direct current G"o çx,kr.,z) = 2 G" (r,y,z)cos(k,, y)dy ; (2.26)
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Acoustic wave: G''t' çr,r,kr,,z) = C I e-'^ dtï
0

2G3D (t,x,y,z)cos(k.,, y)dy , (2.27)

where G" (",y,2) and G3D çt,x,y,z) arc the 3-D Green's functions for the DC electric

potential field and acoustic wavefield respectively. The factor 2 is to remove the Il2

factor resulting from the Fourier-cosine transform of õ(y - 0), and C is a normalization

constant. Obviously, the Green's functions satisfy the following equations:

V '(oVG"o) - ktroG25D = -6(x - x,)õ(z- Z,) , (x,z),(x,,2") e O;
¡ã2.5D*^ 

+ BG"' = 0, (x,z) e ãCl,
à'l

(2.28)

(2.2e)

for DC resistivity measurement and

V .NG"') + (k' - kIC"' = -6(x - x,)õ(z- z,), (x,z),(x,,2,) e o;

(x,z) e K),

for the acoustic wave problem, respectively. According to the definitions, when k, = 0

the Green's function reduces to the 2-D one (response of a line-source). Comparing

equation (2.28) with (2.10) and equation (2.29) with (2.25), the general 3-D response to

any source S=1 or .S= s(ø ) can be obtained by convolution, or frequency domain

multiplication, using the relations:

I
u (x,y,z) =:' F;t 1G"'çx,kr,z)j , (2.30)

¿

or P(a),x,l,z) =9 pt 76 zso (ú),x,kr,z)l , (2.31)
¿

where F, denotes the Fourier-cosine transform. In a uniform medium (where the

conductivity o and the velocity c are constants ), the Green's functions, as the basic

solutions of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equations (2.28) and (2.29), may be analytically

obtained in terms of the definitions (2.26) and (2.21). Substitution of the 3-D Greens'

function for the DC electric potential field (see equation (2.7)) results in the 2.5-D

Green's function:

2

¡ã2.5DdlJ r^.^
--+BG"u =0,
dn

dt't'çx,kr,,z) = F, {
4no 222X +\) +2.

t = fir,çr,,,[f * t) , (2.32)

where Ko (x) is the modified Bessel function. In the same manner, substituting the

time-domain form of the 3-D Green's function given by Aki and Richard (1980, p65)
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into equation (2.21), and using the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity and tables

of the transform (Bateman, 1954) we obtain the 2.5-D Green's function for the acoustic

wave case:

1

- 
K^(r2r v\ k| - n'), k,,r k,

We rewrite the Green's function in the Hartley spectrum form:

-Iur"" k2-k2),

k'-k")- JoQ k2 - kzr)1,

kr tk'
G t'to 

7co,kr,,r) = (2.33)

where r =
22x +7,

1

- ^lYo(r+G;to (a,k,,,r) =
kr tk'

1

znKo('
kl, - t '),

(2.34)
k >k,

where Jo@) and YoQ) are

Bessel functions of the first and

second kind, and the subscript 11

on the Green's function denotes

the Hartley spectrum. Fig.2-4

shows the Green's function

(2.34) when taking c=3000 m/s

and F3OO Hz (k=0.628). It

implies that when k, = 0.3 (<k),

v

Ë
ÉË
E
É
E
ü
t
4ôl

0.6

0,3

0 l0 20 30

Distance (m):r

40 50

the solution describes wave

Fig.2-4 The2.5-D Green's function at kr,=0.3 and kr=O|l fs¡ propagation in the medium, but

a3OOHz, wave in a homogeneous medium (c=3000 m/s). when k, = 03 (>fr), the solUtion

becomes a strongly evanescent field (like the potential spectrum, see equation (2.32)) in

which the particle vibration in the medium completely disappears. Note that as kr, -> k ,

the Bessel functions li(x) and Ko(r) become infinite, which means that the value

kr, = k is a singularity of the functions. From the physical viewpoint, the point k, = k

can be called the critical value of the medium; it represents transition from propagation

to attenuation. So, the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation (2.25) or (2.29) includes two physical

p henome na in the fr e quency -w av enumb e r domain.
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2.5 Principle of Reciprocity

An important property of the 2.5-D Gteen's functions is that of reciprocity:

g'5'(kr,,r,,rR) - GzsD (kr,,r*,r,), (2.35)

where v = (x,z) is restricted to the (x,z)-plane, 625o - GzsD or G '5o , r, and r^

represent the positions of the source (current or shot) and receiver (potential electrode or

geophone). This equation states that the equivalent values of the 2.5-D Gteen's function

can be obtained by exchange ofthe positions of source and receiver.

In order to prove the identity, we first review the so-called self-adjoint differential

operator, which is given by the definition: a differential operator L: N+M (N and M ate

two normed spaces) is called a self-adjoint, if for any ueN and ueN, the symmetric

property holds for the integral over the range Ç):

(2.36)

According to the definition, it is not difficult to make such a deduction: when a

differential operator is given in the form

ru =f ã,{au@)à,u} +b(x)u, (2.37)
i 'l=t

and the boundary condition with an operatorB is defined by the following equation

fo,,ç*¡n,ã,u+Bu=0, (2'38)
i'j=t

where n=(nr,(12,...n,,) is the outward unit normal vector of the boundary, the operator

L is a self-adjoint operator if a,,(x)=a,,(x) and B a symmetric operator with the

boundary integral, viz

(2.3e)

vddùudQvLI
o

uLI
O

vdQuB=j
d{¿

udQBvJ
À¡

In fact, the deduction is a direct result of Green's theorem (Pao, 1992):

r r à, du,._
)@rr-vLu)dr= Jtu*-v.j)dr. Q'40)
t¿ àç¿' à'L dn'

We rewrite the defined partial differential equation problems (2.28) and (2.29) in the

operator form:
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L(m,k,,)Gz'so = -õ(r - r,), r, r., € ç¿;

#+BG.5D =0, redç¿,
(2.4r)

(2.42)

where ffi: o,c and

L(m,kr,) =
V.(oV) - okl,

V'V+ (k'-k?)
(DC resistivity)

(Acoustic wave)

Comparing equations (2.42), (2.41) with (2.31), (2.38) and in terms of the deduction, the

operator L(m,kr,) is self-adjoint so long as B is a symmetric boundary operator (this

will be shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4).

Applying the symmetry of L(m,k,,) (equation (2.36)), we have the following identity for

the two Green's functions 6''to (kr,,r,,r) and çt5'(kr,rR,r):

llc"o {tr,,,r,,r)L(m,k,,)G"o {kr,,r*,r) - 6,"o (kr,,r*,r)L(m,kr,)Gt't'{kr,r,,r))dr,
O

= [lc"'{tr,,,r,,r)l-6(, - rìl- ç''so (kt,,ro,r)l-õ(r - r,)f]dr,
o

_^- \r' 
e.43)

from which the reciprocity condition (2.35) is obtained. According to the reciprocity of

the Green's functions and the relations (2.30) and (2.31), the electric potential U and the

frequency-domain acoustic wavefield P exhibit the reciprocity property, that is

U(r,,rr) =U(ru,r,), (2.44)

and Fça,r,,rr) =Fçø,rr,r.) or P(t,r,,rr) = P(t,rr,r,). (2.45)

This result indicates that an identical datum in geophysical exploration can be obtained

by exchanging the positions of the source and the receiver in an arbitrary medium.

2.6 T}ne Finite Element Method (FEM)

In the previous sections, it was shown that the two geophysical problems (electric and

acoustic) may be reduced to boundary-valued problems of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation

(equation (2.10) or (2.25)). To solve the defined partial differential equation problems
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for an arbitrary medium, some numerical technique must be employed. The finite

element method (FEM) is a mature, powerful numerical technique for solving a

differential equation (Mikhlin, 1964; Zienkiewicz, I91l:' Huebnent, 1975). The

advantage of the FEM as compared with other numerical methods, e.g. the finite-

difference method, is that complicated geometry, general boundary conditions and

variable or non-linear material properties can be handled relatively easily. Also the FEM

has a solid theoretical foundation which gives added reliability. The essence of such a

method consists of (1) seeking an approximation whose residual with the true solution

vanishes in some average sense (Weighted residual solution or Galerkin's solution) or

(2) converting the defined partial differential equation problem into a minimization of a

functional (variational principle) so that the solution is finally obtained by solving a

system of linear equations. Here, we apply the two schemes and demonstrate the basic

formulations of the FEM solutions for the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation. We also show the

equivalence of the two schemes.

(1) Galerkin's Solution

In FEM theory, Galerkin's solution is formulated by the so-called weighted residual

method, which involves two steps: (1) assuming the general functional behavior of the

dependent field variable in some way so as to approximately satisfy the given

differential equation and boundary conditions; (2) substituting the approximation into

the original differential equation and boundary conditions results in some error called a

residual, which is required to vanish with a weighting function over the computational

range.

Let there be a defined differential equation problem:

LQ=Í, re
ñ
drr*B@=o'

where/is a known function, Q is the exact solution. An approximation to Õ may be

expressed by

o,
(2.46)

r e ã{ù,

(r)(Þ, ,o(r) = ) I'r (2.47)
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where õ, a." the coefficients (unknowns, normally they are the nodal values of õ in

the FEM mesh) to be determined and N, (r) are a set of the chosen shape functions that

satisfy the boundary condition. Substituting (2.47) into the governing equation in (2.46),

we form the residual:

R(r)= Lõ-f ' (2'48)

The weighted residual method seeks the solution õ n which the weighted average

vanishes over the solution domain, viz

tl
)W,(r)R(r)dr = 1W,(r)lLA- f ldr =0, (i =1,2,3,...m), (2.49)
OO

where W, arc chosen as mlinearly independent weighting functions. Galerkin' solution

just takes the weighting functions to be the same as the shape functions W, = N,(r)

used to represent õ, so equation (2.49) becomes

) J lrrtr)t¿N,(r)lõ d, = I N,Q)fd, , (i = r,2,3,...m). (2.50)
¡ec)

Substituting the operator, the source-term and the boundary condition of equation (2.3)

into the above equation, then integrating by parts, we obtain

) tJtrvl,t, . vN, - k]ça,b,k,.)N ¡N,)d.r + ! aN,BN dl\õ,= åtruu (2.5r)
(j = 1,2,3,...,ffi),

where ô^=1if r= 4 and á^=0 if r, +r,.Afterdiscretizationof theintegralrange,

equation (2.51) reduces to a system of linear equations, which can be solved with a

standard algorithm for all the nodal values õ, ro that Galerkin's solution of the 2.5-D

Helmholtz equation can be obtained.

(2) Variational Principle

The variational principle states that the solution to the partial differential equation in

(2.46) is equivalent to the solution that minimizes the following functional subject to the

boundary condition:

âF1o;=9, reÇù,à{2,

æ

^+BÕ=0, 
reã{ù

The functional may be written in the inner product form (Mikhlin, 1964):

(2.s2)
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(2.s3)

f
I uvdr. The eouivalence is
.)

easily shown if the operator L has the self-adjoint property. In fact, one can calculate

ôF(o) =Ir. Lñ,e> + < LQ,ñ>Ì- < ñ,f >

=1{. Le,&>+< Le,õe>}-< r,ñ> (2.54)
2',

=1 LQ-f,ffi>=0

Considering 6AÉ0 tobeanyfunction,equation (2.54) statesthat âF((Þ)=0 if and

only if LA - f = 0. So, the solution to the governing equation in (2.46) is completely

equivalent to the solution of the variational equation in (2.52), which is the well-known

variational principle. According to the variational principle, the original problem (2.46)

reduce to solving the variational equation (2.52).

If we express the functional in the following form:

(2.ss)

1

F(O) =t. LQ,Q > - <

Here the inner product is defined with the integral 1u,v ) --

where (@,,@,,(Þr) = VO,,f and /, are two functions defined on Ç) and äQ, another

equivalent relationship between minimizing the functional and Euler's equations can be

obtained (Zienkiewicz 1.971).In fact, calculating the perturbation with the expression,

we have

â?(o) = [r!** *k *. * &*, * 
ftæ,ta, - I *æar,

=[r#*+É væt¿,- f*æ*, es6)

=l#- v 6lao a, *!r€ n-ft>æ*,

F(o) = J/{o,o*,o),o.)do - J.frtal^,
o äç)

-0
IJere ( = {âf lÆ - ,il lñ r,ü læ,} . This equation states the necessary and sufficient

conditions for ôF((Þ) = 0, that is, âF((Þ) = 0 if and only if the following differential

equations are satisfied:
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-ãf
v .€ _Ã=0,

( n-ft=',

( ,-ft=o,

reÇ)

reKl
(2.s7)

). (2.60)

These are the well-known Euler equations. So, the variational principle gives the

following equivalent relation:

ô1(o) = 0 <+ (2.s8)

-àfv É-Ë=o' r€o'

r e ã{1,

which enables us to convert a differential equation problem described by Euler

equations into the minimization of a functional. For example, to solve the boundary-

valued problem (2.3) of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation, the integrand functions in

equation (2.55) may be chosen as follows:

,f (o, o,,õ. ) = )wrø. vo - kl {a,b,k,)o' - sô(r - r, ) ol,
(2.se)

Substitutin g (2.59) into Euler equations (2.57), the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation and the

boundary condition in (2.3) are obtained. This means the solution of (2.3) is equivalent

to the solurion of (2.52) with the functions (2.59). So, the defined differential equation

problem (2.3) becomes

lvvøvo - k] {a,b,k,,)õ' - sâ(r - r,)Qldr +
1r--
; J 

aaBoar1

min{-'2
O

Actually, the variational equation can be also obtained by using the functional

expression (2.53) subject to the boundary condition. This shows the two variational

principles to be equivalent.

Substituting the approximation (2.47) for Q, the variational equation (2.60) can be

reduced to the same linear equation system as (2.51) where it is based on the Galerkin's

solution. So, one can realize the equivalence of the variational principles with

Galerkin's solution. These two principles of the FEM may be employed for the 2.5-D

Helmholtz equation and they will yield the same results when taking the approximation

(2.41). The main advantages of using the Galerkin's solution are that it is a much

simpler formulation and is easier to understand in terms of the variational principle.
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Chapter 3

2.5-D DC Resistivity Modeling

There are three principal techniques of DC resistivity modeling which have been reported

in the literature: integral equation methods, finite-difference methods (FDM) and finite-

element methods (FEM). Each technique has its own advantages and is specifically

suitable for some model geometlies, e.g, the integral equation methods (Dieter et a1.,1969;

Lee,l975; Snyder, 1976; Okabe, 1981; Das and Parnasis, 1987;Xu et al., 1988), based on

the integral form of the solution of the DC resistivity problem (directly using the Green's

function of a uniform medium), are suitable for simple model geometries such as several

homogenous sub-regions. The main advantage is the lower cost of computer resources

than for other methods in computing the 3-D potential response. However, it is not well

suited for mocleling of arbitrary media. The FDM (Mufti, 1976;Dey and Morrison,l9J9a,

I979b; Mundry, 1984; James, 1985; Lowry et al., 1989; Spitzer, 1995; Zhao and Yedlin,

1996) and the FEM (Coggon, l97I; Fox et al., 1980; Pridmore et al., 1981; Holcombe and

Jiracek, 1984; Queralt et al., I99l), although they are computationally demanding, enable

us to investigate the complicated potential field of a point-source in arbitrary media. In

particular, the FEM has the flexibility to study complicated models, involving the effect of

topography. It does not suffer from a singularity problem at the source point in numerical

computations (a lefinement of the FDM is required for removing the source singularity,

Lowry et al., 1989 and Zhao and Yedlin, 1996) in that the source singularity is naturally

and effectively smoothed out by finding the weighted residual solution in the integral

sense, or minimising an integral-formed functional.

In this chapter, we apply the FEM to 2.5-D DC resistivity modeling, specifically for

computing the 2.5-D Green's function of arbitrary media. This is the basic quantity for

resistivity modeling and inversion. Actually, the formulation of the FEM was developed

by Coggon (l9ll), who derived an energy ftrnctional (variational principle) for 2-D

electromagnetic problems, including DC resistivity modeling. Some modifications of the

formulation for 3-D situations and for handling topographic variation were made by
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Pridmore et al. (1981) and Holcombe and Jiracek (1984). Queral et al. (1991) developed

an alternative form of the FEM using Galerkin's solution (weighted residual criterion).

These papers all showed that the two principles of the FEM, the variational principle and

Garlerkin's solution, may be applied to 2.5-D DC resistivity modeling. They yield the

same lineal equation system when using the same boundary condition and the same shape

function (see Chapter 2). For completeness, we present here in a simple and general way

some important aspects of the FEM to calculate the 2.5-D Green's function, such as the

mixed-boundary conditions, computation of the inner element and boundary element

matrices and recovery of the electrical potential from the transformed potential. We also

present some numerical results comparing the FEM solutions with some analytic

solutions, and undertake some simulations fol the cases of interest in mining exploration

and hydrological engineering, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the numerical method.

3.1 Mixed-Boundary Condition

In numerical modeling, a finite

region has to be considered for

efficiency, so special boundary 
Earth surface ( I 

" 
)

conditions are used in numerical

techniques. The FEM formula (see

equation (2.51) or (2.60)) involves

the integral over the boundary äÇ).

This means that the operator B in the

Image of the source

Current source r
r

n

L I
Artificial boundary ( l, )

mixed-boundary condition in

equation (2.10) or (2.28) must be Fig.3-1 Geomerry of the boundary condirion in 2.5-D

designed fbr our case. A self-adjoint DC resistivitv modeling'

differential operator B is also desired so as to make the operator L(kr,,o) self-adjoint too,

and also to ensure that the resultant element matrix becomes symmetric (see Section 2.5

and equation (2.51) or (2.60)).

Normally, the whole boundary consists of two parts: the earth's surface \ and the

artificial boundary Il (under the ground-see Fig.3-1). On the earth's surface, because no

current crosses it, the Neumann boundary condition should be satisfied, viz.
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dU3-D: drr=O, r€f,, (3.1)

where r=(x,y,z)represents the coordinates of the boundary and n=(n,,nr,,n,) is the

outward unit vector normal to the boundary. In the 2.5-D case, equation (3.1) becomes

2.5-D: *=0, r€1, Q.2)
on

because /?,=Q. Forsimplicity, we take n=(n*,fl,) and r=(x,z) inthe 2.5-D case. U is

the Fourier-cosine transform of the 3-D electric potential. On the artificial boundary (the

left and right sides and the bottom of the numerical grid), Dey and Morrison (1979a,b)

proposed a mixed-boundary conditions in their FDM. Several researchers have shown that

the mixed boundary condition produces better numerical solutions than either the classical

Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions (Zhou andZhong,1984). Considering that the

current source may be placed underground, e.g. in a borehole, we generalize the mixed-

boundary condition as follows:

dU r'2 cos?, + 12 cos?.
3-D: .+l#fU=0, relo, (3.3)

on rr \r+r )

K,(rk,,)cosá, + Kr(r'k ) cos9,
]U =0, relo,dU

2.5-D: 
- 

+ k,,l
Ko(rkr) + Ko Q'k,,)

27

where r, r' , 0, and 0, are shown in Fig.3-1. K0 and K, are the modified Bessel

functions of the first kind. Actually, these conditions are approximate boundary conditions

obtained using the assumption that the potential U and the transformed potential U , fu

from any inhomogeneties, are of the form U= C(Ilr+l/r')(C is a constant) and

(J = C lKoQk.,) + Ko Q'k,,)) (see equation (2.32)) so that we have the following

identities:

d r'2 cos0, + 12 cos?,

rr' (r + r')

d

dn
{C .lKoQk,,) + KoQ'kr,)l } = -C'k),lKJrk,,)Yr 'n+ Kr(r'kr,)Yr' 'n),

K,(rk,,)cos Q+ Kr(r'k ) cos9, (3.6)

11 YrYr'
lC(; + 7)l= -ç(7 * *)'n = -l lu,

(3.4)

(3.s)
dn

Ko(rk,,) + Kr(r'k,,) lu

Clearly, the boundary conditions (3.3) and (3.4) follow directly from equation (3.5) and

(3.6), respectively. When the curient source is located at the surface \, the mixed

- -k,,[
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boundary conditions (3.3) and (3.4) become the original form proposed by Dey and

Morrison (1979a,b). So, in our case we take equation (3.4) as the boundary condition on

Il, that is, the boundary operator B in equation (2.51) or (2.60) may be presented by the

following folm in terms of equations (3.2) and (3.4):

0, r€l
B_ K,(rk, ) cosd, + Kr(r'k r,) cos9,,

], r elo (3.1)
k,.I

Ko(rk,,) + Ko(r'k,,)

It should be noted that the operator B, used in the boundary integral (see equation (2.51) or

(2.60)), is dependent on the position of the source when the wavenumber (, is given. In a

practical DC resistivity survey, different source positions (current injection points) are

commonly employed to obtain the maximum information about the resistivity variation in

the media, If we directly use the boundary operator (3.7), it leads to redundant

computations in the boundary integral due to the different source locations for a given

wavenumber k,,. An efficieut way is to replace the source point in B with the average

position of all the current injection points so that the boundary integral is calculated only

once for each wavenumber (. This saves much computer memory and computer time.

Obviously, the replacement is reasonable when the DC resistivity survey is simulated

within the relatively small central area of the entire computational range.

3.2 "Ihe FEM Formulation

As mentioned in Chapter 2, 2.5-D resistivity modeling may be reduced to solving the

integral equation (2.51) or (2.60) via the two principles of the FEM, and computation of

the response to any source is completely equivalent to computation of the 2.5-D Green's

function for arbitrary media. For simplicity, we prefer the Galerkin's solution as the basic

approximation to the variational principle. That is, equation (2.51) reduces to the

following for the 2.5-D Green's function in DC resistivity modeling:

) tJf rvl", ' VN, + kloN,N ,ldr + 
J 

oN ,BN,drld,"o =N7ô¡,
r e aç¿ (3.8)

(j = l'2'3'" ''N)'
Here N, (i=1,2,...,1',1) is the l-th shape function in the Galerkin's solution and d,'so

(i=1,2,...,1r{) is the l-th nodal values of the Green's function. Nis the total number of shape
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ftrnctions. Normally it is equal to the number of the nodes after discretising the range Ç) .

To calculate the integrals in equation (3.8), we divide the computational range O and the

boundary äQ into a set of subranges (elements) and segments, e.g. ç¿ = IO, and

Aç¿ : >f, , so that the equation reduces to the following linear equation system:

MG2.sD = b,, (3.e)

where

m = (Mu)r,r, Mü =1ro; + B[),

G2sD - {d,tt'}' ,(i =7,2,...,N) ,

4 = {N,4"}'' ,(i = 1,2,...,N),

(3.10)

(3.1 1)

(3,t2)

and

= Jo(r)tVN,(r).VN,(r) + t,'zl41r;lf, Q)ldr ,Aí
c)

B; = ) o(r)N,(r) BN ,(r)dr
f¿

These matrices Ai, and Bi, may be called the inner element matrix and the boundary

element matrix, both of which are symmetric in terms of equations (3.11) and (3.12). From

equations (3.10) - (3.I2), one can see that the coefficient matrix M, assembled with A,i

and B"u, is symmetric too. Once the element matrices are calculated, one can solve the

linear equation systern (3.9) to obtain the Galerkin's solution for the 2.5-D Green's

function. In the following sections we detail the computation of the elemental matrices.

(1) Inner Element Matrix

Reviewing equation (3.11), to calculate the inner matri* Aí, one has to chose the

geometry of the element O, that comprise the whole range Ç) and the shape function

N,(r) corresponding to the specified geometry, In general, an appropriate mesh (dividing

the range f) into a set of elements) and the shape function may be determined in terms of

the practical situation and the accuracy requirement in the modeling. Zhou and Zhong

(1984) have shown that the clifferent meshes, e.g. asymmetrical and symmetric meshes,

may yield different accuracies in the numerical results for DC resistivity modeling. The

preferred mesh is the completely symmetric one shown in Fig.3-2. The whole range is

divided into two parts: the modeling area (shaded part inFig.3-2a) and the transition area

out to the bounclary, both of which consist of the rectangular elements whose size may be
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(a) (b)
x

I. k m

z

I- f,,

I n

o
^

Éf

Fig.3-2 Sketch of the whole FEM mesh (a) and a rectangular element with four triangular'

cells (b) for'2.5-D DC lesistivity modeling. The shaded alea is the modeling area.

variable and each of the rectangular elements has four triangular cells (labeled with { A(j),

i=1,2,3,4\ in Fig.3-2b). Normally, a small size may be chosen for the elements (cells) in

the modelin E area (shaded area in Fig.3-2a) for satisfactory accuracy and a gradual change

in the size (from small to large) in the transition area is used for obtaining the appropriate

dimension of the linear equation system. The main advantages of this hybrid mesh are not

only the improved accuracy in rnocleling but also greater flexibility to simulate

complicated models. In theory, the artificial boundary Il, must be far enough away from

the modeling area so that the mixed-boundary condition (3.3) or (3.4) works well. The

adjustable size of the rectangular element in the transition area enables us easily to control

the dimensions of the mesh, For crosshole resistivity modeling and inversion, we may take

the constant size of the rectangular elements in the modeling area ( Ax and A¿ are not

changed for all the elements in the shaded area) and the adjustable size of the rectangular

elements in the transition area (linearly changing Ax and Az with the distance away from

the modeling area) so as to have an appropriate dimension of the mesh and to not lose the

accuracy and spatial resolution in modeling and inversion.

According to the geometry of the clivision and the Galerkin' s solution, the inner element

matrix becomes the summation of the four triangular integrals (see equation (3.1 1)):

Aí={ I. j * j * J}o{')tvl",(r).vN,(r)+k;N,(r)N,(r)H.r,¡u, ¡a, ¿a, aß) (3.13)

:(A;)o) +(4)") +çA'r)(t) +(A;)Ø), (i,i =k,l,m,n,c),

S ¿
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where the letters (k,l,m,n,c) stand for the five nodes in the rectangular element (four

corners and centïal point, see Fig.3-2b). { (4)(P) , p=I,2,3,4} represents the four triangular

integrals. This equation reveals an undesirable feature that the mesh or the division of the

range Ç) has a large number of nodes because of the introduction of the central node in

each rectangular element. This implies that to obtain the Green's function one has to solve

the large dimensional linear equation system (3.9). For instance, if the mesh has N, and

{ nodes in the x- and z-directions respectively, the dimension of the linear equation

system (3.9) becomes N=N, N.+(N,-1XN.-1). Schemes have been suggested by

several researchers to reduce the dimension. For example, Zhou and Zhong (1984)

demonstrated a method in the variational principle formulation to remove the central node

with the four triangular integrals, This scheme deals with a lower dimension of the linear

equation system (N= N, . N. ) and does not lose numerical accuracy. The desirable scheme

was realized with just one weak assumption: no current injection at the central nodes. Here

we adopted the scheme for the Galerkin's solution, For ease of discussion, we arrange the

three nodal numbers of the triangular cell in anti-clockwise order, e.g. (k,I,c), (I,n,c),

(m,c,n) and (k,c,m) which stand for the nodal number sets of the four triangles: Ll' , L'7' ,

At:' and L':' respectively (see Fig,3-2b). As an example to calculate the triangular

integrals, here we will calculate the first one in equation (3.13). The others can be obtained

in similar manner.

In the first triangular cell, we have the three linear shape functions defined as follows for

the three nodes k,l and c (Zienl<tewrcz,I97I):

N[1)(x,z) =# =ftrtÍ') +bÍDx+cfÌzl,

=)rf i) +bfDx+clDz),

1

= ;¡¡lo'," + blt) x + c[" z),

1

1

1

1

1

zk

z

x

xt

xc

xk

x

l,,zc

I*ozk
l*,zr
Ix z

z

zr

zc

NfD (x,z) = # (3.14)

where the superscript (1) and the symbol Atj' stand for the first triangle and its
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coffesponding area. The points (xn,z¡), (x,,2¡) and ( x",2,) are the coordinates of the three

nodes of the triangle. According to the definitions (3.14), the shape functions have the

property: { N!t) (x,,2,) = 6 
u , i,j-k,l,c} and the coefficients in equation (3.14) are

calculated by the following expressions:

oÍt) = *,2, - ztxc, bÍ" = Lzlz, ,Í" = Lxl2;

o," = x"Z¡, - z,x¡, b[t) = LzlZ, ,1" = - LxlT; (3.15)

oÍt) = ,oz, - Z¡,x¡, b[" = -M.,, tjt) = 0.

Supposing the conductivity o(x,z) within the triangle is assumed to be constant, then by

substituting the shape functions (3.14) into the integral (3.13), we obtain:

(Aí)"' = ffi,t:"ai' 
*cf')cj')) *# o')'U+ õi)k\,

bf" = Lzlz,

,Í" = -MP,
b!,?' = - Lzlz,

'Í? = Ltlz,
bÍo' = Lzl2,

(i,j=k,l,c). (3.16)

(3.11)

Here we used the following identity:

L 
tl',(r)N,t" (r)dr = $O+ 6 ) .

^0)

Reviewing equation (3.16) one can directly write out similar results for the other three

integrals:

(Aí)t" = #ru?bÍ" 
+ c!,)r<zt¡*#o':'rt+ õ)Ç, Q,i = t,n,c), (3.18)

(Aí)"' = 
ffi,o:"u;" 

* r\')ri')) *# o:' rr+ 6,,)tfi , (i,i = m,c,n), (3.1e)

(Aí)'o' =#rr?bÍo'*rfo)cio))*#^:'rr+ õ,)kl, (i,i = k,c,m), (3.20)

where

b:" =-Lzl2, b[" =0,
,Í"=-Lrlz,, ,:"=Lx,
b[t'=Lz, b:" =-Lzlz,

tj')=0, cÍt)=-Axlz,

blo) =0, bÍl'=-Lzlz,
,lo) = -ar, ,Í!' = Lrl2.,Ío' = Lrl2

(3.2t)
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Substituting equations (3.16), (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20) into equation (3.13) and using the

results of the coefficients (3.15) aîd (3.2I), we have the thirteen independent non-zero

components of the rectangular element matrix:

Aír =:t@f' + o','\t#.**Ê*ut\,

t', =itot" *fi*ut,Lz Lx

z\x z\z

A1,,, = )roÍ,rft ** Ê **ll,

tí,= ïr-r"l'#+ of) fi-.ø+Ðti^x^zt\ ,

tí = Irrot" 
* or\t*. ** Ê *ut\,

Aí^=:ø"'t* #*fi**rr,
oí,= I-rot'#+ ot') fri,.@#q^x^zt\ ,

At,u =)uo.,' * oÍ\t#.**Ê*ut\,

At,n=ïr":,r* **fi**n,
At,, = )aoy, # * o,:, fii-. "T+Prq ^x^zu,

A", =).u"':' * o:'\l*.**$*ul,

(3.22)

@? + o:))a:,= I_l,"?'*.+ o? fii.. nl,nxLz)\,
24

Aî =:{@'}' + o','\T+Qc,¿' * ot:\T+@'"" + ot') + of) * oÍ'>$n ul

All of the above expressions for the components have an additional l/2 factor compared

with the literature, e.g. Zhou and Zhong (1984) and Queralt et al. (1991). This is because

we calculate the 2.5-D Green's function instead of the original potential. From the above

formula, each lectangular element makes the following contribution:
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Aío Aí, 0 Aí, Aí"

Aí,0 o Ai,, A:,, A:,,,

Aío Aí, Aí^ o AL

Aí, Al,', A:, A:,0

AíU Aí' A:, A:, A:'

Gïo
d,"o

G:'o

G:"
G:"

ä0"

ô,"

õnu

ân,

0

(3.23)

(3.2s)

to the whole linear equation system (3.9). h equation (3.23) we have used the assumption

that no current source is located at the central point of the rectangular element so that the

component of the right-hand vector is zero. From the last row in the above equation we

have the expression for the central value:

Glto = -*f,q:rc:s' + A',G,t's' + Ai,,,G,,',to + A;,G,"o) (3'24)
A;,

Substitutin g Q.2Ð for the other rows in equation (3'23), we obtain:

(Aír-ffi Øí,-ffi (Aí,,,-ry, (Aí,-ry)

(Ai-ry, Øí-ffi (Aí.,-ry, (Aí^-ry'

(Aí,,, - ffl (Aí,, - ry, (A',,,,, - ry, çq,^ - 4#,

(Aí,,-ffi (Aí,-ff1 (A:,,-ry, (A:,-ry,

DG

G,'"
G:"
e:"

= (ô0",á^,4,,.,,4,)t'

Obviously, equations (3.23) and (3..25) are equivalent, but the latter does not contain the

value of the Green's function at the central node ( C!t'). This means that using equation

(3.25) to assemble the whole matrix M \n equation (3.9) has reduced the dimension of the

linear equation system from N= N, 'N. + (N" - lXN. - 1) to N=N" 'N. and it retains the

same numerical accuracy as the original, because both employ the same triangular shape

functions. So, the new rectangular element matrix may be summarized by the following

expression and will still be symmetric:

Æ A',^
(A')í¡ = ü,-1, Q,i = k,I,m,n) . Q.26)

It is applied to the fonnation of the matrix M in equation (3.9).
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(2) Boundary Element Matrix

To calculate the boundary integral (3.12), we consider the boundary operator B (equation

(3.7)) to be a constant operator over each segment Il , that is

rc\
(3.21)

where r, and r! are the distances from the source and its image to the mid-point of the

segment l, 0f and 0i are the segmental values of Q and 0, (see Fig.3-1). So, the

boundary integral (3.12) becomes

I
Bi = o,B"J N'(r)Nr(r)df (3'28)

f¿

Note that the triangular shape functions

(3.t4) can be rewritten in the following

form for the two nodes i and j of the

boundary segment f, :

^s(.çl=---
AN Iì

- K,(r,k,.) cos2,' + K,(r!k,.) cos 0r' 
_t 

^rr, 
* 

^1a, 
l' '' 

€ r"

C¡lf rV' =!o,n"t",

lo

B =]"lfr

I-

s

I

Nr(s)
A

(3.2e)

L
where s stands for the length from the

node i to the point (¿z) and A" and A,

Fig.3-3 A boundary segment of a triangular cell.

denote the areas of the two triangles (i,c,p) and (i,c,j) (see Fig.3-3). Substituting equation

(3.29) for the integral (3.28), the boundary element matrix is obtained as:

C

B;

L

J
0

I--

J
0

õnBn

B,o"

(i = j),

o"B"lr, (i + i)

(3.30)

r_Ltf r - a)¿"
LL

1

6

or Bí, --lo,n,r"Q+ õon), (p,q = i,i), (3.31)

from which ono can find only three contributions: Bí,, Bí and B"u to the elemental matrix

Mín'
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3.3 Inverse Fourier Transform

To obtain the spatial potential (J (r,,rr) or the corresponding Gteen's function

G3'(r,,rt) ,the inverse Fourier transform corresponding to equation (2.30) is required, i.e.

(J (r,,r,,) = p-'Vl (t<,,r,,rp)l=?iOro,.,r,,r,,)cos(k,y)d.kr,, (3.32)
/þo

where U (k, ,r,,r,,) = I .G"o çk r.,r, ,r¡,) I 2 . Ftom considerations of computer time the

numerical algolithm is normally used to calculate only a few samples of the transformed

potential {U(kr,,y,,r¡,),i--1,2,...,N,.}.So, the means to calculate the inverse Fourier

transform with the finite samples is important for obtaining a highly accurate spatial

potential (J(r,,rr) or 3-D Green's function G'o (r,,r,,) . Most researchers, when studying

analyically transformed potentials for a homogeneous half-space and some simple

inhomogeneous models (e.g. stratified model, vertical contact, a horst model), found that

they have the same shaped curves in the logarithmic representation (Dey and Morrison,

I9J9a, I919b; Zhou and Zhong, 1986; Queralt et al., 1991). For instance, in a

homogeneous half-space and a two-layered model, the transformed potentials are given by

the following analytic expressions:

Half-space:

Two-layers

IolIo
IJ (kr.,rr,r,,) =;0,(l\ _ rl) =; Ko(k,lr" - r,,l)

Ri,
U çk r.,r,,rr) = fi O,lå+ 2>

r, - rplz +(2nh)2

lo.
= fflxr(k,lr, - ru l) + ,Ð,olrKo (k,, r, - r,,12 +(2nh)z )1 Q.34)

(3.33)
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where å is the thickness of the layer and R,, = (P" - Pr) / (p, + Pr) is the reflection

coefficient. Fig.3-4 shows the typical shape of the transformed potentials. This logarithmic

representation demonstrates the feature that in all of these cases, the behaviour of the

transformed potentials is the same: a very slow decrease for small k,, and monotonically

decreasing to zero as kr, -) æ. This feature allows one to use the same approach to the

transformed potentials for the different distances and arbitrary models. For example, Dey

and Morrison (1979a,b) suggested an exponential interpolation for U to calculate the

inverse Fourier transform (3.32) for an anay parallel to the strike direction þÉ0). Queralt

et al. (1991) proposed a combined logarithmic-exponential interpolation for U . Since the

latter approach includes the former one, Queralt et al.'s formula (1991., Appendix B) can

be considered as a general form for numerical calculation of the inverse Fourier transform:

2
U (r.,r,,) = _ lU, sin(k,y) - si(k,y)l

EV

.>+ n,unr#k, )sin(k,,); - s;(k,,r)ìfl.'
lLy Kn

2.)
x(a,2,,+ y2)

7( ¿', ) [ y sin( k, y) - a,, cos(k r!))II',',,',,*',
(3.3s)

(U " -U,nt)where B, =iäJ k;, sl(x) = (3.36)

Here the sequence {U.,U2,...,U" } represents the values of the transformed potential at

these samples { k, ,kr,...,k" } of k, . The first and second terms in equation (3.35) are the

integral results using the logarithmic interpolation. The last term comes from the

exponential interpolation and it should include the integral result over [k",-) when

taking kn,+t = æ and U (-) = 0. There is a critical point that divides the whole range of

k,. into two subsets: one for logarithmic interpolation and another for exponential

interpolation. Queralt et al. (1991) showed by different numerical tests that the critical

point may be determined by the relation k,r =0.5 and the combined logarithmic-

exponential approach is satisfactory. Obviously, if the logarithmic approximation terms in

the expression (3.35) are dropped, it becomes the pure exponential approximation (Dey

and Morris on, 197 9 a, 197 9b ; Zhol and Zhong, 1 984).

ln(U,,, /U,,,*1)

"' kr,*, - kn,
a
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An alternative case for the inverse Fourier transform is to calculate the potential of an

array peryendicular to the strike direction (y=9;. This case is the coÍìmon application of

2.5-D resistivity modeling. In this situation, due to the disappearance of the cosine factor

in the integrand of equation (3.32), the numerical calculation becomes simpler. As pointed

out by Queralt et al. (1991), no numerical problem arises in this case, an exponential

interpolation is sufficient and the improved logarithmic interpolation is not necessary. So,

the inverse Fourier transform (3.32) is implemented with the following expression:

2-
(3.31)

* Zur
ntn((J r-, tu r¡(kr 

- k"-t)'

The first term is the rectangular approximation for the integral over the range (0,k11

considering k, to be a very small value, and the last term is the direct result with

exponential interpolation for the range I kr,- ).

From the above discussion, we see that once the wavenumber samples { k' kr,...,krÌr ate

chosen and the spectral potentials {Ur,Ur,...,U* } are obtained, the potential U can be

recovered by equation (3.35) or (3.37) in terms of the electrode array parallel or

perpendicular to the strike direction. The typical shape of the transformed potential may

help one to determine the distribution of the wavenumber samples, because it shows that

each distance r=lr,-11 has a ceftain range of k, yielding significant values of the

spectral potential (see Fig.3-4). In other wotds, the maximum k,, for significant values of

log(U ) varies with different distances r. The smaller the distance r, the bigger the

maximum k., . This implies that if resistivity modeling involves the calculation for

different distances (this often occurs in practical applications), the right range of k,, is

required for all distances. For instance, { n,r2,...,4, } denotes the different distances,

having individual ranges of k,,: { R(4),R(rr),...,R(T,) }. According to the typical shape of

the spectral potential, the right range for sampling k, in the modeling should be the

maximum of them all: R(r)= max{R(r,), R(rr),...,R(ä)}, so that all the significant values

of U areincluded in the calculation. After obtaining the right range, one can distribute the

samples { kt,kz,...,k" } in R(r) with an equal and unequal logarithmic interval.

nN"s_.L/L ,,, ffi(k**'t-kn')
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It must be mentioned that the calculation for the inverse Fourier transform is only

available for the spectral potential of one current source and one potential electrode (pole-

pole array), because the shape of the transfotmed potential involving more electrodes such

as pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole may be more complicated than the typical

shape, In general, the shape depends on the configuration of the electrodes (sources and

receivers) with respect to the model. Queralt et al. (1991, Fig.3) gave an example of the

different shape of the transformed potential in a horst model with bipole-pole surveying.

Thereþre, to correctly calculate the potential due to several electrodes, each source must

be calculated separately and the results (contributions) added algebraically.

3.4 Implementation of The Method

From the previous formulation, one can see that each rectangular element in the mesh

shown inFig.3-2a makes a contribution to the total matrix M with a 4x4 elemental matrix

(A')i, given by equation (3.26) and the boundary element matrix B', given by equation

(3.31) when involving a segment of the boundary. So, the rectangular element matrix

consists of the two matrices in terms of equation (3.10):

Mí¡ = (Aí,-ry)+to,n"r"(l+ ôù), (i,i = k,I,m,n), (3.38)

which assembles as U =\ Mi. Tbis expression shows that the matrix M is a
e

symmetric banded matrix. The maximal width depends upon the number of nodes in the

z-direction if ordering is done on

the nodes in the z-direction, then

in the x-direction. Fot' instance,

note that an inner node has four

neighbouring rectangular

elements (see Fig.3-5), so there

are in total 9 non-zelo

components in the i-th row of

M: { M,r,_*._rY M,(,-*,),

M,(,-*,*r), M,(,-r), M,,, M,r,*rr,

i -I+ N,

i+ N,

i +I- N, i +1+ N.l+l

Fig.3-5 The neighbouring nodes of the i-th node in the

FEM mesh.

i-li_I_ N,

Tt-N
z
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O rigin al M atrix M Stored Matrix M

<-N. +2-=> <-N. +2+

NXN Nx(N,+2)

Fig.3-6 Computation and storage scheme for the matrix M.

M,(,nr.-r), M,(,**,), M,(,**,*r) ). This implies that the maximal width in the l-th row of

M rs (i+l+N.)-(i-1-N.)=2*(I+N.). Due to the syÍìmetry of the matrix only

those components in the upper or lower band need to be calculated and stored in the

numerical algorithm. Fig.3-6 shows a scheme for computing and storing M. Obviously,

this scheme saves much computer time and memory when dealing with large

dimensional modeling. From inspection of Fig.3-6, one can easily obtain the relation of

the two matrices:

Mli,i)r,r ë Mli,N, +2-(i - i)l",rr.*rr , (i >i) .

Actually, the matrix M is positive-definite, because of the basic requirement for the

existence of the solution of the variational principle (equation (2.60)), which is

equivalent to the Galerkin's solution when taking the triangular shaped functions (from

optimisation theory of quadratic forms, the necessary and sufficient condition for

reaching the minima is that the Hessian matrix be positive-definite). This propetty of M

enables us to apply the banded Cholesky decomposition (M= f[ ) to solving equation

(3.9). It must be mentioned that the matrix M depends upon not only the model

parameters o, bL;rt also upon the wavenumber k,, (see equations (3.22) and (3.38)). It

follows that for each wavenumber one has to implement the LI: decomposition

repeatedly to get the k.,, -component of the Green's function. For large dimensional

modeling, fhe LII decomposition consumes significant computer time, which means

that the more sample numbers of the wavenumber k,, that are used, the more computer

time is consumed.
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After the decomposition, the wavenumber-domain solution G"o can be obtained by

forward-substitution and back-substitution due to the fact that the matrix Z is a lower

triangular matrix, Substituting the solution for equation (2.30), one can calculate the

electrical potential U (r,,r,,) for arbitrary media.

In resistivity field surveys, the quantity "apparent resistivity" rather than the potential is

used to indicate the variation in the electrical properties of subsurface. Apparent resistivity

is defined by

AU
P"=K I'

where LU = U M - U" is the potential difference between the two potential electrodes,

e.g. M and N (one of them may be remote), 1 is the total current entering the ground and K

is a geometric factor, which depends on the electrode array configuration and can be

calculated by one of the following expressions in terms of the current (A and B, one of

which may be remote) and potential electrode positions:

tttt r {Pt

(3.3e)

(3.40)pole-pole: K= 4x( )
f¡¡a*T¡'¡a

l' Ltvt T ¡'¡,t f ¡U t ¡'¡t I (3.41)pole-bipole: K=4ttl
t tu f ¡,N (r e¡t * r ; liø) - t nt t ¡'u (r uv t r ¡'n)

/' Ltvt f ¡'V f nn f n'u
bipole-pole: K=4nl

t' Bv f n,ø (r xu * r m) - r ¡¡t r t'¡,t (r s'u * r su)
I Q.42)

bipole-bipole: K=4nl
(r w * r t,u) r ¡u r t,N - (r uv -l r xN) Y nr r t'u

I',quT'q'Uf,q¡vTl'u

(r nru * r n,N) r su r n,u - (r n¡ø -l r s'^a) r su r n'^t

(3.43)

l-t
f nu t n'u faNtn'u

Here rr, represents the distance from the current electrodes É (= l', B or their images

A' , B' ) to the potential electrode rl FM or 1Ð. Crosshole configurations with these four

electrode arrays are discussed in Section 8.1, Substituting equation (2.30) for (3.39), we

have

pole - pole:

pole - bipole:

bípole - pole:

P,, = KIG3D (ro,r¡)),

p" = K\G3D (ro,rr) - G'o (ro,r¡n,)J,

P,, = K\G3D (ro,r¡) - G" (r*r¡a)),

(3.44)

(3.4s)

(3.46)
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bipole -bipole: P, = K{lGt'(,o,rr) - G3D (ro,r*)l

lGto (ru,rr) - G" ,u, r" )J Ì, 
G '41)

where G3D (rr,rr) = i.oir"'sD 
(rr,rr)). (3.4s)

In view of the above equations and considering the fact that the Green's function

"z'sD 
(rË,rn) vanishes when rg oÍ h is infinite (remote electrode), a general form can be

obtained for all of these affays:

p" = Klffi'no'*?) - æ3iN?)1, (3.49)

where æìi fr¡ = 1rr'ro''" (rq,r) - G'sD (r*r¡1. (3.50)
çtt .. 2

The expression (3.49) is available for any surface or crosshole surveying configuration

and demonstrates that the apparent resistivities for dffirent arrays can be directly

calculated from the Green's

functions in theory. Meanwhile,

it shows that the forward

modeling for apParent

resistivity only involves the

computation of the Green's

functions for the current

electrodes rA and rB in an

electrode array.

Frg.3-7 gives a flow-chart for

2.5-D resistivity modeling,

which consists of two Pafis.

The first part (looP over

wavenumber k,, ) is the major

part of the algorithm because it

calculates the 2.5-D Green's

functions: G"o (r,,,r)

(i=1,2,...,N.) for all the

current electrodes. The second

yes

42

a

Create a FEM mesh

j=1,Nfor k

Calculate maÍrix:M (a, k

¡=ttJM(a,

for current electrodes: I - 1,N"

LUGZSD -bSolve:

No
-N ,|

j=N

for data: k =l'N ¿

Calculate factot K(r )r r

[G(r) ,r = lF;tlGzsD(ro,rr))- F;tfG25D(ro,rr))] l2

¿G(rr) ,r = [F;tÍGzsD\ro,rr))- F;tlG2sD(ro,r*)ll l2

P rr = Kl667rr, o) - ôGlDrQ )1

k=Nd?

Fig.3-7 Flow-chart for 2.5-D resistivity modeling
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part (loop over all the data) is to calculate the apparent resistivity and it does not cost much

computer time after obtaining the Green's functions. So, the amount of computer time

consumed really depends on the number of wavenumber samples N, and the number of

current electrodes N" .

3.5 Examples of Modeling

Numerical modeling allows us to predict or investigate the electric potential response of

complicated earth models and is very useful in understanding and interpreting field

observations with different array configurations and various practical geological models.

In addition, when combined with an inversion algorithm, it can be employed for resistivity

imaging with crosshole data or surface profiling data (see Chapter 8).

h this section, some numerical

simulations are shown as examples

of the application of numerical

modeling. First, two analytic

solutions (homogeneous half-space

and two-layer stratified model) are

used to check the program code and

to indicate the accuracy of the

numerical algorithm. Then, we

present modeling examples that

simulate some practical situations:

resistivity profiling, crosshole

potential surveying in mineral

exploration, and finally monitoring

of underground water injection in

hydrolo gical engineering.

(L) Accuracy of The Method

From many different tests, we found

that with a jixed mesh size, the

25 50 75

Depth of electrode M (m)

t4 26

X-distance (m)

g
cË
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Éo+¡o
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E
EEo
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tt)
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ú
å
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0 100

) 38

Fig.3-8 Analytic and numerical calculations for crosshole
pole-pole surveying in a homogeneous half-space (upper)

and bipole-bipole resistivity sounding in a two-layered
model (lower). The relativé error is less tha¡ 17o.
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(a)
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Number of wavenumber values

numerical accuracy of the method

mainly depends on the choices of

the range of wavenumber and the

sampling distribution in the range.

The important thing to do before

modeling is to deterrnine the right

sampling range for all the distances

involved in the calculation.

Unfortunately, except for trial

computations or estimates from

some approximations, we cannot in

advance know the exact range of

wavenumber values for a

complicated model. Fig.3-4

indicates that an inappropriate k,,

lange for a small distance r may

yield a large error in modeling,

because some significant values of

the potential may be missed out.

But the similar features of the

transformed potentials in Fig.3-4 may be applied to estimate the k, range. For example, to

determine the optimum range we may examine the k, ranges of the analytic solution:

¡J:lKoQk.)+KoQ'kr,)) /4n (solution for a homogeneous half-space model) with the

practical surveying configuration (a range of distances r), then pick the maximum one.

After obtaining the k,, range, we distribute the samples with an equal logarithmic interval

in the range,

It is not difficult to obtain the analytic solutions for a homogeneous half-space and a two-

layered stratified model (see equations (3.33) and (3.34)), So, one can use these solutions

to check the program code and detect the numerical accuracy of the modeling. Fig.3-8

gives the analytic and numerical calculations of crosshole pole-pole measurement and

bipole-bipole resistivity sounding for the two models, and shows that the method can

96633323

Hok
L

14
()

dl
a.)I

20 40 60 80

Number of wavenumber values

Fig.3-9 Relative errors of the numerical method with

different numbers of k,, samples: (a) the half'-space model

and (b) the two-layered model in Fig.3-8. The k,, samples

are distributed in equal logarithmic intervals,

(b)

1.17"/o

0.83%

2.53"/o
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produce satisfactory results. In the first case, the distance range in crosshole surveying is

about ¡=50 m to 70 m, so we deduced the range of the wavenumber to be about

k, e [10-6 ,0.26] for these distances. In a similar way, we have the range k] e [104,9] in

the second case due to the distances 12 m to 40 m for resistivity sounding. By repeating

the numerical experiments with different numbers of the k, samples in their k, ranges,

we obtained the relative error variations for the two models (see Fig.3-9). For example, in

case 1 the error is O.34Vo if 33 wavenumber samples are used. The accuracy of the method

is generally improved by increasing the k,, samples, but the improvement is gradual and

not necessarily monotonic

with an increasing number of 
A horst model

k, samples. This means that

even using a latge number of

ky samples, the numerical

calculation can still have a

certain error, which dePends

on the complexity of the

model, the range of k, and

the sample distribution. On

the other hand, alarye number

of fr,, samples will consume a

great deal of comPuter

resources (see Fig.3-7). So,

the number of k, samPles to

use depends upon the Practical

situation and the accuracy

requirement of the modeling.

In fact, taking an aPProPriate

number (any larger number

does not substantiallY imProve

Pole-pole P, pseudosection

Bipole-bipole P" pseudosection

-100 0 100 (m)

-100 0 r00 (m)

100 roo (m)

Fig.3-10 Simulation of the apparent resistivity pseudosection

for a complicated horst model.

0

the accuracy) of k, samples in the right range, one can get a satisfactory result which

involves a reasonable amount of computer time for complicated modeling.
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(2) Resistivity Profiling

DC resistivity profiling, which employs various electrode configurations such as pole-pole

or dipole-dipole array, and measures the variation in apparent resistivity along the surface,

is one of the popular electric exploration techniques because it can directly indicate the

vertical and horizontal resistivity variation of the subsurface from the apparent resistivity

pseudosection. But, for a complicated earth model it is very difficult to recognise the detail

of the model from the pseudosection, because the pseudosection only provides a rough and

averaged variation of the actual resistivity. The numerical modeling enables us to simulate

any complicated situation in the field measurement and study the features of the

pseudosection for a practical model. So, it is helpful to understand and interpret the

observed pseudosection. Fig.3-10 gives an example of simulation of the apparent

resistivity pseudosection for a complicated horst model with the pole-pole and bipole-

bipole affays. This modeling shows that even with the same model the apparent resistivity

pseudosections may be different due to the different electrode ¿ilTays and the

pseudosections fail to reflect the detail of the deep structure. From this figure, it seems that

the bipole-bipole array emphasizes features of the near-surface resistivity variation, while

the pole-pole array gives more information on the structure at depth.

(3) Crosshole Applied Potential Surveying

Crosshole applied potential surveying (or mise-á-la-mass surveying) is a technique in

mining and mineral exploration which attempts to determine whether conductive units,

like mineralisation, encountered in different boreholes are connected. In principle, an

electrode is placed in the conductive zone in one borehole, and electric current transmitted

into this electrode. A second electrode is placed in another borehole, and voltage

measurements taken at various depths. If a higher voltage than others occurs, centred over

a conductive zone in the second borehole, then the two zones are assumed to be

connected. In practical applications, numerical modeling may be required to supply a more

highly constrained geological model for interpreting the field data. Figures 3-Il and 3-12

illustrate this technique in a practical case of a nickel mine in'Western Australia. In this

example, underground (in-mine) drilling disclosed three ore intersections in one borehole

(8, C and D in Fig.3-11) and one intersection in the other (A). kt order to investigate the

connectivity of the mineralized sections between the boreholes, crosshole applied potential

measurements were conducted by placing one of the current electrodes at A in the left
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Model-1 Model-2 Model-3

I
0

Model-4 Model-5
Host Rock
(f 0 Kom)

Gonductive
Zone (100Om)

Fig.3'11Five possible
models and the

corresponding electric
potential held for
simulation of cross-
hole applied potential
surveying in mineral
exploration.

borehole and reading the voltage values from the top to bottom in the right borehole.

Fig.3-t2 gives the observed data (supplied by WMC-the company operating the mine)

and the modeling results using fîve possible models in Fig.3-11. The models indicate

vadous connections (A to C, A to B, A to D, A to all of B, C, D and A does not connect to
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Modeling Results
all of B, C, D). Comparing

the field data with the

modeling resulrs (Fig.3-12), it

is easy to recognize that the

synthetic response of Model-4

is very similar to the field

data. So, Model-4 is an

acceptable model for the field

data, which reveals that the

three ore intersections B, C

and D are connected to

intersection A. This example

demonstrates that numerical

modeling is very helpful to

solve a practical mining

problem.

(4) Monitoring of Under-

ground Water Injection

8,000
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Depth of Electrode P2 (m)
from Artiflrcial Aquifer

Fig.3-12 Synthetic potential responses (upper diagram) to
the five models in Fig.3-11 and observed potential data and

surveying configuration (lower diagram).

Storage

Numerical modeling may be

applied to groundwater engineering. For example, to manage natural water resources,

aquifer storage and recovery techniques are being attempted in South Australia (Mines

and Energy Resource, SA, 1997). This involves the temporary storage of stormwater

underground in a suitable aquifer for which the harvesting of surplus 'water from a

variety of sources is injected underground through a borehole. Crosshole resistivity

measurements during the fresh water injection into the more saline aquifer may be

useful to detect the water dispersion and any preferential flow paths. The numerical

modeling may be employed to predict or investigate the responses of the water

distribution in the different water injection stages, including before, during and even

after (recovery) operations. Fig.3-13 shows a simulation of the situation in which
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Fig.3-13 A simulation of crosshole electric potential measurements for delineation of the injected water

distribution. (a) Model-l, Model-2 and Model-3 represent the three stages of the fresh water injection and

(b) the potential responses of the crosshole measurements with a pole-pole array'
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Fig.3-14 Different responses of crosshole pole-pole surveying for five locations of the current

electrode for Model-2 in Fig.3-13.
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crosshole potential measurements, corresponding to a current electrode at the water

injecting depth, are supposed to be carried out at three stages of water injection (see

Model-l, Model-2 and Model-3 in Fig.3-13). The more resistive fresh water plume

advances between the boreholes. The numerical modeling can illustrate the voltage

responses of the crosshole measurements to the water distribution at the different water-

injecting stages. From the synthetic results, it is clear that with the movement of the

injected water along the porous layer (aquifer), the observed potential curve shifts up but

preserves the same shape (see Fig.3-13). This increase of the electric potential with

increasing water injection may be used to delineate the water distribution and estimate the

water spreading speed in the porous layer. Fig.3-14 gives the different responses of pole-

pole surveying to five locations of the current electrode in above model-2. This figure

shows that when the cunent electrode is located above or below the aquifer layer, the

resulting potential curves are quite different, but all of the potential responses are very

similar in shape (they differ in amplitude) if the current electrode is placed in the aquifer.

So, these modeling results a.re very helpful to interpret such practical monitoring

measurements.
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ChaPter 4

2.5-D Acoustic Wave Modeling

in the Frequency-Domain

As shown in Chapter 2,the2.5-D acoustic wave equation in the wavenumber-frequency

domain is a specified form of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation and is similar to the DC

resistivity governing equation. This prompts us to resort to a similar method for 2.5-D

acoustic modeling as is used in the DC resistivity problem. But the two forms of the 2.5-

D Helmhohz equation define two entirely different physical fields. Therefore, we must

be very specific in the numerical implementation. In this chapter, we first develop a

general form of the absorbing boundary condition for the 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling'

Next, the two numerical algorithms: composite boundary-valued solution and a damping

method (Zhou and Greenhalgh, 1998a, 1998b), ale presented based on the FEM

formulation. Finally, some numerical results of wavefield computations both in the

frequency-domain and the time-spatial domain are demonstrated. Comparisons between

the numerical solutions and the exact analytic or semi-analytic solutions are also given.

4.1 2.5-D Absorbing Boundary Condition

As is well known, to solve equation (2.25) or (2.29), a kind of absorbing boundary

condition (ABC) must be introduced because only a finite-sized model is used in

numerical modeling. Otherwise, some reflections from the edges of the artificial grid

boundary obscures interesting events on the seismogram (Reynolds, 1978). Several

ABCs were suggested for minimization of the edge reflections (Clayton and Engquist,

1977;Bayliss et al., 1982; Higdon, 1991). But all of them are available only for 2-D

(line source) problems. Recently, Song and Williamson (1995a,b) applied Clayton and

Engquist,s 2-D ABC to 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling. Actually, it will be seen that a

2.5-D ABC can be obtained by just following Clayton and Engquist's 2-D method

(1977) to handle the 2.5-D problem and it may be generalized by adapting Higdon's

formula (1991).
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(1) Clayton-Engquist ABC

For simplicity, we take a rectangular boundary (see Fig.4-1). On the boundary

4

æ¿ =Il , the Fourier transformed form of the 2.5-D acoustic wave equation becomes

í=l

(see Equation (2.25)):

lV' + (k" - kj)lF =0, (4.t)

which has the disPersion relation

k, =!k"ll- (
k:
ko'

)l''' ,
(4.2)

where ko = k'-k"
f1

is assumed to be a

positive value

(k" >0), which can

be considered as the

apparent wavenumber

in the (x,z)-Plane.

Clearly, when

t<l t tc] > t, k,

becomes imaginary,

which represents an

evanescent wave,

z

f3 f4

I \
È a

4

x

f2
j=l

Fig.4-1 Sketch of the rectangular boundary of the FEM mesh

whereas þrl tfil<t
implies a propagating wavefield having the wavenumber ko. Expanding the square-root

of equation (4.2) and neglecting the high order terms (paraxial approximation), the

approximation is

k?
k, = !koft-;,r:1. (4.3)

Note that the + signs in equation (4.2) or (4.3) stand for waves propagating in the

positive and negative directions of the z-coordinate. For the upgoing wave, the positive

sign is considered in (a.3) and converting back to the frequency-wavenumber domain

via the inverse Fourier transform, it becomes

ãd)=)r,
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(2) General Form of The 2.5-D ABC

Higdon (1991) suggested a general form of the absorbing boundary condition for 2-D

modeling. For instance, in the positive x-direction, the ABC in the frequency-domain is

presented as the product of the various terms:

llt¿tcosø, +ã)F =o,

54

t: ã,P - i(k" +ùu*r:, . (4.4)

For the downgoing wave, it can be written as

f, : à,P = -i(k, +#U-rU. (4.5)

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are available for the top and bottom boundaries in the

frequency-wavenumber domain. In the same manner, the left and right boundary

conditions can be written out in terms of equations (a.4) and (4.5):

f,: ã,P = i(k" +*r.rU , (4.6)

fo : ã,P = -i(k" +*n.rU (4.1)

Obviously, as kr+O, equations (4.4)-(4.7) become Clayton and Engquist's 2-D

expressions. So, as long as ko > 0 or k, < k , the boundary conditions (4.4)-(4.7) ate

the extension of Clayton and Engquist's 2-D ABC to the 2.5-D case.

i=l

(4.8)

(4.e)

which yields a reflection coefficient for an arbitrary angle of incidence d (unknown) as:

cos I - cos
lnl = II

i=1 cosd + cosø,

Here k>0 is the wavenumber and ø, is the predicted angle, which can be chosen to take

advantage of á priori information, if available, about directions from which waves are

expected to approach the boundary. Equation (4.9) states that if di approaches 9, the

reflection coefficient goes to zero, which means that the reflection from the artificial

boundary will be negligible. The ABC is available for 2-D modeling in the

wavenumber-frequency domain, but it can be modified for 2.5-D modeling. In fact, by
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defining the apparent wavenumbet ko = k' - kj in the (¿z)-plane it was shown in

Chapter 2 that the 2.5-D acoustic wave equation (2.25) has the same appearance as the

2-D Helmholtz equation (2.1). This suggests that we can replace k in equation (4.8) with

ko for the 2.5-D case. For instance, the boundary condition in the positive x-direction

should be

fI(¡¿, cosøi + d,)P =0, (4.10)
i=l

which still has the reflection coefficient given by equation (a.9) in the (¿z)-plane so

long as ko ) 0 or k, < k. So equation (4.10) may be a general form of the ABC in the

frequency-wavenumber domain for the 2.5-D case. In general, the more factors which

are included in the expansion, the better the reduction in the artificial reflections (see

equation (4.9)). However, this will involve the computations of the higher derivatives

and possible instability. Considering the computational efficiency, we chose the two-

factor form of equation (4.10). Taking the first two factors (m=2), an explicit expression

of the ABC for the positive x-direction is obtained as:

fo: ã,P = -{v' - þð-}P, (4.11)

v'=i ko cosø cosa)

where

,
cos¿yl + cosø2

ip=
k,(cosq+ cos0r2)

Replacing the sign '+' in equation (4.10) with '-' results in the ABC in the negative.r-

direction
::fr: ã,P = {v' - Bà*lP

(4.12)

In the same manner, The ABCs in the positive and negative z-direction can be obtained

(4.13)

(4.r4)

f,: ã,P = tv' - Ø)F. (4.15)

From these results, one can find the difference in the form between the 2.5-D Clayton-

Engquisr ABCs (equations (4.4)-(4.7)) and the above equations (4.11)-(4.15), which are
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valid for wave propagation with an incident angle lying between at and ø, towards the

boundary. The ABCs (4.11)-(4.15) can be rewritten in the general form:

*=-nF =-n'Í(v'- øft1"-+(v'- Oft>",]F , r eãíù' (4'16)

Where n is the normal unit vector of the boundary ã{2, e, and e' are the unit vectors

indicating the x- and z-axes. Note the fact that wave equation should be satisfied at the

boundary, on substituting the source-free 2.5-D wave equation (2'25) for the second

derivative into equation (4.16), another form of the ABC is obtained:

*=-BF =-n'l(v+ O*r",+(v+ B

i

d2

ã'x )e,l r e ã{2, (4.17)

(4.18)

F

where

v=v'+
cos¿q + cosø

.k"(cosarcosø + 1) 
'

=l- cosq +cos06

Theoretically, Equations (4.16) and (4.17) are two equivalent boundary conditions, both

of which may be used for acoustic wavefield numerical modeling in the frequency-

wavenumber domain. But it wilt be shown that the operator B in equation (4-16) is not

a self-adjoint operator for the boundary integral but the operator B in equation (4'17)

is self-adjoint when incorporated with the FEM. The latter is inherently suitable for the

FEM (see 4.3 section). considering that it is to be used with the FEM, we want a self-

adjoint operator B to make the FEM assembled matrix of reasonable dimensional size,

and to be symmetric and of appropriate bandwidth properties. Consequently, we prefer

using the form (4.t7) as the 25-D ABC in our case'

According to the general form of the ABC (4.17), the explicit forms for the four sides of

the boundary become:

t: à,P=tv+þà*\P, Ø'19)

fr: d,F = -{v+ Pd*17 , @'20)

fr: ã,P = {v + Bà*}P , Ø'2L)

fo: à*F =-{v+Pd*lP (4.22)
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By setting üt=uz=0, equations (4.19)-(4.22) become the 2.5-D Clayton-Engquist

ABCs (equations (4.4)-(4.7)). This shows that the 2.5-D Clayton-Engquist ABC is just a

special case of equation (4.t7).

4.2 Boundary Condition for The Evanescent Field

In the previous sections, we have developed a general form of the 2.5-D ABC, which

requires a positive value of the apparent wavenumber: ko > 0 or k, a k. In Chapter 2,

it has been pointed out that the 2.5-D acoustic wave equation (equation (2.25) ) includes

the two physical phenomena: wave propagation (krck) and the evanescent field

(k, > k ). The ABC given by equation (4.16) or (4.17) is available only for the case

k, a k. On the other hand, from the definition of the Fourier-cosine transform (equation

(2.23)), k, should lie in the range (0,-), which means that both physical phenomena

will arise in an inhomogeneous medium. So, some complement to the boundary

condition has to be made for the case: k, > k. Consider P to be an evanescent field

(non-vibration), which normally has a significant value only in the small area around the

source. One can predict that if the boundary is not close to the source, P should go to

zero when krrk. Actually, wheneve, kr)k, the wave equation (2.24) at the

boundary can be rewritten as

(v+k;xv- k)¡P -0, (4.23)

whereÈ, = kl - kt . For simplicity, taking just the l-D case to examine the factors of

equation (4.23), a general solution is

F=Crr-o)'lCrek)'. Ø.24)

The two terms describe the evanescent fields in the positive and negative x-directions.

By substitution of equation (4.24) for the first factor of equation (4.23), and setting the

factor to be zero, we get Cz=0, which means that only the one-way (positive x-

direction) evanescent field exists at this point. This is just the boundary condition we

expect at the right-side of the source. In the same way, the second factor of equation

(4.23) implies another side boundary condition for the evanescent field. This leads to a
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natural complement to the boundary condition for k, > k, which is a mixed-boundary

condition:

#. k'o:P = 0, k kî-k'; redç¿. (4.2s)

Obviously, the operator B=-k, in equation (4.25) is self-adjoint. It must be mentioned

thatthe2.5.DABC(4,16)or(4.17)hasasingularityatko=Qork,=k(criticalvalue).

When it occurs, special treatment is required to avoid lr. A simple way is to adjust k,

by a small amount so as to make k, . k or k, > k , then the boundary conditions (4.17)

or (4.25) can be employed for this situation'

4.3 Composite Boundary'Valued Solution

In the frequency-domain, the general response to any source can be obtained by the

multiplication of the Green's function with the source spectrum (see equation (2.31). So'

computation of the 2.5-D acoustic wavefield in the frequency-domain is completely

equivalent to computing the 2.5-D Green's function for an arbitrary medium. Using the

result of the previous sections, the boundary-valued problem for the 2.5-D Green's

function for acoustic waves is given by:

58

a

(4.26)

where L=Y2 +(k'-kl) and =(x,z). Also considering a rectangular boundary (see

Fig.4-l) and using the general form of the ABC (4.17) and the mixed-boundary

condition (4.25),the operator B canbe explicitly expressed in the composite form:

r,rs e ç¿,

r e ãÇ2,

rCT

r el,

re13

r elo

krlk'

:t2

tv+ phlGzsD

- {v+ Þftie"'
t, * pLl6zso

- {v+ p*le"'
oz

k:d"o ,

4

re> v

1ã2.5DOlt ñ=25D
= -i)lt ='ì

dn

i=1
L k >k,

(4.27)
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So, to compute the Green's function reduces to solving the composite boundary-valued

problem.

(1) The FEM Formulation

To solve the composite boundary-valued problem, Galerkin's method may be applied to

equation (4.26). According to the residual weighting equation (2.50) and Green's

integral theorem, we have the integral equations:

Jrvru; 
.v6zso +&:,-n'¡N;c"'ldd2+ lN;nc"'dt = N'¡õ^,

o dç2 (4.28)

(j =1,2,"',N,)'

Here Nf is a shape function defined in the finite element, N, is the total number of

shape functions. The second term should be a curved path integral along the boundary

that involves the boundary condition. Substituting the boundary condition for equation

(4.28) and discretising the computation region into finite elements, e.g. O = )Ç), , in

which the Green's function may be expressed by the combination of ttt" shape

functions:

N,

G"o(r) = I¡r,"(r) q25D , r eÇ2,, (4.29)
i=l

the resulting finite element equation becomes a set of linear algebraic equations:

(a +B)G 'z'to - b,. (4.30)

Here G''t' is a column vector whose components are nodal values of the Green's

function in the finite element mesh, b" is a source vector that has only one non-zero

element (=1, see the right-side of equation (4.28)) and whose location coincides with the

source. It will be shown that A and B are sparse, symmetric and banded matrices

assembled with all element matrices A' and B', both of which are calculated by the

following expressions :

a; = ltvx: .vN: +(ki -k'z)NíN;lda, Ø.3r)
f¡'

! 
"røv 

í N í - pr##,T#rt (dx,dz),

ln"x; N;(dx,dz),
le

kr tk
bí

kr'k'
(4.32)
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It is obvious that the expression for ai, is dkectly obtained from the first integral on the

left-hand side of equation (4.28) after substitution of the approximation (4.29) for

d2sD. The derivation for matrix element b", is given in Appendix B. From the

expression for bf that corresponds to the boundary integral of equation (4.28), it follows

that the boundary operator B is self-adjoint with the FEM formulation because of the

symmetry of the matrix B" .In addition, if the ABC (4.t6) rather than the ABC (4.17)

is used as the boundary condition, one has to use some higher order shape functions

(twice differentiable) for the second derivative terms in the ABC (4.16) and B' is no

longer s¡rmmetric. Obviously, the ABC (4.I7) is more suitable than the ABC (4.16) for

incorporation into the FEM.

(2) Inner Element Matrix

To compute the matrix A' , a rectangular element (Fig.a-2) and a bilinear shape function

may be chosen (Zienkiewicz,l97L):

I
Ni= olt+((x)((xo\lr+nk)ryko)h Øß)

(P = i, j,m,n)

2 2
where €(x) (x- xí),nk) (z- zí).

L,x Lz

The subscriPt P=ri, i, ffi, n

denotes the nodal numbers of

the element in anti-clockwise

order. Lx and Lz are the

dimensional lengths of the

element. The point (xi,zi) is

the central coordinate of the

element. In view of equations

(4.31) and the geometry of the

element, a", can be calculated

by the following exPression:

Fig.4-2 Diagram of an inner rectangular element in the

FEM mesh shown in Fig' 4-1.
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(p, e=i, j,m,n). (4.34)

By substitution of equation (4.33) for the double integrals in equation (4.34), we have

the identities:

Lz
{; !í%oun+rE)

d€ ã( "b*'r ' t *

*%rrt€d¡t=@Pt*ßPt

e
pqa

ll

JJ
-l-l

)
N;

ãr7 ãq

ll

fJ
-l-l

d6drt

irtr[a$r1N

ll

JJ
-l -l

É@o )6@,)

(4.3s)

(4.36)

(4.38)

ll

JJ
-1 -l

lt

JJ
-l -l

++'Édrt=ßP"* l
3

(4.37)

Finally, the ten independent components for A" are obtained from equations (4.34)-

(4.37):

N 
o 

N od 
(dr¡ = irt- 

YPn, * ffÐt

"; = !*- #r* fr tt; - k:)^z^x'

":., 
= Ir* - #r* fr rt; - k:)^z^x,

'; = -Ir*.#r*{rni -k?)^z^x,

';, =lrfr*fl *!rr,i -k?)t t*,

ai^ = -ir*. fl * L*rn3 - k)tzt* ,

(*-fr.frrnl -n?)^zur,

ai^

.Lz.t; +oí, =l f,l. ln(ni - rc!¡tztx ,

,*.*r*!rq -k:)^z^x,

*lnrnl -Q¡tztx,

"loj^=ã

1

3

1

3

1

3

ai,

a:,

(*-#r.*,0; -k?)tzt ,

Lz Lx

-+-Lx Lz
( )
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where k"=olc",and c, is the element speed value of the medium. Obviously, the

matrix depends upon the frequency a, the wavenumbet ky and the element model

parameter c". The coefficient matrix A in equation (4.30) is assembled with all the

element matrices, that is

a = (ou)",.", (4.3e)

where N and N " are the total number of the nodes and the number of finite elements

(rectangular) in the computational range, respectively.

Ne

o,¡ =}oi
e=l

(3) Boundary Element Matrix

To calculate the boundary

element matrix b; given by

expression (4.32), the same

shape functions as used in the

calculation of the inner element

matrix a", are applied to the

boundary integrals. As an

f,

example' we calculate the 
Fig.4-3 Diagram of a boundary rectangurar erement in the

boundary element matrix on f,. FEMmeshshowninFig.4-1.

Fig.4-3 gives a boundary

rectangular element, one side Iì of which coincides with \ (see Fig.4-1). In terms of

equation (4.33), the shape functions on I become

N,(x) =ïrr- É(*)1, N,(x) = o;

No(x) =Irr+ €(x)1, N,(x) = o;

(4.40)

2
wheref(x) lx - (xo + x,) I 2f. x, and )ck aÍe the x-coordinates of the nodes i and k.

L,X

Substitution of equation (4.40) for equation (4.32) and using the following identities

, Ã.x

IN,Ndx=T,
l.r

, A,x

)NoNodx=T,
F.

e A,x

).*,* oO* --7,

!+*,'=*,
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¡ ãN, ã1,{o , 1 ¡ âNo ãl'to , I

l" d*E*=- ar' !"EEc*=E'
we have only four non-zero elements as fr, < fr and the three are independent due to

bi =bí,, theY are

b;=Q+-B*r,
Âxl

bío =Q E 
+ íJ *),

bír=Q+-B*,

Equation (4.4I) is the final expression for the boundary element integral on fr. These

results indicate that only the elements of B' whose subscript-point locate on the

boundary are non-zero (see equation (4.41) and Fig.4-3, the nodal points i and k locate

on f,, so only bí,bío,bf, and bfo are non-zero). In the same manner, we can obtain

similar results for the elements of the boundary element matrix on f2 , f, and fo

respectively:

t:

lr:

f,

fo:

(4.4r)

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

bí=(

A,x Ib'r=(v7-þ *),
L,x 1

b",t=Q , +þ *),

b;=Q+-p*r,

u; =r,!* B*¡,

4, =rv!- B*r'

b;r =Q+- B*r,

bí, =e+* p*),

bí,=Q+-B*r,

-B*,,L,X,3

When kr, k, the boundary element integral is much simpler than when k, < k (see

equation (4.32)). So we can directly write out the following results, refening to the

above:
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f,:

f,

f,

f¿:

L,x
bí, = l kl,

A,X
b", = l k',,

ø:, =*4,

u"u =*o:,

Âx
bi =Tkí,

d,x
b'¡t =7ki,

uí =#o:,

ui =*o:,

L,x
bio =7k',;

L,X
bf, = , k',;

ui, =!r;;-3

bí=*u,

(4.4s)

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4) Numerical Modeling Results

After calculating all the inner and boundary element matrices A' and 8", one is ready

to assemble the whole matrices A and B. It is noted that the resultant matrix (A+B) is a

complex one. To solve the complex linear equation (4.30), the LU decomposition

method (Press et al., 1986)

can be applied to obtain the

solution. It has been shown bY

Song and Williamson (1995a)

that the LU algorithm is

efficient for the crosshole

configuration. Fig.4-4 gives the

flow-chart of the numerical

computations for the 2.5-D

Green's function. From this

chart one can recognize that

the algorithm for 2.5-D

acoustic wave modeling is verY

similar to the first Part in

Fig.3-7 fo, 2.5-D DC

resistivity modeling excePt

that the linear equation

solver here is LU instead oJ

LI: ' due to the complex 
Fig.4-4Flow-charr of compuration for the 2.5-D Green's

quantities of the wavefield. function in the wavenumbór-frequency domain

Yes

Yes

No
Yes
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The first numerical experiment was to compute the 2.5-D Green's function for a

homogeneous medium, because the comparison between the numerical and analytic

(equation (2.34)) solutions will demonstrate the accuracy of the method. Fig. 4-5, Fig.

4-6 andFig. 4-7 show the Hartley-spectral solutions in the k, -domain for three different

frequencies: 100 :Hz, 20O Hz and 300 Hz at three wavenumbers. In these plots , the kr-
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Fig.4-5 The kr-domain solutions atf100 Hz for the 2.5-D Green's function in a homogeneous

medium (c=3000 m/s) at three wavenumbers: (a) kr=9.61, (b) kr=9.1, @) kr--O'Z' The top three

diagrams show the wavefield in plan view. The bottom diagrams are sectional displays along the line

..t"¿ A, and compare the numerical with the analytical solutions.

components of the three frequencies are checked against the analyic solution along the

central line. In these computations, the medium has a constant velocity, c=3000 m/s; the

dimension of the finite element mesh is !20x120 m2 ; the element size is

lxlm2(which satisfies the one-tenth minimum wavelength criterion) and the

predicted angles a, and u, involved in the ABC were chosen to be 0' and 45"

respectively (these were selected after various trials with different pairs of the angles

and it was found that the results are not sensitive to the angles). These values seem to

Analytical
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- 
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Fig.4-6 The k, -domain solutions atþ2OO Hz for the 2.5-D Green's function in a homogeneous medium

(c=3000 m/s) at three wavenumbers: (a) k, =9.91, (b) kr=9.2,(c) kr=6.4.

give the best reduction of the artificial reflections in this case. From these figures one

can see that the numerical solutions in the wavenumber-frequency domain, even close to

the source, fit the analytical solution very well. A small discrepancy occurs only near the

boundary. By successive computations, the boundary condition works satisfactorily over

most of the k, values for the frequency range. A slight artificial boundary effect appears

at low frequency (see, Fig. 4-5) or large k, values (see, Fig. 4-6c and Fig.4-7c),

especially close to the critical value (the apparent frequency in the xz-plane becomes

very low when k, approaches the critical value). The computations using different

predicted angles yielded similar results to Fig.4-5, Fig.4-6 and Fig.4-7. These

experiments show that at high frequencies and for most values of k, , the kr-domain

solution is not very sensitive to the predicted angles. Furthermore, the slight artificial
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ßig.4-7 The k, -domain solutions atf300 Hz for the 2.5-D Green's function in a homogeneous medium

(c=3000 m/s) at three wavenumbers: (a) fr, =9.61, (b) k, =9.3, (c) k, =6.6.

reflection decreases with the increasing distance between the source and the boundary.

Actually, as Higdon (1991) pointed out, an optimal choice of a, is in general problem-

dependent, but the 2-D numerical experiments indicated that the amount of reflection is

not overly sensitive to the values of these angles. This is also borne out in our 2.5-D

numerical test results. Fig. 4-8 shows the solutions in the frequency-domain for the

three above-mentioned frequencies. Comparison between the numerical solutions and

the analytic solutions is also made along the central line of the mesh. In these

computations, 25 uniform sampled k, -components (from zero to 0.95 times the

critical value of the medium) at each frequency are used to calculate the solutions in

terms of equation (2.23). It shows that the numerical solutions provide very good

approximations to the analytic solutions in the frequency-domain. There are small

Analytical- Numerical
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v=3000 m/s

Analytical
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Fig.4-8 The frequency-domain solutions for the 2.5-D Green's function in a homogeneous medium

lcIfOOO m/s) at (â)ÊfOO IFrz, (b) þ200 Hz, (c)f300 Hz, obtained by integrating over all wavenumbers

/cr. the profiles along the line A, shown at the top of each display, compare numerical with exact analytic

results.

deviations near the source. We found that even if the values adiacent to the source at

each kr-component are very close to the analytic solutions, such øs in Fig.4-5, Fig.4-6

and Fig.4-7, the frequency-domain solution (summation of all the kr-components) has a

slight error in the neighborhood of the source. Possible reasons for the error are the

finite sampling of k, and the exclusion of the evanescent field (k, u k ). In order to

investigate the sensitivity of the solution to the number of the k, samples in the fixed

k, runge (from zero to the critical value), we repeated the computation with different

numbers of k, -components (from 20 to 60) and calculated the root mean-square elÏor

(RMS) with respect to the exact analytic solutions for the three frequencies. Fig.4-9
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shows the result. Clearly, the numerical solutions in the frequency-domain are only

mildly sensitive to the number of k, samples. This implies that the main source of the

error in the neighborhood of the source in Fig.4-8 must be the neglect of the

contribution of the evanescent field ( k, , k ). This can be understood by the fact that the

significant values occur only in the small area around the source in the evanescent field.
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F
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ú
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51
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Wavenumber Samples

Fig.4-9 The RMS error of the frequency-domain solution versus the fr, samples used for

the case of a homogeneous medium (c=3000 m/s). There is minimal change at a given

frequency across the wavenumber range displayed, but the error increases with decreasing

frequency.

Dropping them leads to the loss of the energy near the source in the frequency-domain,

but it has little effect in the rest of area. Fortunately, seismic exploration measurements

are not normally conducted near the source, but rather in the far-field. Taking a large

range of ft, values increases the computational effort.

Fig.4-10 shows the numerical and analytic solutions in the frequency-domain over the

range 100 Hz to 300 Hz (Fig.4-10a,c) and the resulting common-shot gather

seismograms (Fig.4-10b,d) for a crosshole geometry. The ô-impulse source is located at

position (-20, 60) (see, Fig.4-5) and the 91 receivers are distributed at I m vertical

spacing over the depth range 15 m to 105 m in a borehole at x=20 m. In this

30
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computatioî, a 4 Hz sampling interval, 25 kr-components and the inverse Hartley

transform were employed. One can see that the numerical solutions at all the receivers

are nearly the same as the analytic solutions in the frequency- and time-domain.
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Fig.4-10 The frequency-domain solutions from 100 Hz to 300 Hz and the corresponding time-

domain common-shot gather seismograms for a crosshole configuration in a homogeneous

medium (c=3000 m/s). Diagrams (a) and (b) are analytic solutions; (c) and (d) are numerical

solutions.

Another experiment was performed for an inhomogeneous model involving a low-

velocity layer (c=1000 m/s, thickness=20 m) in the background medium whose velocity

is c=3000 m/s. Fig. 4-11 and Fig.4-12 are examples of the numerical solutions at 100 Hz
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Fig.4-11 The kr-domain solutions for the 2.5-D Green's function at f100 Hz in an

inhomogeneous medium involving an embedded low-velocity zone (c=1000 m/s) in a constant

velocity host rock (c=3000 m/s), Diagrams (a) and (b) are thc results for the source in the low-

velocity zone; Diagrams (c) and (d) are the results for the source in the host medium. Two values of

k, are displayed (0.01 and 0.4), below and above the critical wavenumbers.

and 300 Hz respectively. For each frequency, the solutions of two k, -components and

two source locations were calculated so as to test the composite boundary condition and

investigate the wavefield pattern . This model will have two critical values of k, for

each frequency, e.g. for 100 lFrz,the critical values arc k, =0.209 in the background

medium and k, =0.628 in the low-velocity layer, and for 300 Hz (Fig.4-12), they are

ky=O.628 and ky =1.885 in the background medium and low-velocity layer

ky=O.4
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Fig.4-t2 The kr-domain solutions for the 2.5-D Green's function atfi300 Hz for the same

model as Fig.4-11. Diagrams (a) and (b) are the results for the source in the low-velocity zone;

Diagrams (c) and (d) are the results for the source in the host medium. Two values of k,, are

displayed (0.01 and 0.8), below and above the critical wavenumbers'

respectively. According to equation (2.23), the sampling k, must cover the range

kr=O-0.628 for 100 Hz and kr=0-1.885 for 300 Hz. To demonstrate the wavefield

patterns, we put the source first in the low-velocity layer (Fig.4-1|a,b and Fig.4-12a,b)

and then in the background medium (Fig.4-11c,d and Fig.4-I}cd), and assigned k,

values far removed from the critical values' one can see that at fr,=Q'Q1' the wavefield

expands and fills the whole space from the source (Fig.4-11a,c and Fig.4-I2a,c),

because k, is under the two critical values of the model. When the source is located

tttt (d)
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in the low-velocity layer and k,=0'4, at 100 Hz and k,=0.8 at 300 }Jz,the solution in

the background goes to zero quickly but is non-zero in the layer (Fig.4-11b and Fig.4-

l1b).It seems that the wave energy propagates only in the layer (part of the waveguide)

and it can not be supported in the host medium, because k, is above the critical value of

the background and below the critical value of the layer. When the source is located in

the background medium and k, exceeds the critical value of the host material, the

wavefield goes to zero quickly too (Fig.4-1ld and Fig. -Izd). However, differences can

be observed between the high frequency (300 Hz) and low frequency (100 Hz) cases. At

300 Hz, the wavefield is zero except for a small area around the source and no wave

energy goes into the layer although ky is below the critical value of the layer

(Fig. -l2d). This means that the evanescent energy from the source is zero when it

reaches the layer, so it can not excite the medium particle vibration' At 100 Hz, the

evanescent energy is observed not to be zero when it reaches the layer and although very

small, it still causes some wave energy to propagate in the layer (Fig.4-11d). It seems

that the higher the frequency, the more rapidly the evanescent field decreases. These

results imply thatfor eachfrequency the maximum k, should be iust beyond the critical

value of the medium around the source so that no wale energy is left out in the

computations, meanwhile saving much computer time by avoiding unnecessary

calculations for larger k, due to the strong evanescent fteld.

Fig.4-13 Model of two semi-infinite media in contact- c, and c,

are the wavespeeds of the two media'

In order to show the

accuracy of the

numerical computation

in inhomogeneous

modeling, a simPle

model involving two

semi-infinite media in

contact (see, Fig.4-13),

was used to comPare the

numerical and semi-

analytical solutions. The

response of the model
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Fig.4-14 The numerical and semi-analytical solutions for a model of two semi-infinite media in contact

at 100 Hz in the wavenumber-frequency domain. (a) and (d) are semi-analytical solutions at two

wavenumbers: ftr=Q.96 and kr=0.15; (b) and (e) are numerical solutions at the same wavenumbers; (c)

and (f) are wavefield values along the central line (x=0) of the two solutions.

can easily obtained by a semi-analytical method (Appendix C). Fig.a-l4 and Fig.4-15

give the results for 100 Hz and 300 Hz. The velocities of the two semi-infinite media are

cr=5000 m/s (upper medium) and cr=3000 m/s (lower medium) respectively. The

model implies that there are two critical values of ky for each frequency, e.g. for 300

Idz, the critical values arc k, = 0.377 in the upper medium and ky = O'628 in the lower

half-space. From these examples, one can see that the numerical solutions approach very

closely to the semi-analytic solutions and they have the same characteristics shown in

Fig.4-11 and Fig.4-12: (1) when ky=0.06, the wavefield propagates in the whole space
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(see Fig.4- l4a, b and Fig.4-15a, b), because the k, is below the two critical values of

the model; (2) when kr=0.4 at 300 Hz and kr=0.15 at 100 Hz, the wavefields become

evanescent fields in the upper medium but propagate in the lower half-space (see Fig.4-

t4d, e and Fig.4-15d, e). Here the fr, value is above the critical value of the upper

medium but below the critical value of the lower half-space. The sensitivity of the

frequency-domain solution to the number of ky samples was also investigated for

inhomogeneous modeling. Fig.4-16 shows the RMS error of the numerical solutions

with the semi-analytical solution at each frequency via different numbers of k,

samples. One can see that the RMS error of the three frequencies has a different

response to the k, samples and is quite different from the homogenous case (Fig.4-9). It

follows that the accuracy of the solution for the inhomogeneous medium is not
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Fig.4-17 Crosshole surveying geometry (a) and the corresponding synthetic seismograms (b) obtained

with the new method for an inhomogeneous model involving a low velocity waveguide (e.g. coal seam).

The source is outside the waveguide. The various reflected and transmitted arrivals identified in the

seismograms can be associated with the wave paths shown in diagram (a).
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monotonically improved by increasing the number of ky samples, due to the

complicated wavefield. An appropriate number of k, samples, e.g. Nr=30 in Fig.4-16,

enables us to obtain an accurate numerical solution with reasonable computer cost.

Finally, synthetic seismograms for the low-velocity layer model (same as in Fig.4-11

and Fig.4-12) with a crosshole surveying geometry were calculated (Fig.4-17). In this

computation, a ô-impulse source,61 receivers, 30 kr-components and a4Hz sampling

interval were employed to calculate the frequency-domain solutions from 100 Hz to 300

Hz. The solutions were then filtered by a Hanning window with the central frequency at

200 1g1z. Finally, by performing the inverse Hartley transform, the seismograms were

obtained. From the traces, one can easily identify several interesting events due to the

low-velocity zoîe, such as reflected waves (Rl and R2), transmitted waves (T1 and T2)

and waveguide arrivals (G), which have different ray-paths (see, Fig.4-l]a).

4.4 LDamping Method

In the previous section, we have described the numerical approach to the 2'5-D acoustic

wavefield through solving a composite boundary-valued problem. One can find that

when the 2.5-D absorbing boundary condition (e.g. equation (4.17)) is employed in

conjunction with the FEM, there is a singularity problem when the apparent

wavenumber goes to zero (ko = 0 or k, = k ) in heterogeneous modeling. Special

treatment for this situation must be incorporated in the computations. The damping

method, a kind of wave modeling scheme suggested by Sochacki et al. (1987) and

successfully applied to 2-D acoustic and elastic wave modeling, is very effective in

reducing artificial reflections from the edges of the finite computational mesh. By the

simple introduction of a time-damping term in the wave equation and incorporation of

an attenuating boundary zone around the discretisation mesh, the wavefield goes to zero

with time when passing through the zone. The main advantage of the method is that it is

not necessary to use any absorbing boundary condition and it is very easy to build the

time-damper into the numerical method. Recently, Serón et al. (1996) applied the

method with the FEM and showed satisfactory solutions for 2-D elastic wave modeling

in the time-domain. It has been proved that a simple linear time-damper can be chosen

and the method is very effective for both acoustic and elastic wave modeling'

Considering the merits of the damping method and the finite element method (Marfurt,
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1984; Hughes, 1987; Serón et al., 1996), we apply them here to the computation of the

2.5-D Greens'function in the frequency-domain for arbitrary acoustic media.

(1) The FEM Formulation

To solve the 2.5-D acoustic wave equation, we have introduced an absorbing boundary

condition to minimize the artificial reflections from the edges of the finite-size mesh.

An alternative reduction of the artificial reflections is to introduce a time-damper to the

wave equation, so that one solves a damped wave equation rather than the original

(undamped, perfectly elastic) wave equation (Sochacki et al. 1987; Serón et al. 1996).

Applying the damping method to the 2.5-D problem, the Green's function can be

presented as the following homogeneous boundary-valued problem:

yzçz'so +Kk'-t ï*iA(a,kr,r)fcz'so = -ô(r- r") r€O,
G2.sD _ 0 r e ã{2,

(4.49)

Note that the Green's function, and its normal derivative, are taken to be essentially zero

along the boundary, which is a great distance away. To shorten the equation's notation

we use r = (x,z) to stand for the (¿z)-plane coordinates. There is a slight difference

from Sochacki et al. (1937) and Seròn et al. (1996)'s notation in the damping term. The

time-damper A(a,kr,r) represents a general form that may be a function of the

frequency, wavenumber and coordinates, considering the fact that the solution will be

searched in the wavenumber-frequency domain' 'when kr=0' it reverts to the 2-D

problem. A(ct,kr,r) was termed a time damper because this term relates to the first

derivative of the wavefield with respect to time in the time domain; this describes wave

propagation in which amplitude decays with travel time. Sochacki et al. (1987) pointed

out that in the time domain the time-damper must be positive if the amplitudes of the

outgoing waves are to be reduced, and if A= ã,A= drA-- d,A= àoA= ãuA= ãoA= 0 on

the boundary and max{ la,el,la,el,la*el,la.el } <<1, the reflected waves from the edges of

the computational range are decayed sufficiently to zero. So, to approach the original

solution, a common strategy is to assign the damper as follows: let A(Al,kr,r) be zeto

inside the area of interest and non-zero in the margin area of the whole region so that the

wavefield is decayed to zero in this area, and it is expected to satisfy the boundary

condition in equation (4.49) and no artificial reflections return to the central region.
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Reviewing the FEM theory, the solution of equation (4.49) may be formulated as a

variational problem subject to the stationary condition (see equation (2.52)):

6FçG2'so¡=9, (4.50)

where F(G"to) is some functional. It can be shown that if the differential operator L is

a linear self-adjoint operator, the functional can be written in the form (see equation

(2.53)):

F(Grtr) =). LGrto ,Gz.sD > -. Gr.rr,f ,, (4.51)

for a differential equation LGZ''D = / . In view of equation (4.49), we have

L = -Yz +fki - k2 - iAçat,kr,r¡1,

f = õ(r - r,). 
(4'52)

Substituting equation (4.52) for equation (4.51), then for equation (4.50) and by

applying Green's integral theorem, the variational problem is rewritten as

at)!tvd''so .y6z'so +&', - kz -iAçat,kr,r))(G''t'¡z -'262'so5çr - r,)ldQl. (4.53)

Here we have used the zero-boundary condition due to the introduction of the damping

factor. After discretisation of the integral region with rectangular elements, the

variational problem is reduced to solving the following linear system:

Md'so = b,, (4.54)

where GzsD is a column vector whose components are nodal values of the Green's

function in the finite element mesh, á, is a source vector that has only one non-zero

element (=1.0) and whose location coincides with the source. M is a sparse, symmetric

and banded matrix assembled with all element matrices M' , which uses shape

functions Nf ( i=1,2,3,4) in a finite element so that they are 4x4 symmetric matrices

calculated using the expressions:

Mí = Jtvlr;.vruj + lkl -k' -iA(a,kr,r)lru,:N;)do.
n" (4.55)

(i'j =l'2'3'4)'

They can be analytically calculated by substituting the rectangular linear shape function

(equation (4.33)). Using equations (4.34)-(4.37), we have ten independent elements of

themaûix M" :
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M í, =i r* * *l * lnî - k2 - iA") a,zl,x ,3'Âx L,z' 9

Mí =lrfç-E *frrt; -k2 -iA;LzLx,

Mt =lr*-#r*f ct; -k2 -iA,)^z^x ,

M,n= -ir|6.*r*|øi -k2 -iA")^z^x ,

M"u =Irr#.*r*lrni -k'-iA")L,zLx, (4.s6)

M"¡^= -irþ*fl *|q -k'-iA,)^z^x,

lA-r Lz 1

Mí^ = açor- frt + 
ufn', - k' - iA")LzLx ,

l\z. Lx I
Mi^ = åtË * Ë) + 

nUrl - kz - iA,)LzLx ,

1 Lz Lx. 1 .-" -n
MÍ,n = açL.- 

^z 

) + 
O 

(tr' - k' - iA) nz[, '

l\z Åx I
Mín =å(; * ù + 

r(tc'z, 
- k2 -4)unx,

where A, is the element value of the damping factor and the subscripts (i,j,m,n) denote

the four nodes of a rectangular element (see Fig.4-2). The coefficient matrix M in

equation (4.54) is assembled with all the element matrices M" (e = 1,2,.....N,) , that is

lvl - M
N¿

Mü =Lu;
e=l

(4.s7)
U NNX

where N, and N are the total number of the elements and the number of nodes in the

computational mesh, respectively. Finally, we also apply the LU decomposition method

to solve the linear equation (4.54).

(2) Choice of The Damping Term

To calculate the matrix given by equation (4.56), the dampet A(at,kr,r) must be

properly chosen. Sochacki et al. (1987) studied five kinds of damper (linear, power,

cubic, Gaussian and exponential) for 2-D acoustic and elastic modeling in the time-

domain and concluded that the linear damper best reduced the artificial reflections.

Serón et al. (1996) also took the linear damper in 2-D elastic wave modeling and
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obtained very satisfactory results. So, the same fonn as given by Serón et al. (1996) was

taken here, but we have modified the coefficient of the linear damper to be a function of

frequency and wavenumber rather than just being a constant. This was to take account

of the fact that the reflection coefficient of the damping method varies with the

frequency and width of the absorbing zone (Cao and Greenhalgh, 1998). This implies

that there are different damping effects on various wavelengths of the propagating

disturbance with a limited width of the absorbing zone. For a given frequency at and

different wavenumbers kn(<k,) the wavefield has various apparent wavelengths

(1" = ) in the xz-plane. So, to make compensation for the variation, the

expressions for the linear damper A(a,kr,,r) must be adjusted as follows:

In region (1) :

In region (2):

In region (3):

A(a,kr,r)t = C(co,kr)[N, - (I +ll2)]A'x,
A(co,k r,r) z = C(at,k r)[N, - (J + 1 I 2)]Lz,
A(al,k r, r) z = maxl A(ø, k r, r) r, A(ot, k r, r) zl,

(I=1,2,..., N, -l; J=1,2,..., N.-l),

(4.s8)

where N, and N. are the total number of

nodes in the absorbing zone in the x- and

e-directions, respectively. Ax and Âz are

the grid spacings. Region (1), region (2)

and region (3) are shown in Fig.4-18. In

equation (4.58), we preserve the linear

property with the coordinates given by 1
Fig.4-18 Sketch of the def,rnition area of the

and J and use C(a,kr) to control the linear damper. Region (l), (2) and (3) are the

damping effect on different wavelength 
non-zero areas of the damper'

waves having varying al and kr. Once the ranges of frequency co and wavenumber k,

are given, the coefficient C(ot,kr) can be determined by numerical experiments with a

fixed mesh size (see next section).

(3) Numerical Modeling Results

To check the precision of the numerical method, the first experiment was performed for

a homogenous medium to facilitate ease of comparison of the numerical solution with

the analytical solution. The Hartley spectra of the wavefield were calculated from the
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Fig.4-19 The frr-domain solutions: (a)frr=0.91, (b)kr=9.1, @)kr=9.2 obtained with the damping

method for a homogeneous model (c=3000 m/s) atf 100 Hz'

Fourier spectra with the solution of equation (4.54). Figures 4-I9, 4-20 and 4-21 show

the results for three k, -components at three frequencies: 100 Hz, 200 Hz and 300 Hz

respectively. Meanwhile, the three k, -domain solutions are checked against the analytic

solutions along the central line. In these computations, the uniform medium has a

constant velocity c=3000 m/s; the mesh size is 80 x 80 m2; the element size is lxl m2

which satisfies the one-tenth minimum wavelength criterion. The width of the

absorbing zone is 20 m ( N, = N. = 20). By means of numerical experiments, we found

that C(a,kr) linearly increases with frequency f = at l2n and decreases with kr. An

acceptable form for the coefficient C(at,kr) in equation (4.58) may be:

1_r
a, t(a, - a)(#)

Iz- Jt

f=100 hz, ky{,01
v=3000 rn/s

Analyticat
Numerical

Analytical
Numerical

f=100 hz, ky=0.1
v=3000 m/s

f=100 hz, ky=0.2
v=3000 m/s

Analytical
Numerical

C(f ,kr) =

co kv>k"'

(4.se)
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where Co (=0.0001-0.0015) is a positive constant. The quantity k, is the maximum of

the critical wavenumber values for the medium over the frequency range .f , < f < f ,.

¡1ere a,,a, and b,b, ate four constants at the two extreme frequencies f, and fr.The

valuesa,anda2caîbefirstdeterminedatk,=0byconductingseveralnumerical

experiments, then b, and b, can be detected in successive experiments. In our case

("fr=100 Hz, .fz=300 Hz), Co=0.0015, k,=0.628 and the four constants are at=2.5,

ar=3.5, 4=3.0 and br=1.0, respectively. It must be mentioned that the form of

equation (4.59) is not unique, because it may be a complicated function of frequency,

wavenumber, width of the absorbing zone and the mesh size. But it should have common

features in its variation with frequency f and wavenumber kr. Equation (4.59) indicates

that for any frequency and a fixed width of absorbingzone, the coefficient decreases

with an increase in kr. This implies that the action of the damper is weakened in the

f=200 hz, ky=0.01
v=3000 m/s

Analytical
NumerìcaI

Analytical
Numerical

1=200 hz,ky=0.2
v=3000 m/s

f=200 hz, ky=0.4
v=3000 m/s

Analytical
Numerical
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computation as k,, increases. This can be understood by the fact that with an increase in

k, up to k,, the wavefield will be changed into an evanescent field (no vibration) for

which a smaller damper ( Co in equation (4.59)) is enough to absorb the energy. In our

experience, the coefficient is important to the solution when kr.k". If the coefficient

is over- or under-estimated, the solution in the area of interest would be disturbed by a

poor damper value. In general, the smaller the range of the frequency and the

wavenumber and the bigger the mesh size, the easier it is to determine the four constants

(a,a,bt,b2). The wider the absorbing zone, the smaller Co. From these results, one

can see that except for slight deviations within the absorbing zone, the numerical

solutions in the k, -domain fit well with the analytical solution, even close to the source

location; the high frequency results in the absorbing zone seem better than the low

frequency (see Fig.4-19 and Fig.4-21), and the small k, -value (far away form critical

- 

Numerical

f=300 hz, ky=0.01
v=3000 m/s

Analytical

f=300 hz, ky=0.3
v=3000 m/s

Analytical
Numerical

f=300 hz, ky=0.6
v=3000 m/s

Analytical
Numerical
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value) solutions are much better than the large kr-value solutions (see Fig.4-79a,c;

Fig.4-20a,c andFig.4-21a,c). The differences may relate to the variation in the apparent

wavelength in the (x,z)-plane, because the wavefield of a low frequency or largerk, has

a larger wavelength than that of a high frequency or a small kr. So the cause may be

that the fixed width of the absorbing zone is not large enough to attenuate the longer

wavelength waves. Cao and Greenhalgh (1993) have shown for a 1-D model that the

reflection coefficient of the absorbing zone decreases with an increase in the width of

the absorbing zone, but it decreases much less rapidly in the long wavelength range than

in the short wavelength range. So, it can be predicted that by taking a bigger mesh and a

wider absorbing zone, the result will be improved, but it will increase the computation

time.

Fig.4-22 gives the frequency-domain solutions for the homogeneous medium at three

frequencies: 100 H2,200 Hz and 300 Hz, respectively. Comparison with the analytic

solution is also made along the central line of the mesh. In these computations,2S

uniformly sampled kr-components (from zero to 0.95 times the critical value) at each

frequency are used to calculate the solutions. This figure shows that the numerical

(a) (c)

Analytical
Numerical

(b)

Analytical
Numerical

á
EI

e

¿.

E
B

e

Analytical
Numerical

A A

X-distance (m) X-distance (m) X-distanco (m)

Fig.4-22 The frequency-domain solutions obtained with the damping method for the homogeneous medium

(c=3000 m/s) model at three frequencies: (a)Ê100 Hz' (b) ft2ÛOHz, (c) þ3OOHz.
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solutions at 200 Hz and 300 Hz are very good approximations to the analytic solutions

(Fig.4-22b,c) except there is a slight error in the area adjacent to the source. Although

the error for 100 Hz, accumulated from the deviation in the wavenumber-domain, is

somewhat larger than that for the higher frequencies (Fig.4-19c), it is still acceptable

because it can be seen that the error has little effect on the time-domain solution for a

crosshole surveying configuration (Fig.4-23).

Fig.4-23 shows the numerical and analytic solutions in the frequency range from 100 Hz

to 300 Hz with 4 Hz sampling interval (Fig.4-23a,c) for a common-shot gather (Fig.4-23

b,d) for the cross-hole geometry: the ô-impulse source is located at (-10, a0) fig. -19)

and the receivers are distributed at 1 m spacing along the borehole over the depth range

2O m to 60 m (order No. runs from 0 to 41) atx=10 m. In this computation,2S kr,-

(a) (b)

Frequency (hz) Time (ms)

(c) (d)

Frequency (hz) Time (ms)

¡.¡9.4-23 The frequency-domain solutions from 100 Hz to 300 Hz and the common-shot gather obtained

with the damping method for a crosshole conltguration in a homogeneous medium (c=3000 m/s): (a) and

(b) are analytical solutions, (c) and (d) are numerical solutions.
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components with uniform sampling and the discrete Hartley transform were employed.

One can see that the numerical solutions and the seismograms are nea.rly the same as the

analytic solutions in both the frequency- and time-domain.

To test the linear damper for inhomogeneous media modeling, the same embedded low

velocity layer model used for testing the composite boundary-valued solution (Section

4.3) was also used here. Figures 4-24 and 4-25 show two ft, -domain solutions with two

source locations at 100 Hz and 300 Hz respectively. Comparing these results with
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Fig.4-24 The kr-domain solutions obtained with the damping method for the 2.5-D Green's function at

f 100 Hz in the same model as in Fig.4-11. Diagrams (a) and (b) are the results for the source in the low-

velocity zone; Diagrams (c) and (d) are the results for the source in the host medium. Two values of k,

are displayed (0.01 and 0.4), below and above the critical wavenumbers.
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Fig.4-11 and Fig.4 -12, one can find that the wavefield characteristics are very similar to

the ones produced with the composite boundary-valued solution (see Fig.4-11 and Fig'4-

12). The slight difference is due to the introduction of the absorbing zone where the

wavefield is absorbed by the damper inFrg.4-24 andFig.4-2í'

Fig.4-26 gives the common-shot seismograms with the damping method for the cross-

hole geometry shown in Fig.4-17a. In this computation, an expanded mesh (I2O x 120

m, ¡ wasused for minimizing the effect of the damper on the seismograms' One can see

that the time-domain result is nearly same as one produced by the composite boundary-

valued solution (Fig.a- 17b).
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fig.4-Z1The kr-domain solutions obtained with the damping method for the 2.5-D Green's function

at a higher frequency of f30O Hz for the same model as Fig.4-24. Diagrams (a) and (b) are the

resulß}or the source in tire low-velocity zone; Diagrams (c) and (d) are the results for the source in

the host medium. Two values of k, are displayed (0.01 and 0.8), below and above the critical

wavenumbers.
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Fig.4-26 The crosshole
common-shot synthetic
seismograms obtained
with the damping
method. The model and

surveying geometry are

the same as shown in
Fig.4-17a. The
seismograms are nearly
the same as the ones

produced by the

composite boundary-
valued solution (Fig.4-
17b). The following
events can be seen: D is
the direct wave, R1 and

R2 are reflected waves,

T1 and T2 are

transmitted waves, and

G is the waveguide

anival.

So far, we have described two new numerical algorithms of the FEM for 2.5-D acoustic

wave modeling. Meanwhile, by comparison of the numerical results with analytic and

semi-analytic solutions it has been shown that both of them can be applied to calculate

the wave response (time-domain and frequency-domain) of a point-source in 2-D

arbitrary media. The composite boundary-valued solution requires much less computer

memory and is afaster algorithm than the damping øIgorithm, because the introduction

of the effictive 2.5-D composite boundary condition enables us to employ a smaller

element-mesh in the modeling. But one has to pay attention to the singularity point

( k, = k ) of the boundary condition. The damping method is a simple and easy-to-build

method, but the time-damper is important to the solution. A linear damper, as in 2-D

time-d.omain modeling, can be chosen, but it depends on the frequency, the wavenumber

and the width of the absorbing zone in the wavenumber-frequency domøin modeling. An

appropriate time-damper and a reasonable number of k, samples can be determined in

terms of the range of frequency and the critical values of the wavenumber of the media.

These two methods can reach a satisfactory accuracy for computing the 2'5-D Green's

function or wave response for arbitrary acoustic media in the frequency-domain and the

time-domain.
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Chapter 5

Extension to 2.5-D Elastic Wave Modeling

in the Frequency-Domain

In the previous chapter, we have presented two new FEM algorithms for 2.5-D acoustic

wave modeling. This is the simplest case of elastic wave problems for which the shear

modulus vanishes (lt=0, see Section2.3). Obviously, such acoustic modeling methods

are not able to deal with practical situations involving elastic media. With the

developments in computer and electronic technology, digital 3-component (vector)

seismograms are becoming more and more utilised in seismological research and

seismic exploration. This requires the consideration of elastic (P and S) wave modeling

and the need to develop some robust and economical numerical algorithms to compute

the theoretical multicomponent seismic response so that we can analyse and understand

the vector wavefield (triaxial sensor) observations and source dynamics, and implement

some imaging techniques with real 3-D data. Unfortunately, full 3-D elastic wave

mocleling is at present still computationally very intensive due to the requirements of

huge computer resources. As mentioned before, the 2.5-D approximation may allow us

to calculate the 3-D response at 2-D computational costs. In recent times, many

researchers have made considerable efforts to apply this approximation and develop

some numerical techniques, such as the indirect boundary element method (IBEM,

Pedersen et al., 1994, 1996), the boundary integral equation method (BIEM, Takenaka

et al., 1996) and the velocity-stress finite difference method (FDM, Randall, 1991;

Okamoto, 1994; Takenaka and Kennett, l996a,b) for 2.5-D elastic wave modeling.

Since they directly employ the analytic Green's function, the IBEM and BIEM are very

efficient algorithms for models that consist of several homogeneous bodies, but they

lose the ability to deal with more complicated elastic media. The FDM can handle an

arbitrary elastic model, but so far most reports have been for modeling with the 2-D

velocity-stress version of the FDM in the time-domain in which the FDM calculates all

the time sequence of the wavefield parameters: velocities ú and stress t,, (i,j=l,2,3) and.
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finally obtains the 3-component seismograms. However, in reviewing the merits of

modeling in the frequency-domain and the FEM, and for implementing the dynamic

analysis of the 3-component spectral data, a flexible and efficient numerical algorithm

for 2.5-D elastic wave modeling in the frequency-domain is still required.

Unfortunately, there is little published on 2.5-D elastic wave modeling in the frequency-

domain with the FEM. In this chapter, by applying the 2.5-D approximation and

incorporating the FEM, we derive a numerical algorithm for 2.5-D elastic wave

modeling in the frequency-domain. Our aim is to directly calculate the 3-components of

the displacement vector (3-D wavefield) for 2-D arbitrary elastic media. Actually, the

derivation may be considered a natural extension of our 2.5-D acoustic formulation to

the 2.5-D elastic problem. It is structured into three subsections. Firstly, the

displacement form of the 2.5-D elastic wave equation in the frequency-wavenumber

domain is derived using the double Fourier transform. Secondly, the FEM formulation

for obtaining the displacement vector of the elastic wavefield is performed and shows

what kind of non-reflecting boundary condition is required. Finally, the boundary

condition for 2.5-D elastic wave modeling is presented with the different

approximations.

5.1 2.5-D Elastic Wave Equation

The equation of motion (2.1I) includes the following three equations of the

displacement vector fi, = (u,v,w):

â'v âr'

du dv
îtz = lt( ò,* A)

nã'u - 
ã'r,

' a't dx

*++þ+¡,,dy oz

p

p

(s.l)
d"t dx

ã'w âtn
ã't dx

where p is density and f, are body forces. The constitutive laws (2.15) gives six

independent expressions for the stress tensor components:

du dv dw
r,, = (),+2p) 

dx+ 
7( ù* dr) 

,
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Making the 2.5-D appfoximation, which means all the elastic palameters (p,),,p) ate

the functions of only two coordinates (x,z), and taking the double Fourier

transformation defined by the pair of formulas (forward and inverse transform):

u({D,x,kr,,z) = (s.3)

du ow
tr, = lt( dz* d*) '

âv du dw
î,, -- (7 + 2lt); + 1(; + ;)dy ox oz

dv ovv
îzz = þt dr* dr) 

,

dw du dv
q, = ()"+zlt) ù+ f( e* ar)

1

ù(t,x,!,2) = eæ
to equations (5 . 1) and (5 .2) in the absence of the body force /, , we have

î,,

t,,

+ ik,rrr + pcl2v = 0,

(s.2)

(s.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

I _t 
a{t, r, y, z) e-i(^ 

* k'Ð 
cJtd.y,

! 
-T3 

r,,.,k,, z¡ e' 
(^*0 

"\ d úúk,,

ñ,,
dx
-:dî,,
d,
-:dîr.E

+

+

+

âî,,
dz
-:dîr,E
dryE

0+ik) ):pa-u+

+ik,

and
dtt dvv

r,, = (),+2lt) 
dx* 

I a + ük,.v,

ñ
rr, = ipk'u * It d*,

du dw
r'z = lt(¿* d*) ,

Tzz = i()"+2¡t)k,v + 1(# *#, ,

CIV

L, = lt--- + iltk.,w ,¿r 
02.

rlu du
1r, = (1+2lt) 

Az 
* 1 A+ ülk,.v,
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According to the definitions (5.3) and (5.4), the double Fourier transform can be

accomplished by successive single Fourier transforms, i.e. equation (5.4) is equivalent to

the following

-1içat,r,!,2) =-l--ifr,x,kr,,z¡e'0"'dkr,, (5.7)
' 21u

1
ü(t.x. v.z) = -2n l-*içr,*,y,2)eí* da

The first equation shows that the frequency-domain solution ú(a,x,y,z) can be

obtained by summation of the all k,,-components iça,x,kr,,z) in the frequency-

wavenumber domain and the second equation shows that the seismograms (time-domain

solution) can be calculated from all of the frequency-domain solutions. So, the basic

effort for the 2.5-D problem is to find the solution içat,x,k,,z) in the frequency-

wavenumber domain.

Substituting equations (5.6) into equation (5.5), we obtain the governing equations of

the displacement in the frequency-wavenumber domain:

(s.8)

çt
dl+;
oZ

du

d.
2¡t).+t(

d

dx

du

dz.)

àu d o\,,r(1 
dr)+¿Ut *)++

d

dx

d
- (u.h"

àñ
+ *¡frQ-v) + p;l+ (pa' - lkl)u = o,

ñ d ñ ñ d d -
Ar) 

* 
-O{ u¿) + ik,.V" * + *@u) 

+ 
¿Çtw) 

+

ffi
+ l"ftl+lpa' - (l+2¡fiklln = o,

d ñ d M d Au d -du
eçt e)+¿l?+ztt) ùl* d*ç, dr)+¿(;L u)+

dñ
+ i\,t;(À,v) + pll+ (pa' - p*?)ø = o.

(s.e)

Equation (5.9) is valid for arbitrary linear and isotopic elastic media (satisfying the

constitutive laws (2.15)) and can be rewritten in matrix form as:

D,+* D,+*o,** D^+* D,++ Du=u =0, (5.10)
d'x 'd'2. "dxo| 'oY "dz

where D, = d.iag(T' , T-' , 1), Dz = diaS(1, T-' , y'),
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o o T'-I
000 Dq=

yt-t 0 0

ãp

It&.
0 p&

ãp

ik),(yz -D

à¡t
ik,,(I- y-2)

(1+ Ax
(s.11)

ikr'ãP

().+2tt)ãz

àQ.+2¡t)

¡t&
àp

pù"

D3

Ds=

0
)

d1ü.

il" ãu
o

It&" - ¡t&

2¡t

().+2

ikt

p ik,

ik,'ãP
ik,,(r- y-z)

ãQ"+2p)

p& 0

a

p

0 D6
Q"+2p)ã2,

ãlt
p& ik,,(y2 -t¡ 0

It)dx
d1

ttùpù

where y is Poisson'S ratio, k,, and k, are the wavenumbers for P- and S-wave

propagation. They have the following forms:

Y =v,,fv,, kr= alfvr, k,= {Dfv,;

(s.12)

a=k]-k?, þ=k? -k?,,

Here v,, and v, are the compressional and shear wavespeeds respectively. Examining

equation (5.11), all the matrix operators Di (i=1,2,3,4,5,6) depend on the model

parameters (p,vr,v,) and the wavenumber k,, when ihe frequency o is given- From

equations (5.9) or (5.10), one can see that each equation contains all the terms of the

three components: û , v and w . This means that there exists coupling relationships

among the three components of the displacement vector i. S"tting the wavenumber to

zero (4,=0) in equations (5.9) or (5.10), we obtain the well-known form of 2-D

propagation in which there is no coupling between the components (7 ,w ) and v , and

the displacement vector i 
^uy 

be obtained by independently solving P-SV (u ,w ) and

SH (t) mode wave equations. This diffelence between the 3-D and 2-D elastic

wavefield shoulcl be taken into account in the interpretation of wavefield dynamics for

practical seismic data.
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5.2 The FEM Formulation

For 2.5-D elastic wave modeling in the frequency-wavenumber domain, like other

numerical modeling, a limited computational ra-nge Ç) and some boundary condition

B(:u)= 0 for the artificial boundary äÇ) must be employed. So, the defined problem

reduces to solving the boundary-valued problem:

L(rtt,k,,,m)¡ = -f (at)õ(r - r,), rrr, e Ç),
(s.13)

nçi¡ = 0, r e ãel,

d' d2 d2 -d d .=.
where L(rtt,k,.,m)= Or;r+D, 

drz+Dt dxã2.*Oo ù*Ot ù+Du 
and /(ø) stands

for a point source located at r,= (x",0,2,). Here m=(P,),,¡t) rcptesents the model

parameters, all of which are functions of the x- and z-coordinate. According to equation

(5.13), the Green's function tensor may be defined by setting the point-source

3

f,(r) = )ô¡": (i=I,2,3),i.e.
k--1

L(al,k,.,m)G¡ = -e ¡õ(r - r,), r,r" eÇ).,
(i = I,2,3)

B(G,)=0, reã{1,
::::

where G, = (G,r,Gi,Gß) and e, (i=1,2,3) are the unit vectors of the coordinate system.

This equation states that the Green's function tensor is just the response of the wavefield

to the three unit point sources at 4. So, the displacement vector of any point-source is

easily calculated by the Green's function tensor:

=-=¡=f (a),G. (s.15)

To solve the defined differential problem, the FEM may be applied. For simplicity in the

formulation, the Galerkin criterion (weighted residual solution) is used here, which

means we seek the solution of the following integral equation (see Chapter 2):

l:=
J wu{r)tr{ a,k,,,m):u + f (a)õ(r - r,)ldÇl= o, (5'16)
O

for any one of the shape functions: {N r(r),P = I,2,...,N,,} and subject to the boundary

condition in equation (5.13). }Jerc r(x,z) represents the coordinates in the (x,z)-plane

and the displacement vector may be approached by the combinations of these shape

functions, viz.

(s.r4)
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u

v

w

=u

p

P

N r(r)uo

N ,(r)v o

+ (pki, - p@\N ;lldçl"

(s.17)

N,,(r)w,,

'When the shape function has the property: N r(rn) = 6r, ûr=(ûr,Íu,frp) is the discrete

value of the displacement vector at the spatial pointp.

According to equation (5.5), the condition given by equation (5.16) implies that the

following three integral equations must be satisfied:

P

[- ^* 
-+ + ik,,r,, + pa'u + i,ça¡õç,- 4)]do = 0 ,

,,1
ør
dx

â1u

ù.
+ik,,1rr+ pa'w + fr(a)6(r - r")ldO = 0.

Integrating by parts, the above equations become:

Jr,r
o

J 
I'r

c)

J 
lr, (7r,,7,r) ñdt = N,,{r)r,@t),

d{¿

+

(s.18)

(s.1e)

, dN.- Fu
lKt+zp)ã a* p

dNP ñ
ù. Az

+ ir,, !V, þ - ttN,,frro". [r^** . r**,

,*,!unþ- t^tpfrron

. !wrþø^.+*) +tQ+zþkl - pat'1N,idct

+ it ,,!Utø+ nN ,,!laa- ! * ,,'(1,r,r,,)'ndt = N ,,{r)rz@t),

(s.20)
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[,r**. ^+*)da 
+ t,! 6 þ - ttN,!,0"

P** + Q' +'r** + Qk? - pa'¡ N uø1da

J 
I'rr' çv,r.lr¡. ndl = N t,?)h(a),

ã¿

where n is the unit normal vector of the boundary äÇ). Alternatively, substituting

equation (5.9) for (5.16), we have another set of three integral equations:

lrrn*ztÐ+4. r+++e*? - pøz):utdÇt
ä dxox ü.oz

. [r^**. ,**,aa- tr,,,! N ,,tp** firn>vo (s 22)

[,^* * . * *, + t(). + z Ð t ?, - p'r 1i- ¡ aa

,! *,,rnfr* firølaa- ir,,!N,tr* *lrønaa

ltN ,,{Vl) . ndl = N ,,{r,) fz(at),

+ (s.2r)

(s.23)

(s.24)

(s.2s)

- Jl'r, (Y:u¡'B Q.+2¡t,¡t) ndl - Jl'rr{vø)'Br(p,7) ndl = N,,{r,)Í,(ø),
dç> àç].

i)

-ik

J
dç¿

Ir,
o

where

dN

dx dx

M dN.. Ñ
+ ()" + 2tÐ++ + Qki - pø'¡øyo

ü. ü.

. [rr* 
@o * ^* fr, o" -,0, I,N,,r*rñ¡ * o*ton

- J l'rrlvø )' B,(lt, ). + 2p) . ndf - l N rtvÐ' Br(1, !t) 
. ndl = N u?) fz(a),

ãt¿ d{¿

(p
a,(p,q) = 

[o

o)

q)
0

q
Br(p,g) =

Actually, the two sets of the integral equations (5.19)-(5.21) and (5.22)-(5.24) are

completely equivalent and the dffirences are the expressions of the integrands of the

boundary integrals. Reviewing the FEM theory, Galerkin' s solution can be obtained by

solving the first set provided that the boundary stresses (trr, ãrr,ìrr, 1rr,îrr)

effectively suppress the reflections from the boundar!, or by solving the second set

provided that some elastic wave absorbing boundary condition (ABC) is employed for

the gradients (Yu,YV,Vw) on the boundary. So, the remaining problem of the
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modeling is to look for some suitable boundary condition for the requirement of the

boundary integrals.

5.3 Boundary Conditions

As a result of the above formulation, to simultaneously solve the integral equations

(5.i9)-(5.2I) or (5.22)-(5.24), either the stress boundary condition: (itr, îrT Tp, i33,

irr) or the gradient boundary condition Y:u--(Y:u,Yv,Vø) must be required for

significantly attenuating the reflections from the artificial boundary. This is the key

point for 2.5-D elastic wave modeling rvith the FEM. Unfortunately, all kinds of 2-D

elastic wave ABC (Clayton ancl Engquist,1977; Reynolds, 1978; Higdon, 1991) are not

directly applicable to the 2.5-D problem, because they do not consider the coupling

relation between the displacement component v and the others (u,w ). Here, we are

going to discuss the boundary condition for the 2.5-D elastic wave modeling in the

frequency-wavenumber domain. We expect to develop a 2.5-D elastic wave absorbing

boundary condition specially suitable for the FEM.

In general, due to the complexity of elastic wavefield, it is very difficult to derive an

exact expression of the elastic wave ABC. A common way is to apply some

approximation, e.g. using some viscous boundary condition (Lysmer and Roger, 1910),

paraxial approximation of the rvavenumber (Clayton and Engquist, I9l1) or making an

extension from acoustic wave analysis (Reynolds, l9l8; Higdon, 1991). \ù/e still follow

these approximations, but apply them to the 2.5-D elastic wave problem.

First of aII, a simple 2.5-D viscous boundary condition is presented for the stress

boundary condition according to the standard viscous boundary condition (Lysmer and

Roger, l97O). Then, a formulation for the gradient boundary condition is performed by

applying Clayton and Engquist's paraxial approximation with which one can see the

difficulty in obtaining the 2.5-D elastic wave ABC. Finally, a form of the gradient

boundary condition is derived by adapting Higdon (1991)'s formula to the 2.5-D elastic

case and some results of our 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling. The viscous boundary

condition, or adapted Higton's boundary conditiou, may be applied to the 2.5-D elastic

wave modeling with the FEM.
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(1,) A Viscous Boundary Condition

Lysmer and Roger (1970) studied finite elastodynamic models for infinite media and

suggested a standard viscous boundary condition for normal stress o and tangential

stress 7

a = apv,,un,

T = bpv.u,,
(s.26)

where a and å are constants. v/, and v., are velocities of the P-wave and S-wave, u, and

u, are normal and tangential particle velocities. Their numerical experiments showed

that nearly perfect absorption was obtained in the range e > 300 for a=b=I, For P-wave

incidence, the viscous boundary condition defined by a=b=I is 98.5Vo effective in

absorbing P-waves. The results for an incident S-wave are somewhat similar (about

957o eTfective in absorbing S-waves). This simple viscous boundary condition may be

clirectly applied to our case.

Reviewing the boundary integrals in equations (5.19)-(5.21), the stress boundary

condition (ã,,, irr, ,rr, îr., r.r¡ ^ay 
be approximated by the viscous boundary

condition. According to the standarcl viscous boundary condition (5.26), we may express

the spectral forms for the stresses in the frequency-wavenumber domain:

îr, = apv,,i{Du ,

i,, = bPv-ittt(l + u) /2,

tr, = bPv,ia(ø +¡) tZ,

1r, = bPv,ia(v 1- w) 12,

=.:îT = apv t)tctlw .

(s.27)

Here we set the tangential particle velocity to be the average value of the two tangential

velocities on the boundary so that they satisfy the identityt î,j= ?;¡. Obviously, the

viscous boundary conditions have simple forms and are easily incorporated with the

FEM. Substituting the viscous boundar¡'condition (5.27) for equations (5.19)-(5.21) and

discretising the integral range, the 2.5-D elastic wave modeling becomes solvable with

the FEM
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(2) Paraxial Approximation

Clayton and Enqguist (1977) first used the paraxial approximation to obtain the

absorbing boundary condition for both 2-D acoustic and elastic wave modeling. Here we

apply the approximation to the 2.5-D elastic wave case. To simplify the problem, we

take the assumption that the elastic parameters (p,l,lt) are constant on the local

boundary. Equation (5.10) then becomes:

-a: ^a: ra:d'u d'u d'u rJu
Di 

æ - + oí 
a2 

+ D; 
d*dz+ 

iD; ù
rJu =-+iD', ^ *lu =0,- 
oZ.

y'-r
p

00

(s.28)

(s.29)

where l is the unit matrix and the oth-er terms are given by

Di=d.ias(y'/þ, llayz, rlþ), D;=diag(rlþ, lla?2, T'/P),

0

Lrr-r-)
ol

0

00 , D!=

00
y'-l

0 k.,(' , )' ay-

lr'-7k,,(-V-) 0

00 0

0

Di 000
y'-l

p

, Dí= 0

000

Clearly, one can see that all the coefficient matrices are real-valued with a given k, and

the governing equation (5.28) is much more complicated than the 2-D elastic case

(k,,= 0). According to eQrlation (5.28) we have the dispersion equation of the elastic

wave:

I = Dik', + D;k:+ D;k,k,+ Dik,+ Dik,. (s.30)

V/e apply the paraxial approximation of the wavenumber k,:

Ik,=¡ççr+C2k,+Crk'z,) (s.31)

Here the sign '*' implies the directions of propagation of the elastic waves in the

positive or negative z-clirection. The rnatrices Ç ,C, and C, should be real 3x3 matrices

and determinert by the dispersion equation (5.30). Inserting equation (5.31) into

equation (5.30), we have
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D;clqiD!c,=t,
D;Gl C, + 4C) + D;q + D; + D!C, = s,

Di + D;GÏ c, + c[c, + cT c) + Dlcr-t D!c, = Q,

D;(qcr+ c{c,¡-t Dlc, = Q,

DiC{C, = o,

(s.32)

which define the matrices Ct,C2 and C,. In terms of equation (5.31), the paraxial

approximation ABC in the positive and negative z-directions may be obtained in the

following form:

d" d' d-
d, = ttt(q - C, a\) + C, *)u, (5.33)

and the similar form in the positive and negative x-directions:

¿È d' â=.
e = {t(q - C' a\) + Cr¿)u . (5-34)

Combining these two expressions (5.33) and (5.34) one can obtain the gradient

boundary condition Vã =(Vu,Vl,Vw ) for solving equations (5.22)-(5.24).

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to determine the coefficient matrices Ç ,C, and C.

from equation (5.32).

(3) The ModifTed Higdon Formula

In2-D elastic wave modeling, Higdon (1991) proposed the following expression of the

elastic wave ABC in the (x,z)-plane to suppress the reflections from the artificial

boundary: x- positive constant:

[cos1ø,,){ *r,,!ll"o.tø.)4 *r,+](''l=0, (s.35)' dt dx dt dx \uz)

where ü,, and as are the two propagating angles of the P-wave and the S-wave towards

the boundary. He pointed out that the first factor yields perfect absorption for a P-wave

travelling at an angle t ür,and the second factor yields perfect absorption for an S-

wave travelling at an angle t a -. A crucial point of the expression is that each factor has

a very substantial value in helping absorb the other type of waves. This means that the

first factor is oriented toward the P-wave but helps absorb the S-wave; the second factor

is oriented toward the S-waves but helps the P-wave attenuation. The frequency-domain

form of the ABC can be obtained from equation (5.35):
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lik,,cos(a,,1+$lrtr<,cos(ø.).*t(!r,)=o (s.36)

Here kr=Alfv, and k,=Afv, are the wavenumbers of P-waves and S-waves

propagating in the ( x,z )-plane. In 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling (see Chapter 4), it was

shown that in the frequency-wavenumber domain the wavefield appears in propagation

behaviour to have an apparent wavenumb er ko = F:e when lql . O. It becomes an

evanescent wavefield in which no vibration occurs when ln,l t n . This fact may be used

to make the following assumptions in the 2.5-D elastic case:

(1) in the frequency-wavenumber domain, the P-wave and the S-wave propagate with

apparent wavenumbers k,r and ko, defined by:

2
p

k: -k",

kk? -kik,,

2 {lt,l . t,),
(n,.|'k,, ( k,),

kk
)'

k (s.31)

(s.38)

a

)2
< k.),

so that equation (5.36) may be adapted as follows:

ã A =
lik,,cos(ar)+;llik"rcos(ø,) +;-lu =o; (5.39)

(2) when ln.,lt*. >k,,,the2.5-D elastic wavefield appears as an evanescent field (no

vibration) so that the same boundary condition as in the acoustic case (see equation

Ø.25)):

;
(+n1i =0, k:=,,t@4 (s.40)
Anu'

can be applied. obviously, when fr, = 0 the ABC (5.39) is the 2-D form (5.36). The

boundary conditions (5.39) and (5.40) are direct extensions from Higdon's 2-D elastic

wave ABC and the results of the 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling. The effectiveness of

the boundary condition to absorbing the artificial reflections depends on the deviation

between the two assumptions and the true situation (unknown). The boundary condition

(5.39) can be rewritten in the general form for whole boundaries (see equation (4.16)):
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Yu=

d'
i(vr-v, d\)

d'
i(v, - v,

ã22

redç¿u, (s.41)

(s.43)

(s.44)

)

where
k otkoz cosü,, cos ø-

(s.42)

Reviewing the usage of the similar form of the ABC (5.4I) in 2.5-D acoustic wave

modeling (see equation (4.16)), we see that it requires the high-order shape function for

computation of the second derivatives in the boundary integrals, and more nodal points

in each element. This will give rise to a large dimension in the system of linear

equations. To avoid it, an alternative form of the elastic wave ABC is needed.

In fact, the elastic wave equation (5.10) should be satisfied on the boundary. So,

according to it the second derivative operator in equation (5.41) can be expressed by

*= -lD,'D,#. D,'D,!-**. D,'Dofi* o¡o,!+ oioul,

,4r= -tD,'D,*. D,'D,#. Dt'Dofi* oio,!* n;o,1.

.d2d',dd:
livrl + ivrD,' (Dr¿+ D, 

d*&.* 
Oo &* O, 

dr+ 
D)lu

.d'd2dd=
fiv,l + ivrDr'(D,¿+ D, 

dx&.* 
Oo &* \ã+ D)lu

Substituting 6.a, into equation (5.41), we have the alternative form of the elastic wave

ABC:

Yu=

From the above discussion, the viscous boundary condition (5.27) or the elastic wave

ABC (5.44) may be available for solving equations (5.19)-(5.21) or equations (5.22)-

(s.24).
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Chapter 6

Inversion Algorithms

The previous chapters have dealt with the so-called forward problem: to numerically

calculate the physical response (electric potential or acoustic wavefield) at the

observational spatial points in a known medium of specified resistivity or seismic

wavespeed. In this chapter, we focus on the inverse problem: to apply inversion

algorithms to reconstruct or image the medium structure from the observational data

through solving the 2.5-D Helmholtz equations. In the mathematical literature, the

inverse problem is formulated as an optimization scheme to find the model (medium

structure) that gives the best fit between the synthetic and observed geophysical (and

geological) data. There have been several excellent books, such as Menke (1984),

Tarantola (1987), Scale and Smith (1994), Parker (1994), and many journal articles,

which treat geophysical inversion. Here we present some practical and robust inversion

algorithms that may be applied to resistivity and acoustic imaging. They are formulated

in a general way for the well-known solutions, such as the Tikhonov regularization

solution, the smoothest model solution (Occam's inversion) and the subspace solution.

The relationships between the solutions based on the different algorithms are

demonstrated. It will be seen that the Tikhonov regulaization solution may be

approached by three equivalent solutions (general iterative solution, iteratively

linearized solution and Levenberg-Marquardt solution) and the conjugate gradient

solution; the smoothest model solution is just a subset of the Tikhonov regularization

solutions and the subspace solution may be obtained from the Tikhonov or the

smoothest model solution by the model parameter transform. Generalized iterative

algorithms based on the relations ancl the quadratic approximation are obtained for all

the solutions.

6.1 Objective Functions

In a practical sense, geophysical data are incomplete due to the limited number of

sampling points in both space and time. Furthermore, the observations are contaminated
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by various forms of noise, so that the geophysical inverse problem is ill-posed (Kirsch,

1996).In other words, geophysical inversion has multiple solutions-in mathematics,

there exist many models that produce a satisfactory fit with the observed data, which we

must take into account. In order to find a physical model, which at least incotporates

some plausible geological or physical features, rather than a pure mathematical solution,

or to reduce the multiple solutions, criteria that describe what kind of model to seek and

utilize á priori information on the model, must be first set up, Then a linear or non-linear

optimization algorithm is employed to find the model subject to these criteria. Normally,

the criteria are covered by an objective function or misfit function that gives a

quantitative measure of the fit between the calculated and observed geophysical data and

the roughness of the model variation. In general, the ir(e.9. p-1,2,*)-norm may be

used for the definition of the objective function. It has been realized that the usage of the

/, -norm has the merit of fitting most of the data and ignoring some the outliers of the

data, but it leads to non-linear normal equations even if applied to a simple linear

problem and is not uniquely solvable because of the loss of strict convexity of the

norm (Scale and Smith, 1994). Among all the norms, the least squares (/r) norm is the

one that allows the easiest computations, so it is popularly applied to geophysical

inversion.

There are two l, -normed misfit functions for evaluating the goodness of fit in the data-

space and the model-space, respectively:

(6.1)

(6.2)

where d" and d(m) are vectors of the observed and computed data. Herc d(m) may be

calculated with the FEM method discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 when the model

m={mt,ffi2,...,m,u,,,} is given. The quantities m and mo are the unknown (to be

determined) and initial primary estimated model-parameter vectors, respectively. Wo

and W,,, are two symmetric matrices which are called weighting matrices of the data set

and the model parameters respectively. They can contain á priori information that is

very useful in reducing the multiple solutions.

e o(m) = w¿ld" - d(m)l' =i)]ron¡ - d¡(ùlwíld"¡ - d,(m)),

e,,,(m) = w,,,(m-ms)z =iËr* -*o)wí'(m¡ -mr¡).
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In practice, there are several choices for Wo and W,,. For instance, Wo may take the

form of a unit matrix W¿ = I (least squares) or an inverse covariance matrix of the data:

W, =Ci t (generalized least squares, Tarantola and Valette,1982).If each of the data

points is independent of each other, C;t has the simple form:

Ci'=dial{o¡,2,o0,2,...,O;: } whose component o, is the standard deviation of the

observed datum. The subscript N is the number of data. Also, in the generalized least

squares formulation, Wn is an inverse covariance matrix of the model parameters, e.g.

w,,, = ci,' -diag { o;,' ,oir' ,..',o;,} }(Tatantola and valette, 1982), where q,, is the

covariance of the model parameter. The subscript M is the number of model parameters.

In order to get the smoothest model solution (the roughness of the model parameter

variation is expected to be as small as possible), the first or second difference operator

may be chosen foÍ W,,,, that is W,, = ã'à oÍ Wn, = (dd)r (ää) (Menke, 1984; Constable

et a1.,1981), where ä is a difference operator of the first derivative. A general form for

the 2-D smoothest model solution was suggested by Ellis and Oldenburg (1994a), who

gave a combination of the difference operators: W,, = dol + a,d: d, + qd: d,, where

a,,&x and a, arethreeconstants, and à, and à, arethedifferenceoperatorsinthetwo

spatial (x and z) directions. They have shown that the expression for W,, is very flexible

and effective to produce a stable and smoothed solution by properly assigning these

constants and the operators. Sasaki (1994) proposed a flatness filter operator for Wn,,viz

W,,, = Cr C, where C = {Ct,C2,...,C *l' is assembled in terms of a shifting four- or six-

point flatness filter, e.g. @,,, = C¡6ñ=a,lõmf +6m! +6mf +õm! -46m,). The

superscripts E, W, S and N denote the four immediate neighbors of the lth model

parameter and d, is called the gradient amplifying factor.

The Tikhonov function defined in the general form (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977):

a@) = Q ¿(m) + )Þ *(m) (6.3)

is often used in geophysical inversron as a popular objective function for an ill-posed

problem. Here ). is termed a rcgularization parameter that depends on the enor in do

and is normally chosen before one starts to compute the regularization solution of

equation (6.3). \ /ith the linearized approximation, it can be shown that the optimal
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regùIarization parameter ), depends on the bounds of the exact solution, that are not

known in advance (Kirsch, 1996). The parameter is also called the trade-off parameter

or damping parameter, because it balances or "trades off' the two undesirable properties

of the model: when 2 is very large, A(m) effectively measures the model norm

Q,,(m);when 2 is very small, A@) is proportional to the data misfit Q¿(m).The

aim of the inversion is to find the model through solving the optimization problem with

a given )":

min{(Þ(z)} = min{<Þ ¿(m) + Æ,,(m)} ' (6'4)

For the specificatiof W¿ = C,,t , W, = Ci,t and ), = 1, the solution of equation (4.a) is

called the generalized least squares solution (Tarantola and Valette, 1982). Taking

different weighting operators with ), = 1 yields the weighted least squares solution

(Menke, 1,984).In general, the solution of equation (6.4) may be called the Tikhonov

r e galarization s olutio n.

Alternatively, seeking the solution of the minimum model norrn Q 
^(m), 

or the so-

called smoothest model (Occam's inversion), has been shown to give a kind of stable,

effective and flexible practical scheme in geophysical inversion (Constable et al, I98'l;

Ellis and Oldenburg, I994a; Oldenburg and Li, 1994; LaBrecque et al., 1996). It

involves solving

min{(Þ,,(m)},

Qo(m) = l,t,
(6.s)

instead of equation (6.4). Here yo is the desired tolerance of Õ, (ru) . The basic

motivation for seeking the smoothest model is that one does not wish to be misled by

features that appear in the model but are not essential in matching the noise-

contaminated observations. In other words, of all the possible solutions, we seek the

simplest (smoothest) one in the sense that it requires the least spurious features not

required by the data. This is the principle of parsimony (Occam's Razor). The advantage

of inverting for a maximally smooth model is to obtain a specified model whose features

we have chosen by taking the different weighting matrix Wn, in the model norm

Q,,(*). This constrained optimization problem can be rewritten as an unconstrained

optimization problem using aLagrange multiplier ,1, ' :
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min{(Þ,, (m)+ L-'IQo@)- trol]}. (6.6)

It should be noted that l-t is an unknown parameter and must be determined in solving

equation (6.6), unlike the trade-off parameTer ).,, to be chosen in advance of attempting

a solution of equation (6.4). So, the two optimization problems (6.a) and (6.6)

theoretically give two kinds of model solutions and they are two popular objective

functions in geophysical inversion. Although the objective functions define the different

solutions, the relationships and the similarities between these practical algorithms will

be examined in the following sections.

6.2 Tikhonov Regularization Solutions

To solve the optimization problem given by equation (6.4), two kinds of mathematical

solvers may be chosen: (1) those based on global minimization search, such as the

genetic algorithm (Stoffa and Sen, I99l) and the simulated annealing method (Dittmer

and Szymansk, 1995), and (2) those based on the local minimization search, such as

linearized iteration, steepest descent, conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton methods

(Luenberger, 1984; Minoux, 1986). Although the global minimisation methods are

independent of the initial model, they usually consume a large amount of computer time

to find the final model in the random model space. They are at present applied only to

some simple models (Chunduru et al., 1995,1996) due to being very expensive for large

scale model-parameter inversion like in crosshole resistivity and acoustic velocity

imaging, So, they are not be pursued in this thesis. The second kind of inversion

algorithms have been shown to offer the advantages in terms of the effectiveness and

the computational efficiency to reconstruct the image of the model with a good initial

guess (which can be drawn from the integration of basic geological and geophysical

observations), and ease of incorporating the á prior information for reduction of the

multiple solutions.

From the definitions of the data and model misfit functions (6.1) and (6.2), the objective

function (6.3) is differentiable. The solution must be a stationary point:

+= +*n4-=0. (6.7)
dtn ùn dm
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ñ., dd -__ _.# = -(-)'W,,\d,, - d(m)], (6.8)

K 
OftI

# =W,,(m-mò , (6'9)

where ! ¡tthe so-called sensitivity (Jacobian) matrix formed by the Fréchet derivative
ãm

of the synthetic data d(m) with respect to the model parameters. Substitution of

equations (6.8) and (6.9) into equation (6.7), results in a nonlinear equation:

[W,,(m-m) = r#rr'*rldo - d(m)1, (6.10)

whose solution is difficult to directly find because of the non-linear nature of the

function d(m). So, an iterative scheme will be used to compute the solution.

The derivatives can be obtained using the definitions (6.1) and (6.2):

(1) General Iterative Solution

A general iterative approach to the solution of equation (6.10) can be constructed in the

following way. Firstly, by simultaneously adding the term fffif Wrfffi>f*-mo) to

both sides of equation (6.10) and assuming the operator W,, is invertible (this can be

satisfied for most of the choices of Wn,), it follows that

dd &l
lw;'( T

(6.11)dm drn
) + )Il(m-ms) =

.dd- dd
W,;' I drì' Wu {ldo - d(m)l+ ( m)(*- m)} ,

This is equivalent to equation (6.10), Next, considering the matrix

.dd- àd
lw,;t(;)'W,,(å)+ )Il to be generally invertible (so long as an appropriate positive

value is chosen for the parameter ),), equation (6.1 1) can be rewritten as follows:

m = mo +lw;'ffif w,fffi> + nrf '
. dd - dd 6'12)

w;'( tu)' wr{ldo - d(m)l+ ( 
m)(^- *ò};

Finally, an iterative approach to solving equation (6.12) is suggested:

() w,t
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ffik*t = mo + lw;' rfr> r' wo r#r r + 111- s

w;'f#)r'wo{ldr- d(mo)l+ (#)r(mo - rno)¡, (6.13)

(k = 0,I,2,3,....).

where the superscript -g denotes the general inverse matrix. By subtracting mo from

both sides of the above equation then combining the terms of (mo - nù , an alternative

form for the solution is obtained:

.dd - dd
ffik*t = mo +lw^'(ã) o' wo( 

m) o + )IYe

w;' (+àn) r' w, {ldo - d (*o)l - I(mo - mo)},

(k =0,I,2,3,......).

(6.14)

The iterative formulae (6.13) and (6.14) are similar to the total inversion formula given

by Tarantola and Valette (1982, where W¿ = Cit , W,,, = C;t and )" = 0 ) and Tarantola

(1984, eq. 17 , where W¿ = Cit , W,, = C,,t and ), = 1) who used the fixed-point theory

for solving the generalized least-squares solution. They are also similar to the general

solution developed by Canion 11989, eq. 4I, where W¿ = Ci I and W* = Ci,t; for

unconstrained non-linear inversion. It will be shown in the next section that the general

iterative procedure of Tarantola and Valatte, and that of Carrion are no more than an

iteratively, Iinearized solution, or a specified steepest descent solution.

(2) lter atively Linearized Solution

Another simple iterative scheme for the Tikhonov regularization solution is the

iteratively linearized inversion. Taking the first order approximation of the synthetic

data d(m) = cl(m) * fffi),,,(m- ms), the stationary point equation (6.10) becomes

dd ^ dd dd 1..-- -l(fi¡,,,,'wu(;),,, + bw,,llm- m) = (=do),,,' w¿ld" - d(mo)l' (6' 15)

A recurrence procedure is suggested in terms of equation (6' 15),

Kffi> r'w,r#,- + )'w,,)(m¡*,- mo) = rffi>îwrld" - d(mo)1, 
(6.16)

(k =0,1,2,3,......).
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In the simple case Wd = .I and W,, = I , the above equation reduces to the Levenberg-

Marquardt's equation, which was wiclely used for resistivity inversion (Pelton et al,

1918: Tripp et al, 1984; Smith and Vozoff, 1984; Dabas et al, 1994). Another iteratively

linearized approach may be chosen in the following way. Settin1 mt *t = ffit l õmo and

dd-
d(mo*r) = d(mr) + ( 

M)'r 
(m**t - mo) and replacing m with mo*, in (6. 10), we have the

following form:

àd- dd
L(-)-' W,,( . ) o +. LW,,,)lmo*, - ffi*) =drn dn

)Twold" - d(m)l- Â,w,,(mo - rnò ,

(k = 0,1,2,3,......).

There is a little difference between (6.16) and (6.17). The former gives the sequence of

the solution whose variation ll*,,,(*o*, - *)ll' in each iteration is as small as possible

under a given trade-off parameter; the latter yields another sequence of the solution and

so on, all of which are not going to be far away form the initial guess rø0, because

ll*,,@o - *)ll' for any k is kept as small as possible under the current trade-off with

the data misfit function.

To solve equations (6.16) or (6.17), some linear-equation solvers, e.g. singular value

decomposition (SVD) or the rnodified Gram-Schmidt method, can be employed. A

better algorithm has been suggested for equation (6.16) (Lines and Treitel , 1984 Sasaki,

1994), because the solution of equation (6.16) is equivalent to the least squares solution

of the following rectangular system:

ad

dm
( (6.r1)

(6.18)(mn*, - mo) = "!wo¡a, - 
d(m)l

0

whose solution is well-known to be more accurate than the solution obtained via

equation (6.16), Equation (6.18) may be solved with SVD or conjugate gradient least

squares (CGLS) (Scales and Smittr, 1994), but it should be noted that to solve equation

(6.18) with any matrix method, it is necessary to perform the operations on a large

dimensional matrix when involving a large scale geophysical inversion; the size of the

matrix in equation (6.18) is much larger than the original in equation (6.11).
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If W,, is invertible, the coefficient matrix in equation (6.16) or (6.17) may be invertible

too provided the parameter ), is a large enough positive value. So, we prefer to rewrite

equations (6.16) and (6.17) in the following forms:

lw,;'(

.Ad - d(l
lwi'( m) *' 

wr( h) o + ).1l(mo*, - m¡,) =

frrî*,rL" - rt(m,,))- A(mo - mo),

(k= 1,2,...,).

from which the following recurrence expressions are obtained:

ffi 
k * t = m o + lw^t rfit r' w u r#, r + 1I 1- 

s w ;' r#¡îwrld " - d (m )1,

ffik*t = mo +lwlt fffi> r'wrr#rrr + lt1-s

wii (#\f,wo[d 
" - 

d (m)] + )'(mo - m)],

(k= 1,2,...,).

w; (

(6.20)

(6.2r)

(6.22)

One can see that equation (6.22) is the same as the general iterative formula (equation

(6.14)) for the Tikhonov regularization solution. It follows that the general iterative

solution (including Tarantola and Valette's total inversion solution and Carrion's

general solution) is just the iteratively linearized solution. Furthermore, Tarantola

(1984) pointed out that the total inversion formula is a form of the steepest descent

method, so the same conclusion can be recognized as the iteratively linearized inversion

or the general iterative solution (6.22). That is, the solution (6.22) is equivalent to the

one obtained by the steepest descent method

ffiktt=*o-û..Ê., 6.23)

whose maximum descent direction is given by the vector (equations (6.7), (6.8) and

6.e))

ddñ
d* )o )TWold" - d(mo)l+ ).(mo - m) , (6.24)w;'O :-ök ( W; (

dln

and the step lengths for correcting the model parameters are scaled by the operator:
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âo
dd dd

tw;' )o + lIl-s .

Am àn

So, the general form of steepest descent algorithm may be

ffik*t = mk + â{w;'fffiliw¿fd" - d(mo)l+ )"(mo-mo)} , (6.26)

(b) compu te Ê o*, = tffi) 0., = t 

^)i.,wrld(mo*,) 

- d"f + 2.w^(mo*, - mç) ,

(c) Stopping test lâ*.,1=e. ff satisfied, END, otherwise unless k=n-L, set

(âo*, - þ)' Êo*, sTuÊou

( )iw,t( (6.2s)

where â is a step length scaling operator. A simple case is û = aI, which may be

determined by the line search for min {(Þ (mo - ug o)}. In practical applications, the line

search for the optimal step length ø will consume much computer time in a large scale

inversion procedure, because for checking the descent of the objective function with a

guess ø , it is necessary to implement the numerical calculation of the synthetic data

d(mo - aþ ) many times to obtain the optimal step length. However, the step length

scaling operator given by equation (6.25) efficiently finds the optimal value of the step

length in the steepest descent method. Daily and Owen (1991) used the simple form of

the formula (),=0, W¿=I and W^=I ) in their experiments for crosshole

resistivity tomography.

(3) Conjugate Gradient Solution (CGS)

The conjugate gradient method (CG) is a common optimization method which has

better convergence properties than the iteratively linearized or steepest descent method

(Luenberger, 1984, Chapter 8). Empirical evidence seems to favor the Polak-Ribiere

method over other methods of the general type (Luenberger, 1984). The Polak-Ribiere

algorithm is implemented by the following steps:

Step t. Given mo compute âo = ,#r, = fffi>[w,ld(mo) - d.of andset áo = -Êol

Step 2. Fork=0, 1,2, ...,n-l:

(a) Set ffik*l = *o + aoâo where ao minimizes Q(mo + uoâo¡,

oô
T
k k

t'oôk ôk
du*, = -âo*, * þodo, where Bo = oô
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Step 3. Replace mo with m, and go back to step 1

}Jere n is the number of model parameters. The main advantages of the algorithm are the

requirement of less memory storage for the three vectors Êo*r, Êo and âo and a

significant reduction in computations since the Hessian matrix (the second derivative)

does not need to be found in each iteration. The global convergence feature of the

method is assured with a periodic restaft after n iterations from the last point obtained.

Recently, this algorithm has been applied to resistivity inversion (Ellis and Oldenburg,

I994b) and acoustic waveform tomography (Reiter and Rodi, 1996). The drawback of

the algorithm is that it is still computer-time extensive because, like the steepest descent

method, the search of the optimal step factor øo is done in each iteration. But, the CG

algorithm can be directly applied to solving a linear equation system like equations

(6.14) and (6.16) (Luenberger, 1984). So, the search of the optimal øo is notrequired

for those solutions.

(4) Local-Search Quadratic Approximation CGS

If the objective function A(*) is twice differentiable and the second derivative of

A@) can be computed with reasonable computer time, the line search in the gradient

method or the CG can be avoided in the manner of the quadratic approximation, because

one can directly calculate the optimal step factor aowith the second derivatives.

Recalling the first derivatives of the misfit functions (6.8) and (6.9), the second

derivatives can be obtained as follows:

â2Q-;, =W,,,dm
ã'eo dd

12dm dm

Q = (Q,¡),*,,

Q,, =Tv,@) - d",lw,l ++r.k '^ dmidmj

dd

dm
)' )+Ql,wdt( (

(6.21)

(6.28)where

This forms the Hessian matrix of the objective function:

ã'@ ad - dd

dr*= l( 

^)' 
wu( 

m) 
+ Ql+ 7w,,,

Using the quadratic approximation

(6.2e)
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a(Ò = e(m*l+ fffili(m-mt>*)f*-*)' r#, r(m-mo), (6.30)

and substituting the recurrence formula ffi= ffik + uoâo into the above, then setting the

derivative with respectto qk to zero, we obtain the optimal step factor:

)id r

dâ k
T
k

ñ
dm

(

Øk=
î[ îo

- 
Qiw,tqk +afçnâo + )â7w,,âo¡'

od o

(6.31)

(6.33)

à2<Þ(- )
d-m

dd ao
where âo=(^)odn, îo=-(àn)o and we have used the identity

î[do=î{Qo+þorân-,)= î[îo due to the conjugate property î[âo-r=0. using the

approximation (6.30) again, we have the expression:

&ñ(a*)**t=(;¡n)tid* ãte(=, )d-m

k

t(
dd
-)dm IWoqo + (Q* + bw,)âkl , (6.32)

and the parameter Bo inthe Polak-Ribiere algorithm becomes

^T^flr*tfk*'t
^T^ft lt

Replacingtheformulasof ø0,Ên*rand Bo withequations(6.31),(6.32) and(6.33)in

the Polak-Ribiere algorithm, the quadratic a.pproximation CG algorithm reduces to the

following steps:

Step 1. Given m0 compùte îo=-âo = ffi>î,wrldr-d(m)l and

set âo = îo;

Step 2. Fot k=0, 1,2, ...,n-l'.

(a) Calcula te ô t = (4ùr) râ r,
^T^

a. = and*o - 
@Twoqo +â[çrâo + )dlw,,âo) 

*^^*

ffik*t = mo + aoâ.* ;

Tk*r=ft-dtor

þo

(b) compu te îu*, - ît - ortf4*>îwrâo + (Qo + .Lw,,)âol;
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(c) Stopping test l¡0.,1= e. If satisfied, END, otherwise

unless k=n-\, set â o*, = ît *, t þoâ o , where

^T ^fi*tf**t
þo=

Step 3. Replace

^T^ ,
Tr, f*

mo with m,1 aîd go back to step 1

An attractive feature of the algorithm is that no line searching is required at any iterative

stage. Also the algorithm converges in a finite number of steps for a quadratic problem

(Minoux, 1986). The undesirable feature is that the method requires the evaluation of

Qn, which involves the calculation of the second derivative of the autu ;!- {r""
dm,dm ,

equation (6.28)). Therefore, a fast and efficient scheme to approach the second

derivative must be employed in the algorithm, otherwise, the algorithm still spend much

cômputer time on such computations. A practical method to compute the second

dzd
derivative + for the resistivity case and the 2.5-D acoustic wave problems are

dln¡ùn¡

discussed in Chapter 7.

Note that in the above ploceclure the first and second derivatives of the objective

ñ ã2Q - .dd
function (;) r and (jfi) * need to be updated by the computation of ( *)o and

d2d(;+)¿ during each iteration. This means that the algorithm searches for the
ffi,ffi¡

minimum of the objective function in the global model-space with the quadratic

approximation and the local minimum is directly obtained by the optimal step length øo

in the conjugate direction, vrz. mo*, = ffit * uoâo.The Hessian matrix ,?år, must be

positive definite at any kth iteration so as to successively find the local minimum

sequ.ence approaching the global minimum. In exact terms, this algorithm may be called

the global-search quadratic approximation CG. Strictly speaking, if the objective

function deviates from a standard grradratic or if there is violation of the positive

definite property, the algorithm is not globally con.rergent in this form. On the other

hand, in practical applications the positive definite property is unknown in advance.

Examination of the expression for the Hessian matrix (6.29) shows that appropriate
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choices for the regùIarization parameter 7 and the operators Wd and W,, may be helpful

to reach the condition, At the very least, this is expected to improve the property of the

Hessian matrix so that the algorithm converges to the global minimum. To this end,

another iterative scheme with the quadratic approximation is outlined below. That is, to

improve the property of the Hessian matrix by proper choice of Wo, W,, aîd 2 so as to

successively find the local minimum sequence, we proceed as follows:

{*i,*i,mi...} satisfying A@) > A@)) > A@).,. with the quadratic approximation

until a desirecl approach to the global minimum is obtained. 'We search the local

minimum around mi (an instantaneous guess for the model), using the quadratic

æ
approximation (6.30) again and set fu= 0. The local minimum becomes the solution

of the following equation:

from which one can see that the coefficient matrix on the RHS can be regularizedby an

appropriate ), andit is invertible for the solution mi, :

. dd_ dd
{w;'l(;)i,;wu(fi),,,. + Q^;l+ LI}(m- d) =

w;'f#)î,tw,ldo - d.(rrÐl- t(rri - ms),

d*, = *, + {w;'lr#,ri,,,wo(#),,,. + e.îl+ hl¡-s '

w;' r#>i,,iw¿l(t " - ¿ (rri ¡l + )'(nh - r,h\,

(6.34)

(l=0,1,2,...). (6.35)

This is nothing else but the pure form of iterative Newton's method (Minoux, 1986).

Comparing equation (6.35) with the general iterative solution (6.14) or the iteratively

linearized solution (6.22), one can conclude that the local-search quadratic

approximation solution (6.35) is a natural extension of the iteratively linearized solution

or the general iterative solution in which the effect of the Hessian matrices Q associated

with the second derivative of the dutu !!- is considered. Consequently, the
d^,fu¡

expression (6.35) is the general form of the /, -norm Tikhonov regularization solution.
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Any matrix method to calculate the inverse matrix in equation (6.35), such as SVD or

LU decomposition algorithm, may be employed. But the matrix algorithms will

consume much computer time and memory when the dimension of the matrix is very

large. Actually, the local minimum mi, (solution of equation (6.34)) can be found by

applying the quadratic approximation CG and the procedure becomes:

Step 1. Start at m[, for l=0,],2,.../,,o* and compute îo=-þ(mi¡=

.ad-
w,,,' (;)l,,,w,tld0 - d(*i)l+ )'(mo - mi) and set do = îol

Step 2. For k=0, 1,2, ...,k^o*

^Trk r,
and(a) Calculate dk =

Giw,q Tw,;'e,iâo + uiâr¡í+d

ñt *, = ît o + a oâ o, â o = r#rr,,, (w;' )' â o, Aí = tffi),,r â r,

(b) compu teîo*, = îo - dolw;'(øùìi,,;woqi +w;'Q,; + )Dâol;

(c) Test lin.,la e. If satisfied, set mi*r=ño*, and go to step 3,

^T^
otherwise set âo.., = î,.*, t þoâo,where Po = !+y , go to step

2 for next k;

Step 3. Stopping test lO1rui, )l . t, if satisfied, stop the procedure, otherwise,

go back to step 1 for next l.

Here l^o* and k.u^ are the maximal iterations for / and k respectively. The main

difference between this algorithm and the quadratic approximation CG is that the

dd dzd
derivatives (l),,,, ana (ffi),,i *" not updated with the iteration k because only

the local minimum mi*, is searched in the neighborhood of mi . to discriminate this

algorithm from the other we call it the local-search quadratic approximation CGS. The

convergence of the algorithm depends upon whether the local minimum sequence:
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{*i ,*i,mT,.,.} satisfying A@) > A@i) > O(rui). .. > Q(mi^^-) is successfully found

or not. Fortunately, the regularization parameter ì, enables us to control the procedure,

because an appropriate positive value of the regulaization parameter l, makes the

coefficient matrix invertible so that it has only one non-zero solution to be found. The

parameter can be determined by the several tests so that the misfit function A@i)

(l=0,1,2,...)keepsdecreasingastheiterationsproceed. If theeffectof Q^, isignoredin

the algorithm, the solution reverts to the general iterative solution or the iteratively

linearized solution, because equation (6.34) becomes equation (6.14) or (6.17). The

main advantages of the algorithm are easy control of the convergence by î, and the

computational efficiency for obtaining the local minimum sequence. A simple form

(W,-,' = Cn,, W¿ = C;t and Q,, = 0) of the algorithm has been applied to non-linear

seismic travel-time tomography by Zhoa et al. (1992), who demonstrated the

effectiveness and the computational efficiency of the algorithm for a large, sparse matrix

inverse problem.

The connections or inter-relationships of the above Tikhonov regularization solutions

are given in Fig.6-1. The diagram shows that the three solutions-general iterative,

iteratively linearized and Levenberg-Marquardt solutions are equivalent to each other,

General Iterative Solution

A Specif,red Steepest

Descent Solution

Iteratively Linearized Soluton

Local-search Quadratic
Approximation CGS

Tikhonov
Regularization
Solution

Levenberg-Marquardt Solution

An Iterative
Newton's Solution

Conjugate Gradient Solution

Fig.6-1 Illustration ofthe inter-relationships of the Tikhonov regularization solutions.
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and all of them may be considered as a specilied steepest descent solution and solved by

the CGS algorithm. Meanwhile, the local-search quadratic approximation CGS is a

pure form of iterative Newton's solution and a generalized iterative algorithm for the

Tikhonov regularization solutions, because except for the CGS all other solutions can

be obtained by just ignoring the term in the second derivative Q = O (see equation

(6.27)) in the procedure.

6.3 The Smoothest Model Solution (Occam's Inversion)

As mentioned before, an alternative approach to geophysical inversion is to seek the

solution of the smoothest model, that is, to mathematically solve the constrained

optimization problem (6.5), which is equivalent to the non-constrained optimization

problem (6.6). The solution must satisfy the stationary conditions:

Substituting equations (6.8) and (6.9) into the above, we obtatn:

þ &n, n_, ñ¿
-^ - ---l- t lv ---- = t-,'ùn dm dm

ñ
il"=Qo(m)- I¿ =0.

dd
),w,,,(m- nh) = t 

^)'wo7o- 
d(m)1,

ldo- d(m)l'woldo- d(m)l= yo.

(6.36)

(6.31)

By considering the effect of the Lagrange multiplier ),- | as equivalent to the Tikhonov

regalaization palameter, one can find that the first equation above is the same as

equation (6.10) that defines the Tikhonov regularization solution. This reveals that the

smoothest model solution is just one subset of the Tikhonov rcgularization solution,

which must satisfy the constrained condition given by the second equation in (6.37). kt

principle, the Lagrange multiplier i4," 
t must be first determined from the two equations

in (6.37). This differs from the Tikhonov regularization solution where 2 must be

assigned a value in advance. Due to the non-linear property of d(m) it is very difficult

to find the explicit form for ), from (6.37). But, according to the relation to the

Tikhonov regularization solution, a practical algorithm to approach the smoothest model

solution may be composed of two parts: finding the Tikhonov regularization solutions,
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Q o(m) = Io
Tikhonov

Regularization
Solution

(a) ßig,6-2 Illustration of
(a) the relationship
between the Tikhonov
regularization solution
and the smoothest
model solution, and (b)
a practical algorithm
for the smoothest
model solution.(b)

then checking criterion of data fit (see Fig.6-2). For example, some schemes were

proposed by Constable et al (1987), Ellis and Oldenburg (1994a), Oldenburg and Li

(1994) and LaBrecque et aI (1996). In fact, a general procedure can be obtained from

Fig.6-2, which consists of the following steps:

Step 1. Given { 1, = 1o + (¡ -l)õ1, i = I,2,...,N t" } and start at

mi = *å,1or l-0,1,2,"'l^o*l

Step 2.For i=1,2,..., N r,

(a) Solve: 4W,,,(*I' - m) = tffif wrldo - d@f) ¡1 for mf;) ;

(b) Calculate Or@l));

Step 3. Obtain the instantaneous solution: *i =minlOoçmfi))
ntl

i=1,2,...,N 
^I;

Step 4. Stopping test Ao0rÐ< e< yu, if satisfied, stop the

procedure, otherwise, go back to step 1 for next l.

Here s stands for the stopping criterion. Obviously, the major part of the procedure

(Step 2) is to solve the same equation as in the Tikhonov regulaúzation problem, so

most of the algorithms discussed in the previous sections for the Tikhonov

Algorithm for the
Smoothest Model

1.. Tikhonov Regularization
Solution: rt,

2. min{ Q o(mt) - X,o }
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regùlarization solution may be directly used for *t' . Io other words, this part may be

the same as to find the Tikhonov regularization solution with a givend. Actually, Step 2

is to detect the misfit function of the data with the guess of 4 .The more the parameter

zt is used, the more implementations of the algorithm for the Tikhonov regularization

solution are required. An efficient scheme is to firstly evaluate the choices of 2 with

which the computation of Step 2 consumes the least computer time as possible and the

misfit function Qn(^¡) is as small as possible, so that it quickly reaches the desired

tolerance yo.Due to the non-linear nature of the function d(m) there is no analytical

method to find the range of ), . As mentioned before, it depends upon the error level of

data, the practical choice for the weighting operators Wd and W,,, the model

parameterization and the bounds of the true model variation. In a practical application, a

trial method or line-search scheme may be used to evaluate the set of 2 (or the range)

used in Step 2. This requires a fast and effective algorithm for the trial computations in

Step 2. Step 4 implies the constrained condition in (6.37) and gives the approximation to

the smoothest model solution that has the minimal misfit function of the data. The

solution procedure seems like an adaptive Tikhonov regalarization solution, because in

each iteration / an optimal regularization parameter ), or Lagrange multiplier T-t is

determined by the trial computations with the selected set.

From above discussion, it is concluded that the smoothest model solution is a subset of

the Tikhonov regularization solutions, but more reasonable and practicable due to the

removal of the undesired solutions: {m)tOo@.^)> I¿} in the procedure, but it costs

much computer time. From the methodological point of view, the algorithm for the

Tikhonov regularization solution is the basis for obtaining the approximation of the

smoothest model solution.

6.4 Generalized Subspace Solution

So far, we have discussed the algorithms for two kinds of solutions: Tikhonov

regularization and the smoothest model solutions in geophysical inversion. It has been

shown that the Tikhonov regularization solution sovers the smoothest model solution
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and most of the algorithms for the former can be directly applied to the latter. So, the

basic algorithms for geophysical inversion may be considered as the Tikhonov

regularization solution.

There exists another method, called the subspace method or subspace solution,

presented by Skilling and Bryan (1984), who maximized an entropy norm suitable for

image reconstruction, and by Kennett and Williamson (1988) and Sambridge et al.

(1991) for seismic inversion, and developed by Oldenburg et al. (1993) for large-scale

inversion problems. The principal advantages of the method lie in the outstanding

computational efficiency and the practical efficacy by judicious choice of the basis

vectors spanning the model subspace. Actually, this method is not only valid for the

Tikhonov reguJaúzation soulution, but also for the smoothest model solution. From the

discussion in the previous sections, the algorithm for the Tikhonov regularization

solution is easily extended to the smoothest model solution, and the local-search

quadratic approximation CGS is a generalized algorithm for the Tikhonov regularization

solutions. For simplicity, we firstly present the generalized subspace method in the

Tikhonov regularization case, then make the extension.

The primary thrust of the method is to express the model perturbation: &n = flt- tnk

e R 
N' in the form of a 4-dimensional subsp ace Rq ( c R "'' ) spanned by the assigned

basis vectors { b, } i=1,2,...,4, that is

õ* =fro,'o'b, =Bû0, (6.38)
i=1

where B=(b 1,b2,.,.,bn ) and âo = {a[o) ,o;o' ,...,o;o' ). Substituting the approximation

(6.33) for the quadratic approximation form of the objective function (6.30), we have

a(û) = e(mt)*(#)ilar *|a;n'çffi¡ onao, 6.3s)

which states that with the subspace approach (6.38) the Tikhonov regularization

solution seeks the vector âo by minimizing A(û). This follows the equation by setting

*=0,
ddo

)o
^.â2Q -æB'(dr*)oBci:k--B'(M (6.40)
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Substitution of the derivatives (6.8), (6.9) and (6.29) into the above equation (6.40)

yields:

lAlw, An + Qí + 1W,:,1ûk = AIW¿ldo - d(mo)l- B'w,,,(mo - mo) , 6.41)

where

ddAo=(^)*8, (6.42)

Qí =B'Q.B , (6.43)

wl, =B'wn,B . (6.44)

From equation (6.41) the Tikhonov regularization solution can be written in the

subspace approximation form:

ffik*l = mk +F{,{w,rAo + Øo + 1w"l-8
.{AíWdo- d(m)l+ 1Brw,,(rno-m)}. (6'45)

Obviously, when B=I (unit matrix, it means the identical transform) the subspace

approximation goes back to the whole-space solution (6.35). From equations (6.42)-

(6.44), if the basis vectors {b,} i=1,2,...,Q, ãre properly chosen with a small q in a

large-scale inversion situation ( N,, is very large), the dimensional size (qxq) of the

general inverse matrix in equation (6.45) may be much less than that ( N", x N,, ) in the

original form (6.35) where the solution is solved in the whole model space RN'. From

the result (6.45) the subspace formulation requires us to compute the general inverse of

the matrix, but the matrix may be singular if the basis vectors are linearly dependent. So

orthonormalizing the vectors is necessary before using them. After choosing the basis

vectors the inverse matrix may be much more efficiently obtained by SVD with a given

1 than that in the whole-space solution (6.35).

Recalling the general procedure for the smoothest model solution (section 6.3) and

using the result (6.45), the subspace approach to the smoothest model solution can be

reduced to the following steps:

Step 1. Choose the basis vectors B=(b, ,bz,...,bq) and give

{4 = h+(i-l)õ1,, i=I,2,...,N¡"}, start at mi =qi,
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for l=0,1,2,... l^o*i

Step 2. For i=1,2,..., N A,

(a) Obtain the subspace approximation:

*f,' = *, +nf,{W,, A, + Ø + 4wíl- 
r

. ç4iryd, - d (rrÐl + 4Brw^(mo - m)} i

(b) Calculate Qoçmf));

Step 3. Obtain the instantaneous solution: d = minlOoçm\|,))

i=1,2,...,N 
^l;

Step 4. Stopping test (Þ, OrÐ < Ê < I¿, if satisfied, stop the procedure,

otherwise, go back to step 1 for next /.

From the above discussion, the subspace solution is mathematically no more than the

introduction of the dimension-decreased transþrm (6.38) in the formulation for the

Tikhonov regularization and smoothest model solutions (see Fig.6-3). The key step is to

choose the basis vectors B=lb'br,...,bn).Oldenburg et al. (1993) demonstrated a

method to choose the basis vectors, which associates them with the gradients of the data

and model misfit functions:

br =w*tVQd*(m),

(k=1,2,...,et) (6.46)

where Õr* and @n* ate the

misfit functions of the data subset

d o c do and model subset

mkcm respectively, and

ntl

Fig.6-3 Illustration of the relationships for the three
solutions: Tikkhonov regularization, the smoothest model
and the subspace solutions.

b o =W^'VQ,rr(m) ,

(k= 1,2,..., ez), (6.47)

õm= Bæ
Tikhonov

Regularization
Solution
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% * ez = q . The vectors given by (6.40 and (6.47) are actually the steepest ascent

directions of the subsets. The segmental misfit functions fabricate the total misfit

Qt Qz

functions Qo(*)=IÕr* (m) and Q,(m)=I(Þ.*(ø). Different choices may yield
k=l k=l

different solutions. So, a judicious choice is the precondition for successful application

of the method.

A simple way to choose the basis

vectors is to conduct the transform from

a fine-grid (for forward modeling)

model parameterization to a sparse-grid

(for inversion) model parameterizat\on.

For instance, the 4-block

parameterization may be reduced to the Fig.6-4 Schematics of the reduction from the 4-

2-brock parameteri zation(Fig.6-4) if the l*1^-^ftierization to the 2-block
parametenzanon.

sparse approximation is reasonable in

the inversion, The relation of the two model parameters can be written in the matrix

form:

õm

From this simple example, a general form of B can be obtained:

õml

õmz

õm3

õm4

10
10
01
01

õmi

õm; =B6m' (6.48)

Ç2(õm,) 
^A@m'j) (6.4e)q

\açam,¡ no(õm'¡)
j=1

Here Ç2(õm,) stands for the spatial area of the block õm,. Obviously, the column

vectors (the basis vectors) in B are independent of each other with this method. This

simple subspace method may be useful to reduce the multiple solutions of geophysical

inversion problem, because a fine model parameterization is normally employed in the

forward modeling for complicated media, but the fine model parameterization is hardly

reconstructed completely by the inversion algorithms due to the limited data samples

B =lb,jf*,,,,n, uu =
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and error contamination (actually, the data have only limited spatial resolution of the

model). So, besides applying the Tikhonov regularization or Occam's criterion, a proper

model parametization, which matches with the data number, may be employed in the

inversion procedure of the simple subspace method. The relation (6.48) gives the

transform from a fine model parameterization (in forward modeling) to a proper model-

parameter set for inversion.
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Chapter 7

Computation of the Fréchet and

Second Derivatives

From the analysis of the previous chapter, concerning different approaches to

geophysical inversion, it was apparent that all inversion algorithms require the

computation of the Fréchet delivatives which form the Jacobain matrix of the objective

function. In addition, the second derivative is required to assemble the Hessian matrix

when taking the quadratic approximation. For a large scale inverse problem, like

crosshole resistivity or seismic imaging or wave-equation tomography (involving lots of

unknown model parameters and a great number of data), fast computation of the

derivatives is very irnportant. A robust and efficient algorithm to compute the

derivatives is still required for the inversion. On the other hand, the derivatives may be

viewed as sensitivity functions of the data, and used to indicate the sensitivity variation

with various surveying configurations, thus aiding survey design and the understanding

of resolution.

So far, there have been rnany papers dealing with the computation of the Fréchet

derivative. For example, McGillivray and Oldenburg (1990) made a comparative

theoretical study of several methods to compute the Fréchet derivatives in geophysical

inversion. In seismic waveform invetsion, Tarantola (1984) formulated the Fréchet

derivatives with the 2-D acoustic wave.-equation. In electromagnetic inversion, Boerner

and Holladay (1990) proposed approximate Fréchet clerivatives for the 2-D problem. In

resistivity inversion, Park and Van (1991) derived a.n implicit expression for the Fréchet

derivative in the 3-D problem. Smith and Vozoff (1984) and Sasaki (1994) calculated the

Fréchet derivative by solving the differential equations of the finite difference or finite

element linear system. Recentl¡2, Loke and Barker (1995,1996) computed the Fréchet

derivatives with a homogenous half-space starting model and Broyden's (1965) updating

approximation.

In this Chapter, we develop a new method to compute the relevant derivatives for

crosshole resistivity imaging and seismic full-waveform inversion in the frequency-
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domain (Zhou and Greenhalgh, 1995, I998d). The computations are based on the

numerical solution of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation and are implemented with nearly the

samo scheme for both 2.5-D resistivity and acoustic problems. Firstly, by performing

some differential calculus and applying the 2.5-D Green's functions, the general

expressions for these derivatives are explicitly obtained for any configuration in DC

surveying (four kincls of electrode arays: pole-pole, pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-

bipole) ancl crosshole seismic exploration. Next, two approximations: the constant-point

and constant-block moclel parameteizations are proposecl. To approach the derivatives, a

two-step procedure is presented: (1) sol.ring the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation with the finite

element method (FEM) for all the Green's functions; (2) calculating the derivatives using

the Green's functions in terms of the explicit expressions. It will be seen that the new

algorithm is a robust and more efficient algorithm than the commonly used ones.

The next section reviervs basic definitions of the Fréchet and second derivatives.

Thereafter, rve recall common algorithrns to compute the derivatives. Sections 7.3 and7.4

give explicit expressions of the derivafives for the 2.5-D DC resistivity and acoustic wave

problems. The last section deals with the numerical computation of the derivatives with a

two-step scheme, and intloduces some numerical examples that show the different

patterns of the derivatives.

7.L Basic Definitions

For completeness, some useful definitions are briefly reviewed here. One can refer to

mathematical books, such as Flett (1980) or Griffel (1981), for a more complete

treatment.

(1) Bilinear Operator

For any vector spaces N and M, abtlinear operator f : N-+M is a rule which, given any

heN and /ce N, associates v¿ith them an element of M, denoted by f(h,k), such that for

any scalars a and b, and any h, i, ke.N,

f (ah t- bi ,k) = af (h,lc) + bf ( j 
'k) ,

and f (h,ak + bi) = af (h,k) +bf Ø, i). 
(l'1)
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If h(x) and k(x) are two continuous functions, a simple example would be f (h,k) =

II*fr,y)h(x)k(y)ctxdy . For the discrete case'. h = {4,1b.,..',h,} and k = {k1,k2,...,k,},
OO

the bilinear operator has the quadratic form: f (h,k) = hr Mk .

(2) Fréchet and Second Derivatives

An operator D,: N+M and a bilinear operator D, : NxN-+M are said to be the Fréchet

and second derivatives of f: N-+M at the point xe N, if

f (x + h) = f (x) + D,(x)lt+) ,rçr¡çr,h) + O(h3) as å-+0. (7 .2)
¿

Here / may be the DC electric potential U or the frequency-domain acoustic wavefield

P. Obviously, the definition is a version of Taylor's theorem (series expansion) to

second order and implies the way to obtain the two derivatives for a given mapping /
with differential calculus. In the mathematical literature, if Dt and D, exist, then / is

called Fréchet and twice differentiable. A twice differentiable operator has the common

property that is a D, symmetric bilinear operator: Dr(x)(h,k)= DzQ)(k,h) for aIIh,

freN. This property can be explained by the discrete case: ã'f / dxidx j = dt f I ãx,àx, in

the differential calculation of a multi-variable function. For any continuous function

h(x),the operators D, and D, may be definedby the integrals

I
D,(x)h = J D,(x,x')h.(x')dx' (7 .3)

O

and Dr(x,y)(h,h) = II ,r(x,y,x',y')h(x')h(y'¡dx'dy' (1.4)
OO

respectively, and for the discrete case, the operators become

Dr(x)h =Vfrh Q.5)

and Dr(x,Y)(h,h) = h'Hh (7.6)

in terms of the definition (7.2).Here Yf ={àf /àh,, i=1,2,...,N} is the gradient of/to

be used to form the Jacobian matrix and H = {d' f / dhi)h j, i=1,2,...,N} is used to form

the Hessian matrix. The definition (7.2) implies the way to obtain the Fréchet and

second derivatives. The initial step may be to find the operators D, and D, for a

complicated functional f(x), such as the electric potential U(x,y,z) or acoustic pressure

wavefield P(t,x,y,z) so that the definition (7 .2) is satisfied.
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7.2 Common Algorithms

According to the definition of the Fréchet derivative (equation (1 .2)), a simple way may

be to use the finite difference approximation to the derivative:

f (m,+h)- l@,)D,(m,)="'' ;!, (i=1,2,...,N,,), (7.7)

where h should be a small quantity, mi is the lth model parameter, e.g. ffi¡ = o¡

(conductivity) or ffi¡ = c¡ (wavespeed), and N,,, is the number of the model parameters.

Actually, this s the first order difference formula to approximate the derivative. If N,,

is not large, the algorithm is a simple way to obtain the derivative for inversion, but for

large N,,,, e.g. geophysical tomography or imaging inversion, much computer time is

involved in obtaining the whole derivatives, because each value of the derivative will

have to be used to twice perform the forward computations. So, it is not an efficient way

for crosshole resistivity or acoustic velocity imaging.

Another simple way was recently proposed by Loke and Barker (1995), who based it on

Park and Van' s (1991) expression for the 3-D resistivity problem and used a

homogeneous half-space as the starting model. They demonstrated an approach to the

Fréchet derivative for the 2.5-D resistivity inversion. The change in the potential ô[/,

resulting from a change in the subsurface resistivity âp is given by (Park and Van, 1991,

equation 16):

tu(r",r,,)=#*[oG3D(r,,r)'YG3'7ru,r)dr, (7.8)

where it is assumed that the change in the

resistivity has a constant value p" in a cubic

element V and is zero elsewhere. Here

z and zo) are the

positions of the current and potential

electrodes, When taking a homogeneous half-

space (with current electrode on the surface)

as the starting model, the Green's functions

can be obtained from equatron (2.7):

$

po

Fig.7-1 Illustration of a rectangular block in a
homnseneors half-sn¡ce mndel for calcnlation nf

r (x ,0,2 ) r(x,(
B

w

,0(x,rc ) (xr
P ,0,P
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G3D (r,,r) = # -. 
Q.g)

Substituting (1.9) into (7.8) and considering the 2.5-D approximation, the volume

integration in equation (7.8) can be calculated by the line integral over the y-direction and

the surface integral over the rectangular section s in the (x,z)-plane (see Fig.7-1):

dUt
dpr= J"F''("'2"'¡"2"'x'z)d's ' (7'10)

1 r*- dt
Fr,\xr,zr, x,,,2 p, x,z) |

4n' J-*lr, - rllr,, - rl'
where (7.11)

obtainingwhich may be determined analytically (Loke and Barker, 1995, Appendix). After

the function Fr,(x,,2,,x,,,2¡,,x,2), the derirrative may be calculated using Gaussian

quadrature for the integral over s'in equation (7.10). Obviously, the numerical integration

gives the derivative values for the starting homogeneous earth model. To implement an

iterative inversion, they suggested using a quasi-Newton updating formula to obtain

subsequent derivatives, e.g. Broyden's formula (1965):

,ãU,,,0, ,âU,(-.--)'^' - 1-;r*-" + [(Ujo' - YJt-rr¡
' dpj' ' âP¡' ' L\vi v i ' \lõP"o-n1z 

/- 
OP¡

(k=1,2,...). (1.12)

where the superscript /c denotes the kth iteration of the inversion. It is not difficult to apply

the method to the 2.5-D acoustic case, but one can find that due to the usage of a

homogenous half-space model in the first iteration, this method is valid only for the case

that the practical earth model is notfar away frorn the homogeneous starting model.

For a general case, a popular algorithm for large N,,, is to solve the differential equations

of the finite difference or finite element linear system. For exanrple, Smith and Vozoff

(1984) and Sasaki (1994) appliecl this algorithm to 2-D and 3-D resistivity inversion. Due

to the similarity between 2.5-D resistivity and acoustic wave modeling, the algorithm is

also valid for the acoustic wave case. In Chapters 3 and 4, we showed the FEM linear

equation system of the 2.5-D Green's function for the two geophysical problems, e.g.

equations (3.9) and (4.30) or (4.54), which may be represented as follows:

A(m,k,)G2sD = b,. (7.I3)

Here A(m,k,,) is the assembled matrix fiom all of the inner element and boundary element

matrices, and it depends upon the rnodel parameters'. m={m,mr,...,mr,,,}and the
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wavenumber ki, . Gz'sD - Gz't' or G "D , a column vector whose components are nodal

values of the 2.5-D Green's function. The vector b. is the source vector whose

components are zero except for the one (=l.g; whose position coincides with the source

location r,=n,B ot r" . Taking differential calculations with respect to the model parameter

m¡ oî both sides of equation (1 .13), we have the differential equation system:

¡a2.5D. -.olrA(m.k..) - = -)'M, dmi

ãA(m, )
G2,5D (7.t4)

Using the relations between the Green's function and the general response of the

potential or wavefield to any current injecting or seismic source signal (see equations

(2.30) and (2.31)), we can write out the discrete form of the Fréchet drivative:

du L aG-2sD
- ==.F;'{ " }, (Electric) (7.15)
da, '¿ do¡

dP s( a\ dG zsD

-- 
tr-'{ ; }. (Acoustic) (7.16)

ãr, 2 -c' ãt, '' \-----

According to these results, the Fréchet drivative can be obtained through solving equation

(1.14), then substituting into equation (7.15) or (7.16) for resistivity or acoustic wave

problems, respectively. Clearly, the main step of the algorithm is to solve equation (7.I4),

but one can find that except for the right-hand-side vector the construction of the two

systems (1.13) and (7.I4) is the same. So, the same solver (LIÏ or LU decomposition for

resistivity or acoustic wave case) to equation (7.I3) may be used again to equation (7.14),

but to form the right-hand-side vector requires us to compute the differential matrix

àA(m,k,) I ãm, in addition to storing all of the Green's functions G2 " lobtained from the

forward modeling). The main advantage of this algorithm is that it is a valid for inversion

with any starting earth model, but one has to deal with the large dimensional matrix

àA(m,k,,)/ùn¡ and repeat soiving equation (1.14) for all the model parameters:

{*,,i = 1,2,...,Nn,}.

In the following sections, we are going to present a new algorithm to compute not only the

Fréchet derivative but also the second derivative without the calculation of the matrix

ãA(m,k.,,) I ùn, and solving the differential equation (1.14). The new algorithm is validfor

a large scale inversion with any starting earth model.
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7.3 Explicit Expressions for DC Resistivity

The boundary-valued problem for 2.5-D DC resistivity modeling can be rewritten in the

following opelator form (see equations (2.10) ):

AU
^ *vU =0.

dn

whele L(o,k,,) = V.(oV) - e? . (7.1S)

It has been shown in Section 2.5 that the operator L(o,kr,) is self-adjoint. In fact,

applying Green's integral theorem, the integral identity can be recognized for any two

solutions u and 7 of equation (7.17):

Jv\o,k,,)udr = -JotVI .Yu + tclvupr - JvaTrds. (i.tg)
oç¿dç¿

In addition, in terms of equation (7.18), L(o,k,,) is a linear operator, viz.

L(o, + loz,k t) = L(ot,k r,) + L(or, k,, ) fbr any constant 2 .

In order to derive the expression (7 .2) for U , the perturbation analysis for o' = o + õo

and U ' = U + õU is generally conducted with the operator, where õo and õU are

small quantities and both U and U' are solutions of equation (l.n). Using the linear

property, one can write out the explicit form of L(o',k,,)U ' ,then obtain:

L(o,k,,)6U =-L(6o,k,,)(U +6U). (1.20)

Defining the conjugate Green's function (curuent injecting electrode located at rr):

r e ãdù;

(7.n)

(1.2t)

(7.22)

L(o,kr,)GzsD = -6(r - rr), r,\, e çti

dG2.sD

dr, +fi'''u=0, reK):

where r,, is the coordinate of a potential electrode. Using the self-adjoint property of

L(o,k,,) , the disturbed potential õU can be written in the integral form:

| -^ -^6U çr,,rr) = ) G25'çrr,r)L(õo)U (r",r)dr
ç2

l'-
+ ) 6IJ (r,,r)L(6o)G"'(r,,,r)dr.

a

Here we omit k,, in the variable set to shorten the expression. From this equation, it

seems that the first and second terms of the right-hand-side correspond to the perturbing
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quantities due to the first-order and higher-order variations in õo. Assuming U (r,,ro)

is Fréchet differentiable with respect to õo and according to the definitions (7.2) and

(7.3), there exists an operator D, having the expression

õU (r,,r) : Dtõo' + O(lõo'll'z),

= Ir,(r,,r¡')õo'dr' + o(llõo'll2). (7 '23)

O

Substituting equation (1.23) for the second integral of equation (1.22) and considering

the integral cloes not change rvith eitherthe cocrdinate r or r' , we have

6(J çr,,r,,) = !C"' (r,,,r)L(õo)U (r,,r)dr +*JJtA (r,,r,r')
f¿ oee

' L(õo)Gzto (.r,,,r)õo' r Dr(r,,r',r)L(õo') (7.24)

' G 2 5D 
Q r,r') 6ofdr'dr + ofllâoll' l.

One can find that equation (1.24) is 'r'ery close to the definition (7.2). Reviewing the

integral equation (7 .I9) and assuming ôol^, = 0 (this assumption is reasonable, because

the studied area is normally located in the centre of the computational range Ç) ),

equation (1 .24) can be rewritten as follows:

-[lvÚ lr,,r¡ 'YG'5o çrr,r) + kz,(J (r,,r¡G2sD (rr,r)]M.r -
O

)¡! rrarr, r, t'' )' vG" o 
çr,,, r) + Y Dr(r", r', r)' Y'G' s' (r 

u, 
r' )

+ ttlDr{r,,r,r'¡G'(r,,,r) + e@,,r' ,r)GzsD (rr,r')fl

Mb dr'dr+allfil3¡.

Drçr",r,,lao = -f,,;,lVG"o (r,,r).VGzsD (rr,r) +

kl G "o çr,,r)Q'z 
so (r,,, r)lõdr,

YtÇz'o (r,,,r') + t<llDrçr,,r,r')d''o (r,,

D.,çr,,r' ,r)Gz 
t' 

çr,,,r'))\6oõo'drdr' .

(r,,r,,) =N-

Comparing equation (7.25) with the definitions (1.2), (7.3) and (7.4), the Fréchet and

second derivative operators in the k, -domain are directly obtained:

(7.2s)

(7.26)

+ (7.21),r)
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T
2

I
= -;F,u¡vGzto çr,,r,) ve'sD (r,,,r,) + klG2t'(r,,r)G"' (rr,r¡)),

Here we have used the relation U = G2sD (equations (2.30)) for equation (7.26) from

which the explicit form of D,(r,,r,r') can be obtained by the definition (7.3).

Substituting D,(r,,r,r') into equation (1.21), one can get the explicit form of

Dr(r,,rp,r,r'). The quantities Dr(r,,r,r') and Dr(r,,rt,,r,r') (the kernel functions of

the operators) are the k r,-domain forms of the Fréchet and second derivatives for the

constant-point model parameterisation'. õo(r) = 6o¡õ(r - r¡) (called constant-point

approximation). So the following spatial forms are obtained:

(7.28)

(1.2e)

Alternatively, if the range Ç) may be divided into many blocks: O = IO, and each

= I ,i .D D 
çru,r,))4c

t'(\,r¡) o ( ru,r¡))

(rt,4)+ rp, rt))

(r,,r,) + ,tj G"' ç4,r,)\ .

block has constant conductivity oe (constant-block model parameterilation, called

constant-block approximation), the Fréchet and second derivatives become:

ãu 9' r 
") = - l r :{ J tvG "' { r", r). yG 2 s' (r r, r) + klG',' çr,, r¡G "o (r,,, r)H.rl,

ão" L 
ç¿e

(7.30)

ã'u(r-,r..) I" : -:'' " = !- F:' t I I arat 1¡Y'G2" (r,,r).YG2'so (rr,r) +YG"' (r,,r¡ào,ào,, 4 " 'r"r",

. v' G "' (r,,, r'))Y Y' G''' (r, r' ¡ + kl,fG " 
D (r", r)YG "' çr r, r) +

G' s o 
çr,, r¡Y' Gt t' çru, r' )lY G " o (r, r' ¡ + kjlG''t o (ru, r' ))l'

YG'so çr,,r¡ + G"o çro,r¡Y'G''so çr",r'YG"o (r,r) +kl

l1t' o (r,, rG z'5 D (t,,, r' ¡ + G''5' (r,, r)G t't o (r,,, r))G "' (r, r' )\ \ .

(7.3r)
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Obviously, the second derivative (7.29) or (1.31) is a symmetric bilinear function of

(õa,,õo,) or (õo,,6o",) and has a much more complicated form than the Fréchet

derivative does. Once the geometry of the constant block O, and the interpolating

function to approach the Green's functions in the block are chosen, the integrals (7.30)

and (7.31) can be calculated with an analytic or numerical method. Appendix D gives an

example of the computation with the constant-block approximation.

According to the- general form of apparent resistivity (equation (3.49)) for different

electrode arrays, the expressions (7.28), ('7.29), (7.30) and (7.31) can be generalized to

the apparent resistivity for all four kinds of electrode arrays, e.g. with the constant-point

approximation, the derivatives become

âp" K
F;rlv õGABQ).Y õG 

'*(r) 
+ kIffi-ou1r,)õG-r,(r,)), (1.32)âo, 2

#h = l r,'{ly Eoue¡.y E,r(.r,) +y ffio"?¡.y ñ,*(r,))

Incidentally, one can recognize the sinúlarity between the 3-D and the 2.5-D governing

equations. The 3-D formula can be obtained by taking k,, = 0, dropping dtand the

factor ll2 and replacing the 2-D gradient operator with a 3-D gradient operator in

equations (1.32) and (7.33). So, the derivative expressions for the 3-D case are obtained:

YYG (4,r,) + t<llE*Q)Y ffi-vN?) + &-or(4¡Y Er*Q,))

Y c çr,,r¡ + kl,lEr*Q)Y Eou(r) + Err?)V EABe)l

v G (r,r¡ + k\lffi- auØ)ñ rr?) + ffi- or(r,)ffi r*Q)1G (r,,r,)l

k = - Klv æ AEQ)' Y õG," (r, )l

#h = f ffy ñ ou(4 ) . vvG( r,,r¡).y õG,* (r,)

(7.33)

(1.34)

and

+Y õGou(r, ) ' VVG( r.,,r,)Y 6G r*(r,)1,

7.35)
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which is much simpler

than that of the 2.5-D case.

Equation (1.34) is a

general form of Park and

Van's result (1991,

equation 16) when taking

the constant-point

approximation. These

derivatives can be applied

to non-linear resistivity

inversion with surface data

or crosshole data for any

electrode-array surveying

configuration.

In summary, all the

)fu- 
andquanütres: pu, d"

d't)-=-J:- in the 2.5-D DC
do,do,

resistivity problem may be

calculated by the Gteen's

functions which are shown

in Fig.7-2. This figure

illustrates the relation of

the quantities to the

Green's functions. It is

clear that the second

derivative needs the

maximum number of the

Green's functions:

(a) Forward Modeling : p"

B

A B

G (rn,r,) G (r* ,r,)

N

(b) The Fréchet Derivativ 
", *

M N

G (ru,r, ¡ G (r, ,r,)

(c ) The Second Derivativ e: ++do¡do j

C(rr,r¡)
G (rn,r,)

G (rr,r,)
G (r, ,r¡)

{ G (r,,r,) , 4 = 1,2,...} for which one has to take every point 4 in the FEM mesh to be

source locations in the computations.

A B M N

G (ro,r,)

,rt)

G (r,,r,)

Fig.7-2 Illustration of the relationships for the quantities: (a)

apparent resistivity, (b) Fréchet derivative and (c) second

derivative to the Green's functions.

G (ru,r*)

G (ro,rr)

G(ro,rr)
G (ro,rr)

MA

G (ro, r,)
G (r, ,r¡)
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7.4 Explicit Expressions for 2.5-D Acoustic Waves

The defined boundary-valued problem for 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling in the

frequency-domain can be expressed in operator form (see section 4.2):

dP:
d,r*BP =o'

(t.36)

where L(þ,Ê,k,,)=V(pv)+(at2fr-pk',) (i.31)

From results of previous chapters, the operator L(þ,ft,k,,) is still self-adjoint due to the

symmetric property of B with the boundary integral (see Chapter 4).In fact, we have

the integral identity similar to equation (l .I9) for the acoustic case:

ilrçp,,n,k)uda= -lfpv¡ .y¡ +Gk\ -Êat'z¡vupa- J ñtu:ar. (7.3s)
ç¿aar2

Note that the operator L(þ,ft,k,,) is not linear with the model parameters: þ and Ê

(different from the operator L(o,kr,) in the DC resistivity case) because of

L(þ, + þr,ft,kr) = L(þr,Ê,k,,) + L(Þ2,Ê,k,,) - )nr,Ê, Q.3g)

L(þ,ûr+ lÊr,k,,)= L(þ,Êr,k')+ brÊr. (j.40)

In a similar way , in order to obtain the Fréchet and second derivatives of the wavefield

with respect to þ or' É, we still resort to the perturbation state P' = P + ôP due to the

variations p' -- þ + 6þ and û' = Ê + â¡? with small quantities âP , õþ and ôÊ (here

westillassume 6þ=Oon äÇ)).Firstly,weconsiderthewavefieldperturbation ôP due

to the change õþ. Calculating L(p + õþ,Ê,k),)P' with the operator identity (7.39), we

have L(þ,Ê,k),)ôP = lco,Ê - L(6þ,Ê,k,)l(F + õF¡ . e.4t)

Defining the conjugate Green's function of the acoustic wave:

L(p,Ê,kr,)G"o = -6(r -rr), r,r, eCl,
(7.42)

reX);

r e ãe2,

where r, = (x r, z, ) is the position of a geophone in the (x,z)-plane (setting ), = 0 ), and

using the self-adjoint property of L(þ,Ê,k,,) and the integral identity (7.38), the

-ã2.5D*, 
+nG'sD=0,

dn
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implicit form for õP canbe obtained tbr a given frequency a and wavenumbeÍ k),'.

õF ?,,rr) = J tvFtr, ,r¡ 'YG "' (rr,) + kl,F çr,,r)G "o ((r,r)l6pdr +
O

* J aFlr, ,r)lL(õþ,Ê) - ø'tcl7zsD (rr,r)dr. Q '43)

O

Here we also omit k,, in the variable set so as to shorten the expression. Using the

Fréchet differentiable property of P (r,,rr) , we still have the expression (7.23) for

6F Q,, r) due to 6þ. Substituting the expression into the second integral in equation

(1.43) results in:

6p çr,, rr, = 
I 
ã (r,, r r, r) õþJr - ;ll{Y D,çr,, r, r)' vG 2 s D 

?8, r)

v-Drçr,,r' ,r) .l':çz'so (rr,r') -l- kl¡:Dr{r,,r,r'¡:G''so (rr,r) (i .44)

- t Dr(r,, r', r)G "' (r r, r' )l\ õþ õþ' dr' dr + Of 
ll 
ô/l' ),

:
where Dr{r,,rr,r; = -[VÞ(r,,r)'YG'5D(rr,r)+k]P(r,,r)G's'çrr,r¡1. Q.45)

It can be found that this result is the same as equation (1.25) except for the physical

significance of the parameters. So, the Fréchet and second derjvatives of the acoustic

wavefielcl with respect to the dersity p have the same expressions as in the DC

resistir¡ity case. From equation (1.44) they can be obtained with the constant-point or

constant-block approximation, e.g. the Fréchet derivaJives with constant-point and

constant-block approximations are gi'zen by

ãP(rtl,r,,rr) s(0) ,=f- =;i F tlvGzsD (r,'\)'YG"o 7rr'r,) +klG'so (r"r'¡G''s' çrr 'r')) '
(7.46)

P(a,r",r,) s(ú)) *, . t-â..¡<n

--=-j---s:=*{t{ JV:Gtto{r,,4).Vc"tr(rr,4)+(,Grtoçr,,r,)G,to7rr,r,))d.r}, 
(i.47)

dp, 2p: a"

respectively. Here we have used the identities: F = t@)G2sD /2 and àþ / âp = -l / p' .

In the same manner, one can use the operator identity (l.40) and the adjoint Green's

function (1.41) to obtain the expressions of the derivatives with respect to the bulk

modulus Ê = Ê+ âf (density does not change). For practical applications, we prefer

using the model parameter c (acoustic vravespeed) to Ê. So, in the constant-density

case, the operator (7.37) is commonly expressed by (see equatíon2'2í)
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L(c,k,,)=V.V +(aff c2 -kT, Q.48)

which is still self-adjoint but non-linear with c. Rewriting the operator as follows for the

perturbation state c' = c + &'.

L(c' ,kr,) = L(c + ¿rc,k,) = Y2 + k2 1I+ *rt - Oi ,
c

= V' + (k' - kî - Êt+ -++ o(ll&ll3l, (1.4s)
CC

" 2& 
-++o(¡&¡,l,= L(c,k,,) - k'ï; 

c_

and multiplying with (P + 6P ), we have the perturbation equation

L(c,k)6F - o'r+ T+ o(lôcll')l(F + ôP). (7.s0)

Applying the conjugate Green's function again to equation (7.50), we obtain another

impticit integral equation for ôP (r,,rr) due to ôc:

I 14¡ rr,, r¡ G "' çr,, r) ù + 4F e,,r)õP (r,,rr) = -

from which we obtain the explicit equation of õP(t,,1) by substituting the similar

expression (7.23) for ôP (r,,r):

(7.s1)

(7.s2)

(1.53)

æ (r,,ç I = J ã tr,, r,, r) õc dr . i IY # " o 
çr,, r)D,(r", r, r' )

where

So, the Fréchet and second derivatives with respect to the wavespeed c can be directly

written out in the constant-point approximation form:

- *e,s'(rr,r'¡-Dr(r,,r',r) + ffiF rr,,¡ ,

G"' çrr, r)õ(r - r')l& õc' drdr' + Olll&ll' ),

:D,7r,,rr,Ò 
= -+F g",r¡G"o (rr,r) .

ãP (a, r,, rr) 
= _ { rça) F;, lG 

* o 
{r,, r)G r r, 

çrr, r,)f ,
oc¡ ci

(1.s4)
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à2 P la ar,, 
r r) =, @) t+ F;, {l:G ^ 

o 
7r r, r)G, s D (r,, r¡) + G 

2 s D (r,, 4)ù,&, '"ritj c\'

.¿ zs D (rs, r¡l:G' " (\,r¡) .* q-t (6 2 
'o (r,,\):G''" çrr,4)õ(\- r, ) ) )

ZC¡

and in the constant-block approximation form:

(7.ss)

(1.s6)
ãP(ut,Y,,Ys) _

àr"

-,2

- \ s(a)F,' I I G "' çr,, r)G' s D (rr, r)drl,
¿Le O,

E#t?= s(ø)dr,# il tG " o (',, r)d " o (r,, r' ) + G' s D (r,, r)

::?,n¡2."::
.Gz 5D (rr,r')lG2'5D (r,r')drdr' + ::= 

J J 
G"'(r,,r)Gz'sD (rr,r)õ(r - r')drdr'\ .

tL e lln{ln,

(t.st)
The Fréchet derivatives (1.46) or (7.47) and (1.54) or (7.56) and the second derivative

(1.55) or (7.57) may be applied to non-linear füll-waveform inversion with the acoustic

spectral data P(a,r,,rr) .

Reviewing equation (2.3I) and all of the above expressions for the Fréchet and second

derivatives, one can find that the quantities: P , Ð / ãc, and d'F t àc,ãc, in the 2.5-D

acoustic wave problem are also calculated by the Green's functions. The relationships

between the Green's functions and the various quantities are shown in Fig.7-3. Note that

different numbers of the Green's functions are required in the various computations.

7.5 Numerical Algorithms

From the formulations of the previous two sections, the Fréchet and second derivatives

can be explicitly represented by the 2.5-D Green's functions for an arbitrary medium.

These expressions imply a two-step procedure to compute the derivatives. Firstly, some

numerical method such as the FEM may be applied to calculate the numerical solution

of the 2.5-D Green's function (ust like the forward modeling), then substituting the

solution into the explicit expressions the derivatives can be calculated for arbitrary

media. So the Green's functions are the basic quantities for calculating the synthetic

data and the derivatives. The first step tras actually been solved in Chapter 3 and 4, e.E.

the computation of the 2.5-D Green's functions for DC resistivity or acoustic wave

problems is reduced to solving the linear-equation system (7.I3) where A(m,kr,) may be
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A(o,k,,) in the DC resistivity

case or A(a,c,kr,) in the

acoustic wave case. A(o,fr,) is

a sparse, symmetric and positive

definite real matrix so that the

LI decomposition algorithm

was used for solving equation

(7.I3). A(at,c,k,,) is also a

sparse and symmetric, but

complex matrix, so the LU

decomposition algorithm was

employed. The Green's function

Gz 
sD - G2sD or G2 sD is

actually obtained by

backsubstitution after the

decomposition.

For forward modeling, as

discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, the

synthetic data U ,r or

P(a,r,,r) are calculated by the

Greens' functions associated

with the source positions, viz.

õGouQ) =G (r¡,r) - G (ru,r)

or G"'çr,,r¡ (see equations

(a) Forward Modeling: F(r,,rr)

Source

d2to (r",rr)

Source

G"'7r,,r,) d2sD 7rr,r,)

(c) The Second Derivative

c(r)

(b) The Fréchet Derivative: +àr,

Geophone

Geophone

d 2 P
' ãc,ã, ¡

Source Geophone

G

G25o (r,,r.,) drto 1rr,r,)

25D ,
lrr,f¡) G "o çrr,r,

d2t, (r,,r,)

(2.30), (2.3I) and Fig.1 -2a, Fig.7-3 Illustration of the relationships of the quantities: (a)

Fig.7-3a).rhis means that ir we å::ffii"î:ï:"å|Íiåî:|i:i".'vative 
and (c) second

have N, source-position points

in a field measurement and N,, samples of k,, in the kr, -domain, we need to solve the

linear system equations (1.I3) N,. x N, times to obtain the synthetic data, exactly.

Therewillbe l/.,, runs of the LII orLU decompositionfor A(o,k,,) or A(a,c,ftr) and
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N, x N, operations of the backsubstitution algorithm for the Green's functions (see

Fig.3-7 and Fig.4-4).

Reviewing the expressions (7.32) in the DC resistivity case or equations (7.46) and

(1.54) in the acoustic wave case, the Fréchet derivative include two types of Green's

functions: Eor{r) = G"o (ro,r) -G' sD (ro,r) and E ,* (r) = d"o (r*r) - G''5' (r*r)

or G'5D(r,,r) and G'sD7rr,r) (see Fig.7-2b andFig.T-3b), which relate to the source-

position points: (ro,ru or r") and receiver-position points: (r*r* or rr).For clarity,

we call the first one the source-position Green's function and the second one the

receiver-position Green's function (called adjoint Green's function), respectively. This

means that to compute the Fréchet derivative, the computations for all the receiver-

position Green's functions õdrr(r) or ,zsD(rs,r) must be done in addition to all

the source-position Green's functions (for the synthetic data). This is simply

implemented by replacing the source vector b,,, in equation (1.I3) with the receiver

vector bo whose components are zero except for the one whose position coincides with

the receiver-position point: r¡7,r¡¡ or r, and then solving the equations. In other words,

if we have No receiver-position points in the fielcl measurement, the additional effort is

just No times the backsubstitution involved for the forward computations at each fr,,

when solving equation (7.13). In total, it requires N,, times the LII or LU

decomposition for A(o,kr,) or A(at,c,kr,) and N, x (N, + NR) times the

backsubstitution for all the Green's functions.

From the expressions of the second derivatives, e.g. equations (7.33) and (7.55), we see

that the Green's function: G2toçr,r'¡ o, G''toçr,r'¡ (r,r'eÇ), see @"'(r,,r,) in

Fig.7-2c and Fig.7--ac) is involved besides the two types of the Green's functions

mentioned above. In the discrete case, if there are N* and N, nodes in the x- and z-

directions of a rectangular imaging range (c O), to get G''to(r,r') or G"'(r,r') is

equivalent to obtaining G2t'(r,,r,) or G"o çr,,r,) for all the nodes

(i,.Ì =1,2,...,Nrx Nr). This can be done by replacing the source vector b,., in
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equation (1.I3) withthevector i -(0,0,...,ôü,0,0,..',0),(i =1,2,.",N, xNr) andthen

solving the equations. Obr¡iousl,v, G25D(ri,rj) or d'5'çr,,1) includes all the source-

and receiver-position Green's functions d"'çr,=o,u,r,) and G2s'(ru=y,¡¡,r¡) or

G2s'(r,,r,) and 6z'sD(re,1), because the Source- and receiver-position nodes are

included in the total noCes, e.g. { rc=A,B,ru=r,* } or { r,,rrl e {r,,i = 1,2,.'N t x N *} and

normally (N, +N*)<<(NrxN"). So, the computational work to obtain all the

Green'sfunctionsisevaluatedas N,, times the LII orLU decompositionfor A(o,kr,)

or A(ú),c,k,,) and N,, x (N, x Nx) times the backsubstitution.

For comparison, the computational effori for the Green's functions are given in

Table'/-l:

Table ?-1 Computational effort for the Green's functions

which says that the additional rvork to obtain the Green's functions for the Fréchet and

second derivatives only increases the backsubstitutions of the linear equations (1.13).

Fortunately, the backsubstiiution does not cost much computer time, but the memory

lequired for the second derivative is mucb larger than that for others.

After obtaining all the Green's functions (first step), one is ready to calculate the

synthetic data, the Fréchet and second derivatives (second step). As mentioned above,

the first step is not computer-time intensive and the computer program is nearly the

same as normal forward modeling, The second step takes the major computer-time in

calculations for the derivaiives. In vierv of the previous fbrmulations, there are two

Task LII or LU

(times)

backsubstitution

(times)

Nzlax. array:

G2sD -Gz.sD Or GzsD

synthetic

data
N N) X Ns GL,D (Ny,Ns,N, x N")

Fréchet

derivative
N N,x(Nr+N*) G2sD (Ny,Ns + NR, Nzx N x)

Seconcl

derivative
N N,,x(NrxNy) G"'(N),,N.xN",N,xNr)
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approximations for the derivatives: constant-point and constant-block model

parameterizations. The former is simpler than the latter due to the avoidance of the

integral over the constant block, especially for a large-scale inversion (lots of unknown

model parameters to be determined), but the latter has the advantage that it enables one

to reduce the number of inversion parameters by choosing a few of the blocks oe ot ce

(e=1,2,...,N,) in the inversion. Also one can find that the second step involves the

computations of the gradients VôGou(r) and YõGr*(r) (see equations (7.32)) or

YGLsoçrr,r¡ and YG"'(rr,r) (see eqt.ation (1.46)) fbr the Fréchet derivative, and

VVGLSD(r,,r¡) or VVG2SD(r,,r¡) (see equation (7.33)) for the second derivative. To

compute the gradients, the following approximation may be applied:

,#, = b(€) + 2,(€)€,, (s.53)

where 6=x,z and

I
b(€) = 

N€)
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(1.se)

and G,,, is the value of the

Green's function at the node

(x,,2¡) (l = 2,3, ..., N* - 1;
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fig.7-4 Flow-chart for computation of the Fréchet derivative
with the constant-point approximation in the DC resistivity case.
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j=2,3,...,Nr-1). It must be

mentioned that when

considering the constant-

density approximation in the

acoustic wave case, both the

Fréchet and second derivatives

do not require the gradient

computation and only use the

Green's functions (see

equation (7.54)-(1.57)). So it is

much simpler than that in the

variable density case. Fig.7-4

and Fig.7-5 give the flow-

charts for computation of the

Fréchet derivative in the DC

resistivity and acoustic wave

cases, both of which are based

on the constant-point model

parameterization formulas. Due

to the similar expressions

between an

algorithm

adopted from Fig.7-4. An

example of the constant-block

approximation is given in
Appendix D where the

rectangular geometry of the

block is chosen so that the

integral over the block is

analytically calculated. From

Yes

Fig.7-5 Flow-chart for computation of the Fréchet derivative
with the constant-point approximation in the 2.5-D acoustic
case.
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tTg.7-6 Flow-chart for mrrpuøtion of the second derivative with the
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numerical tests (see next section), the results of the approximation are very similar to

those of the constant-point approximation, but the constant-point approximation for

computing the Fréchet derivative is a faster scheme to form the Jacobian matrix for a

large scale inverse problem (Zhou and Greenhalgh, 1995).

As an example of the computation of the second derivative, Fig.7-6 gives the flow-chart

based on equations (7.28) and (7.33) in DC resistivity surveying. For the 2.5-D acoustic

case, the computational scheme for the derivative with respect to density is similar to

FigJ -4; for ã2F t &idc j, it is much simpler than this in terms of equation (7.55).

7.6 Synthetic Examples

To investigate the patterns of the Fréchet and the second derivatives, we use the above

algorithms to compute them, first in a homogeneous medium and then in some specified

inhomogeneous media. They are given for both DC resistivity surface surveying and

crosshole seismic surveying configurations. These patterns are helpful to understand the

sensitivity of different practical measurement configurations.

(1) Patterns in a Homogeneous Background

Fig.7-7 and Fig.7-8 are the Fréchet derivatives with constant-point and constant-block

approximations for pole-pole, pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole measurements
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Fig.7-7 The Fréchet derivative (ãU/âo) obtained with the constant-point approximation for (a)

pole-pole, (b) pole-bipole, (c) bipole-pole and (d) bipole-bipole arrays in a uniform medium
(p=100 Qm).
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Fig.7-8 The Fréchet derivatives (ðU/âo) obtained with the constant-block approximation for
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Fig.7-9 The second derivatives obtained with the constant-point approximation for (a) pole-pole,

(b) pole-bipole, (c ) bipole-pole and (d) bipole-bipole arrays in a uniform medium (100 ohm-m). The
pointp is located at (0,5).
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on the surface over a uniform earth. Fig.7-9 shows the patterns of the second derivatives

of these aûays, In these computations, a uniform background (100 Qm) and lxl m2

element-size were used. From these examples, one can see that the two approximations

give very similar results, but as mentioned before, the computation with the constant-

point approximation is much faster than that with constant-block approximation for a

large number of model parameters, because the integral over the constant-block is not

required with the constant-point approximation. In Fig.7-9, the point: p= (0, 5) was

fixed for computing (ã'p" lãooâo). These figures show trvo features: (I) the dffirent

surveying configurations have dffirent patterns of the Fréchet derivatives in which the

most of significant values appear around the electrodes (see Fig.7-7 or Fig.7-8); (2) the

second derivatives of these four kinds of electrode arrays also have dffirent patterns

and they quite dffir from the Fréchet derivatives, that is, the significant values of the

derivatives no longer appear around the electrode but around the fixed point p= (0, 5)

(see Fig.7-9). As is well known, the derivatives, as sensitivity functions of a certain

surveying configuration, represent the data variation corresponding to a small

disturbance in the model parameter at each spatial point. The larger values mean greater

weights in the inversion. The two features reflect that the two derivatives have different

sensitivity properties to the spatial model parameters, that is, the Fréchet derivative is

sensitive to the model parameters around the electrodes, but the second derivative is

sensitive to the model parameters just around the point in question. It seems that the two

derivatives would play different and complementary roles in inversion.

Fig.7-10 and Fig.7-11 are the Fréchet and second derivatives for the 2.5-D acoustic

wavefield. In these computations, a uniform background (c=3000 km/s), ô(r) -source,

and 1xl m2 element-size are used. One finds that the derivatives have quite different

features from the DC resistivity case. The significant values of the Fréchet derivative are

not only near the source at (-10, 15) and the receiver at (10,15) but also radiate out

from the source and converge on the receiver (called frequency-domain ray-path, see

Fig.7-10). From Fig.7-11, one can see that the absolute values of the second derivatives

are much smaller than the Fréchet derivatives, It seems that the second derivatives have

a lesser weighting effect if involved in an inversion than the Fréchet derivative does.
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(2) Patterns for Imhomogeneous Models

In order to show the patterns of the derivatives in an inhomogeneous medium, we

calculated the Fréchet derivatives for two-layer models using pole-pole and bipole-

bipole arrays. Fig.7-12 gives the results of two separations of the pole-pole array for

two-layered models with resistive and conductive basements. This figure shows that

the Fréchet derivative or sensitivity values in the resistive basement are very small (see

Fig.7-I2a, b), but in the conductive basement they have much larger values and with an

increase in the separation of the two electrodes the sensitive area becomes larger and

larger (see Fig.7-l2cd). This implies that the pole-pole array has a different sensitivity

to a conductive basement than to a resistive basement. It seems that the pole-pole array

is more sensitive to the conductive basement. Fig.7-I3 shows the results of bipole-

bipole arrays. From this figure one can find similar features to the pole-pole array shown

in Fig.7-I2, but in both cases of a resistive basement and conductive basement, the

bipole-bipole array has a larger gradient in the first layer than the pole-pole array does.

This implies that the bipole-bipole arcay is more sensitive to the shallow part of the

ground than the pole-pole aruay. This is consistent with the feature of the Po-

pseudosection in our modeling results for resistivity profiling (see Fig.3-10). Fig.1-I4

shows the patterns of the Fréchet derivative of pole-pole and bipole-bipole arrays in

another inhomogeneous model, in which a resistive target (1000Ç)m) and a conductive

target (10Ç)m) are embedded in a homogenous background (100Qm). This figure shows

that the significant sensitive values appear around the conductive target, not in the area

of the resistive target. It means that both pole-pole and bipole-bipole arcays are much

more sensitive to a conductive target than to a resistive target in surface resistivity

surveying.It will be proved in Chapter 8 that due to these patterns a conductive target

can be more clearly imaged by inverse processing than a resistive target in the same DC

resistivity profiling.

Fig.7-15 gives the Fréchet derivative patterns at 300 Hz for crosshole acoustic

measurements in rectangular-shaped anomaly models. In the computations, we put a

low-velocity rectangle (1 km/s, see Fig.7-15a,b) and a high-velocity rectangle (5 km/s,

see Fig.7-15c,d) at the center and assign the background velocity of 3 km/s. A source

and a receiver are located at (-20,30) and (20,30) respectively. Comparing this figure

with Fig.7-10b, it shows the variation of the Fréchet derivative patterns due to the
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Fig.7-12 The Fréchet derivative patterns of pole-pole surface surveying in two-layered models. (a)

and (b) have a resistive basement. (c) and (d) have a conductive basement.
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Fig.7-13 The Fréchet derivative patterns of bipole-bipole surface surveying in two-layered models. (a)

and (b) have a resistive basement. (c) and (d) have a conductive basement.
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rectangular target. One cannot see much difference in these patterns between the low-

velocity and high-velocity targets.

So far, we have derived the explicit expressions for the Fréchet and the second

derivatives for resistivity and 2.5-D acoustic wave problems, and presented a numerical

algorithm for approximating them. Theoretically, these approximations may be

employed in the inversion algorithms described in Chapter 6. The two-step algorithms,

especially to compute the Fréchet derivatives, are obviously robust and more efficient

than common algorithms for imaging. But it must be noted that the computation of the

second derivative requires much more computer memory and computer time than the

computation of the Fréchet derivative. In the following chapters, we will apply the

approximations of the Fréchet derivative to crosshole resistivity and acoustic velocity

imaging further to prove the effectiveness of the algorithm.
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Chapter I
Synthetic Study on Crosshole

Resistivity Imaging

This chapter, which entails numerical and physical experiments, investigates crosshole

resistivity imaging effectiveness with different electrode anays (Zhou and Greenhalgh,

1997). Specifically, we focus on such aspects as: (1) the possible configurations of

three- and four-electrode anays for crosshole resistivity imaging; (2) the sensitivity

variation of these measurement configurations; (3) the effectiveness of crosshole

resistivity imaging with the different electrode affays. For simplicity, the effect of the

borehole (cylindrical conductivity anomaly) on the observations is ignored in the

following analysis.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. In the first two sections, an investigation of

possible configurations and sensitivities of crosshole pole-bipole, bipole-pole and

bipole-bipole surveying are discussed in theory and by illustrations. The third and fourth

sections demonstrate numerical imaging experiments with the different configurations

of crosshole resistivity measurement and profiling data. The last section shows some

water-tank experiments of crosshole resistivity imaging.

8.1. Crosshole Surveying Configurations

In order to represent the various configurations of crosshole pole-pole, pole-bipole,

bipole-pole and bipole-bipole arrays, a symbol convention is first adopted. The italic

capital letters A and B stand for positive (source) and negative (sink) current electrodes,

M and Ndenote two potential electrodes in an electrode aûay. Using the symbol "-"

separating the four letters represents a crosshole configuration of a specified electrode

array, i.e. A-M gives a configuration of the crosshole pole-pole surveying in which the

positive current electrode A is placed in the left borehole and the observational potential

electrode M is placed in the right borehole. Missing letters (B and N) imply remote
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electrodes (i.e. at infinity). The A-M and M-A are called a pair of symmetric

configurations that are obtained by exchanging the positions of the electrodes in the two

boreholes. Obviously, both A-M and M-A configurations are the pole-pole data and they

are equivalent in terms of reciprocity principle (see Chapter 2).

The pole-pole array, having two remote electrodes, is a simple crosshole configuration

in DC electric surveying. Theoretically, the two remote electrodes should be placed at an

infinite distance away from the working site (boreholes) so that the reference potential

of the point-source is assumed to be zero and no disturbance (noise pickup) occurs along

the wires connecting the remote electrodes. But in practice, it is hard to achieve this

situation due to the spatial limitation and existence of other electric sources as already

mentioned. To overcome such disadvantages, alternatives are to use the pole-bipole,

bipole-pole or bipole-bipole array in crosshole surveying, because these arrays require

only one (pole-bipole and bipole-pole surveys) or no (bipole-bipole survey) remote

electrodes. From simple combinatorics, there are 3!x2=I2 configurations for crosshole

pole-bipole and bipole-pole surveying respectively, and 4!=24 configurations for

crosshole bipole-bipole surveying. According to equations (3.49) and (3.50), and the

reciprocity principle: G(ro,rr) = G(r*rn), the equivalent configurations (the same data

( A: cruruenl electrocle" l\4 , N: potentii:l e.lectrocles )

B
B æ
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æ æ

A

Fig.8-1 Six independent configurations for crosshole pole-bipole surveying: (a) AM-N, (b) MA-N, (c) MN-L,
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Fig.8-2 Six independent configurations for crosshole bipole-pole measurement: (a) AM-B; (b) MA-B;
(c) AB-M; (d) B-AM; (e) B-MA; (Ð M-AB.

are obtained with the equivalent surveying configurations) can be found for the

crosshole pole-bipole survey, e.g. AM-N=AN-M, MA-N-NA-M, MN-A=NM-L. It

follows that there are six independent configurations: AM-N, MA-N, MN-A and their

symmetric configurations: N-AM, N-MA and A-MN for the crosshole pole-bipole array

(see Fig.8-1). In the same manner, we get six independent configurations for the

crosshole bipole-pole array (see Fig.8-2). Meanwhile, the equivalent configurations

between the crosshole pole-bipole and bipole-pole surveys are also obtained; they are

AM-N=MA-Ù, MA-N=AM-B and MN-A=AB-M. For the crosshole bipole-bipole

surveying, only three configurations: AM-BN, AM-NB and AB-MN are independent (see

Fig.8-3).

It must be mentioned that as the current and potential electrodes are located below the

surface, the apparent resistivity may have a singularity that is caused by the presence of

a zero equipotential surface in the zone of potential measurement (Daniels, 1977). To

avoid the singularity, Daniels (1977,1984) and Militer et al. (1979) chose some specific

downhole resistivity techniques, which were applied to detect caves, tunnels and mineral

deposits, but not intended to image the targets. For resistivity imaging, the scanning
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( A, B: cuÍrent elec:trocles, M, N: potential electrocles )

Fig.8-3 Three independent configurations for crosshole bipole-bipole measurement: (a) AM-BN; (b)

AM-NB; (c) AB-MN.

observation, e.g. for the configuration AM-N, fixing AM in the left borehole and moving

N along the right borehole, then changing AM and moving N again, is necessarily

adopted to get the detail of the variation of the apparent resistivity or the electric

potential. It should be known which configuration has no singularity for these

independent configurations. Following Daniels' method, the geometry factors given by

equations (3.40)-(3.43) are calculated for determining the singularities of all of the

independent configurations. In these computations, we normalised the horizontal and

vertical distance with the separation of a pair of electrodes in the left borehole, and

supposed the same separations of two pairs of electrodes: AM (MA, AB) and BN (NB,

Mll) for the bipole-bipole may. We find that AM-N, MA-N (equivalent to MA-B and

AM-B), AM-BN and AM-NB, including their symmetric configurations, have no

singularity in the geometry factor; this means that these independent configurations are

available for crosshole scanning apparent-resistivity observations. The singularity occurs

in those configurations in which two current electrodes or two potential electrodes are

located in the same borehole (see Fig.8-4). Due to the singularity distribution, one

can not calculate the apparent resistivity using the configurations: A-MN, AB-M and AB-

MN in the scanning observation.

In terms of inverse algorithms one may think about directly using the normalised electric

potential data U , / 1 (pole-pole and bipole-pole anays) or normalised potential

subtraction LU MN I I (pole-bipole and bipole-bipole arrays) rather than the apparent

resistivity as the input data for crosshole resistivity imaging so as to avoid the
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Fig.8-4 Singularity distributions in the geometry factors for crosshole resistivity surveying conftgurations:
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singularity problem. But, it must be noticed that the presence of the singularity means

that zero electric potential occurs and the potential U ror potential subtraction LU **

changes sign from positive (or negative) to negative (or positive) in the resistivity

scanning. Obviously, the normalised values of the scanning observations around the

singularity must be very small and it may make for low signal-to-noise ratio of the data.

This is not good for crosshole resistivity imaging.

Consequently, all of the independent configurations involving the pole-bipole, bipole-

pole and bipole-bipole arrays are available for crosshole scanning surveying, and the six

configurations: A-MN, MN-A, AB-M, M-AB, AB-MN,, MN-AB have the singularity

problem with computation of apparent resistivity. The results are summarised in

Table 8-1.
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Electrode
aÏray

Total
No.

Independent No.
Independent

configurations
p" singularity

configurations

pole-pole 2 I A-M

pole-bipole T2 6
AM-N, MA-N, MN.A,
N -AM, N-MA , A-MN A-MN, MN-A

bipole-pole t2 6
AM-B, MA-g, AB.M

B -AM, B-MA, AM-AB AB-M, M-AB

bipole-bipole 24 3 AM-BN,AM-NB, AB-MN AB-MN, MN-AB

Equivalent array pole-bipole: AM-N, MA-N and MN-A= bipole-pole: MA-Ù, AM-B and AB-M
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Table 8-L Crosshole surveying configurations for different electrode arrays

It follows that the four electrode arrays have a different number of independent

configurations in crosshole measurement, that is, the pole-pole array has only one, but

the others have more. This implies that if a certain number of electrodes are located in

two boreholes, i.e. total=2n, then the maximum number of independent pole-pole data is

nXn=n2 due to only one independent crosshole surveying configuration, but the other

amays provide more configurations for acquiring the maximum data about the variation

in electrical resistivity of the medium. It is also shown that employing the equivalent

configurations between the crosshole pole-bipole and bipole-pole affays (AM-N=MA-B

and MA-N=AM-B)-although the measurements are quite different (the former is to

measure the potential difference of a source, the later is to measure the potential of a

pair of sources)-inherently equivalent data can be obtained. Due to the singularity

problem the configurations A-MN (M-AB) and AB-MN are not suitable for crosshole

scanning measurements. It is concluded that besides the crosshole pole-pole

configuration A-M, six other independent surveying configurations: .A,M-N, MA-N, AM-

B, MA-B, AM-BN and AM-NB (see Table 8-1) are available for crosshole scanning

observations, and they may be employed for crosshole resistivity imaging.

8.2 Sensitivity Variation of Crosshole Measurements

It follows from the above that, besides the pole-pole array, the three- and four-electrode

arrays may be used with their independent configurations in crosshole scanning mode.
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The question of sensitivity of these configurations to the target between two boreholes

naturally arises. To reveal the sensitivity variations of these independent crosshole

configurations, we carry out comparative analysis by computation of the Fréchet and

second derivatives and the anomaly effect (AE, defined by Militer et al., 1979)) of these

configurations. As mentioned in Chapter J, the Fréchet derivative (equation (7.27)), or

sensitivity function, and the second derivative (equation (7.28)) represent the data

variation corresponding to a small disturbance in the model parameter at each spatial

point. Larger values of the derivatives means greater weights in the inversion. In chapter

7 we developed the algorithm to compute the derivatives and it has been shown that the

computations for the three- and four-electrode affays use the same FEM-code and cost

nearly the same computer time as for the pole-pole array. Meanwhile, we have shown

the sensitivity functions of different surface-surveying configurations. Here, we

calculate the sensitivity functions and the second derivatives for these crosshole

configurations. Fig.8-5 gives the results of a crosshole pole-pole measurement; Fig.8-6

shows the results for two crosshole pole-bipole configurations: AM-N (upper) and A-

MN (lower); Fig.8-7 shows the results for two crosshole bipole-pole surveys: AM-B

(upper) and AB-M (lower), and Fig.8-8 gives the results for three crosshole bipole-

bipole measurement configurations :
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AM-BN (top), AM-NB (middle) and AB-MN (bottom). From these results, one can

obtain results for other configurations with reference to the equivalent or symmetric

configurations given in Table 8-1. For comparison, a uniform medium (100 Qm) and

Ixl m2 element-size was used in these computations and the point: p= (0,5) is fixed

for the second derivative ( ^A'y ). These figures shows that the sensitivity functions'àoào r'
of the different crosshole configurations have different patterns from those in the

surface- surveying cases, but most of the significant values still appear around the

. ãu, àu **electrodes (see f or Ì- ln Fig.8-5-Fig.8-8). The second derivatives of the'dodo

different crosshole configurations have the common feature similar to the surface-
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surveying cases: the significant values of the derivatives appear around the point

p=(0,5) under consideration (see ++ or ãr'u a* in Fig.8-6 and Fig.8-5-Fig.s-s).' âo oào ào ,ào

Obviously, the different sensitivity patterns in these specified configurations arise from

the differences in spatial measurement. The crosshole pole-bipole, bipole-pole and

bipole-bipole surveys have much more complicated sensitivity patterns than the

crosshole pole-pole ¿uray and the detection area is enlarged by employing more

electrodes in these arrays. Another difference can be found in the sign of the sensitivity

values between the boreholes. A positive value implies that the data variation is
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proportional to the model parameter and a negative value represents a reverse change.

The pole-pole array always has positive values in the Fréchet derivative between two

boreholes, but the pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole arrays have both positive

and negative values when the different configurations are adopted. These results imply

that the four crosshole electrode anays have quite different sensitivities in the detection

area. In theory, the sensitivity of pole-pole data is unchangeable in crosshole surveys,

because the data mostly depend on the distance between the two boreholes, but the

crosshole pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole configurations depend not only

upon the distance between boreholes but also upon the relative positions of the electrode

in the arrays, e.g. by fixing the electrode N in the configuration AM-N, one can obtain

different data with different separations of A and M inthe crosshole pole-bipole survey.

This leads to the possibility of adjusting the sensitivity of the array by choosing suitable

separations of the electrodes for acquiring optimal data. To illustrate the sensitivity

variation with the separation of electrodes, the sensitivity curves at the centre of the two

boreholes ,+|,=r"t ry1,=0, 
,o, different separations of the electrodes are plotted

for some configurations. Fig.8-9 gives the results for the pole-bipole surveys (AM-N and

MA-IÐ; it is also valid for the bipole-pole surveys (MA-B and AM-B) in terms of the

equivalent relation. Fig.8-10 is for the bipole-bipole surveys (AM-BN and AM-NB).

From the resolution point of view, the desired curve should have a reasonable width and

a large peak. From these figures, it is found that with increasing separation of AM (MA),

the central sensitivity values vary from small to large. This means an expanding

variation of the sensitive area from the wall of the boreholes to the midway position

between the boreholes with the exception of the configuration MA-N (AM-B). The peak

ofthe curve decreases as the separation exceeds the distance ofthe boreholes (see Fig.8-

9 and Fig.8-10). The width of the curve becomes wider and wider (see Fig.8-10). It

seems that for the crosshole pole-bipole and bipole-bipole surveys, the best separation of

AM for detecting the target in the central area is about half of the distance between the

two boreholes. In summary, the sensitivities of these kinds of configurations can be

adjusted by choosing a suitable separation of AM (MA). For resistivity imaging, one can

use two or three electrode separations to get information about physical changes in the

region between the two boreholes. These kinds of measurement configurations yield
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greater flexibility in crosshole surveying.

For comparative evaluation of target detection, the anomaly effect (AE) developed by

Militer et al. (1919) is calculated for these crosshole configurations. AE is represented

in terms of the extreme value of normalised apparent resistivity:

(8.1)

where po is the resistivity of the host medium. In our computations, a square-shaped

target is located at the centre of the two boreholes, both in the x- and z-directions. The

resistivity ratio of the target to the background ranges from 10-3 - 103 and the size varies

from ll20-ll5 the separation distance between the two boreholes. The apparent

resistivity scans are achieved by fixing the electrode (s) in the left borehole at the target

depth and moving the other electrode (s) in the right borehole from top to bottom. Fig.8-
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11 gives the AE curves for different sizes of the target and different resistivity contrasts

for five crosshole surveying configurations. It is clear that the configurations: pole-pole,

pole-bipole (AM-IÐ and bipole-pole (AM-B) show very similar behaviour in AE, but not

in amplitude. The AE drop is of the form log(p, I A) = - 1.5 in that the relative

amplitude of the response becomes very small in this case. In general, the higher the

contrast and the larger the target, the greater the AE for these surveying configurations.

The two configurations of the bipole-bipole anay (AM-BN and AM-NB) have nearly the

same trend in the AE. The AE value for the conductive target is larger than that for the

resistive target. This means that these configurations are more sensitive to a conductive

target than to a resistive target. Also one can find that over most of the range the pole-

pole array has the lowest values of AE among the five configurations. This means that

the pole-pole data are not the best for detection of the target. On the contrary, the pole-

bipole (AM-N or MA-l!), bipole-pole (AM-B or MA-B) and bipole-bipole (AM-BN or

AM-NB) are better than the pole-pole data in terms of AE in this case.

8.3 Numerical Experiments of Crosshole Imaging

In the previous sections, it was shown that some specific crosshole surveying

configurations involving pole-bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole anays can be

adopted for crosshole scanning measurements with better sensitivity and AE than with a

pole-pole configuration. To further study the imaging possibilities with these anays,

some synthetic experiments were conducted for the two models named Model-l and

Model-1
Model-2
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Fig.8-12 Two models for numerical simulation of crosshole resistivity imaging.
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Model-2 (see Fig.8-12 ). The first model comprises a dipping conductive strip (10Om)

and second model a dislocated fault (I}f2m), both embedded within a uniform

background (100Qrc) respectively. Both models are discretised into cells 1xl m2 size

(total 20x20=400 model parameters) and there are 21 electrodes evenly spaced 10m

apart in each of two boreholes. The numerical experiments are individually

implemented with the independent crosshole surveying configurations: pole-pole, pole-

bipole, bipole-pole and bipole-bipole anays, each of which is accomplished using noise-

free data and noise-contaminated data (a Gaussian random sequence is used to simulate

the background noise). For ease of comparison of the imaging effectiveness with the

different electrode arrays, the same inversion algorithm (local-search quadratic

approximation CGS, Chapter 6), the same starting model (uniform medium of p=1gg

Qm) and the same constraints on the resistivities at the electrodes are used in all the

following experiments. To avoid the singularity problem with apparent resistivity, the

potential (J n on the potential differenc e LU ,r data are directly used for the inversion.
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Fig.8-13 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with crosshole pole-pole A-M (M-A) conf,tguration

for Model-1. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) noise-contaminated data 1=(a)+(b)); (d) inversion

result with (a); (e) inversion result with (c). The standard covariances (ot,o,,o¿) of the different data

are given.
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(1) Pole-Pole Array

The pole-pole data were calculated by taking each of the electrodes (total=42) as a

transmitter and all the electrodes in the other borehole as receivers, so we have 2x

2lx2l=882 pole-pole measurements for inversions. Fig.8-13 and Fig.8-14 give the

noise-free data and the Gaussian noise-contaminated data (different noise levels) for the

pole-pole array experiments respectively. The diagrams also show the imaging results

obtained in each case. These figures shows that the images of the two models produced

by the noise-free data are very clear, but when the data are contaminated by Gaussian

noise (standard covariance 4 = 055 and 4 = 0.¡g in Model-l and Model-2

respectively), the dipping conductive strip is distorted in Model-l (see Fig.8-13d) and

the faulted bed targets in Model-2 are not reconstructed completely even though the

noise level is lower than that in Model-l. This means that the crosshole pole-pole data
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Fig.8-14 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with crosshole pole-pole A-M (M-A) configuration for
Model-2. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) noise-contaminated data 1=(a)+(b)); (d) inversion result

with (a); (e) inversion result with (c). The standard covariances ( 6t ,o,,6¿) of the different data are given.
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have different resolution capabilities in the .x- and z-directions. It seems that the

crosshole pole-pole data exhibits better resolution in the e-direction than in the x-

direction. This may be understood from the fact that the potential function is sampled

only in the z-direction in a crosshole survey.

(2) Pole-Bipole Array

The pole-bipole crosshole survey has six independent configurations (see Fig.8-1).

Actually, the configurations AM-N and MA-N (see (a) and (b) in Fig.8-1) have not much

difference in the data acquisition geometry, only the two configurations AM-N and A-

MN are inherently different and the others are the symmetric configurations of them. We

performed numerical imaging experiments for Model-l &. Model-2 with the

configurations AM-N (including N-AIuÐ and A-MN (including MN-A). Fig.8-15 and

Fig.8-16 show the synthetic data and the imaging results obtained for the two models.
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configuration for Model-2. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) noise-contaminated data (=(a)+(b));

(d) inversion result with (a); (e) inversion result with (c), The standard covariances (o,,on,ar) of the

different data are given.

The pole-bipole AM-N and N-AM data were computed by choosing three separations of

a pair of electrodes AM (AM=3m,5m,7m for Model-I and AM=3m, 6m, 9m for Model-

2) in one borehole and shifting N along the other borehole with the configuration AM-N,

then repeating the procedure, maintaining a symmetric geometry N-AM. So, we have in

total 1890 data measurements to use in the imaging. These figures show that the noise-

free data yields very clear images of the two targets and the noisy data gives resolvable

images, which are much better than that with the crosshole pole-pole configuration

(comparing Fig.8-13 and Fig.8-14 with Fig.8-15 and Fig.8-16).

Fig.8-17 and Fig.8-18 show another set of experiments with the crosshole pole-bipole A-

MN configuration. The synthetic data were calculated with three separations of a pair of

electrodes MN (=2 m, 4 m, 6 m) for each current electrodeÁ (see Fig.8-17a and Fig.8-
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18a). The potential subtraction V, -Vr is directly used as the input data to avoid the

singularity problem in the computation. From these figures, one can see that (1) the

synthetic data for this configuration involve much smaller voltages than that of the

configuration AM-N (N-AM and (2) there are more artefacts in the imaging results than

for the configuration AM-N (N-A\VÐ, especially for imaging the horizontal fault target in

Model-2. Actually, Fig.8-18d shows that the configuration fails at imaging Model-2,

even when using the noise-free data.It seems that the configuration is only sensitive to

the area around the borehole in the x-direction. These results suggest that this

configuration is not suitable for crosshole imaging, because the smaller potential

subtraction V, -Vr is easily obscured by background noise. These experiments indicate

that the pole-bipole AM-N configuration has better imaging effectiveness than the pole-

pole A-M and pole-bipole A-MN configurations.
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Fig.8-18 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with crosshole pole-bipole A-MN (MN-A)

configuration for Model-2. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) noise-contaminated data 1=(a)+(b));
(d) inversion result with (a); (e) inversion result with (c), The standard covariances (ot,on,ao) of the

different data are given.

(3) Bipole-Pole Array

In the six independent configurations of the crosshole bipole-pole surveying (see Fig.8-

2), only two: AM-B and AB-M may be considered as representative of these

configurations, because the others are similar to them or just their symmetric

configurations. According to the reciprocity principle, the configuration AB-M is

equivalent to MN-A, which has been already tested for imaging the two models (see

Fig.8-17 and Fig.8-18). Here, we employ the bipole-pole AM-B configuration to

conduct the numerical experiments. Fig.8-19 and Fig.8-20 give the synthetic data and

the imaging results for the two models. The synthetic data were calculated with three

separations of a pair of electrodes AM (=4m, 6m, 8m) for each current electrode B (see

Fig.6-19a and Fig.6-20a). These results show that the bipole-poleAM-B configuration

0
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can yield very clear images of the two models even when using the noisy data.

Comparing these results with the previous results produced by the pole-pole (Fig.8-13

and Fig.8-14), pole-bipole AM-N (Fig.8-15 and Fig.8-16) aîd A-MN configurations

(Fig.8-17 and Fig.8-18), we find that this configuration produces less distortion and

more complete images of the models than the pole-pole A-M and pole-bipole A-MN

configurations, and similar results to those produced by the pole-bipole AM-N

configuration.
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Fig.8-19 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with crosshole bipole-pole AM-B (B-Aluf)

configuration for Model-l. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) noise-contaminated data

1=(¿)+(b)); (d) inversion result with (a); (e) inversion result with (c). The standard covariances

(Ot ,On ,6¿) of the different data are given.
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Fig.8-20 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with crosshole bipole-pole AM-B (B-Alul)

configuration for Model-2. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) noise-contaminated data

1=(a)+(b)); (d) inversion result with (a); (e) inversion result with (c). The standard covariances

(Ot,On,O/ ) of the different data are given.

(4) Bipole-Bipole Array

The bipole-bipole array has only three independent crosshole surveying configurations:

AM-BN, AM-NB and AB-MN (see Fig.8-3). Firstly, we test the imaging effectiveness

with the AM-BN configuration. Fig.8-21 and Fig.8-22 give the synthetic data and the

imaging results for the two models. In computing the synthetic data, the separation of

a pair of electrodes BN is kept the same as AM (AM=B$ and three separations of the

two electrodes AM (AM=BN=3m, 5m, 7m) are employed (see Fig.8-21a and Fig.8-22a).

These results show that the AM-BN configuration produces satisfactory images of the

two models, even when inverting with the noise-contaminated data. Comparing the
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Fig.8-21 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with crosshole bipole-bipole AM-BN configuration
for Model-1. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) contaminated data (=(a)+(b)); (d) inversion result

with (a); (e) inversion result with (c). The standard covariances (Ot,On,a¿) of the different data are

given.

imaging results with those obtained earlier with other affays, we find that they have

fewer artefacts and minor distortion of the targets in the imaged results. These features

are similar to the results using the pole-bipole AM-N (see Fig.8-15 and Fig.8-16) and

bipole-pole AM-B configurations (see Fig.8-19 and Fig.8-20). The numerical imaging

reflects that for crosshole resistivity imaging the AM-BN configuration is much better

than the pole-pole A-M (see Fig.8-13 and Fig.8-14) and pole-bipole A-MN

configurations (see Fig.8-17 and Fig.8-18).

From Fig.8-3, it is apparent that the bipole-bipole configurations AM-BN and AM-NB

have not much difference in field geometry. By numerical tests of the two models, we

found that the bipole-bipole AM-NB configuration (see Fig.8-3b) has very similar results

to those shown in Fig.8-21 and Fig.8-22 which were obtained with the configuration
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AM-BN. This implies that the two bipole-bipole configurations are not much different in

crosshole resistivity imaging.

Another bipole-bipole configuration: AB-MN (see Fig.8-3c) has been examined because

of the significant difference in data acquisition. As mentioned before, this configuration

has a singularity problem in the computation of the apparent resistivity. So, we directly

calculate the potential subtraction V, - V, as the input data for the experiments. Fig.8-

23 andFig.S-Z4 give the synthetic data and the imaging results. From these figures, one

can see that the synthetic data and imaging results are very similar to those obtained

with the pole-bipole A-MN configuration (see Fig.8-17 and Fig.8-18). The potential

difference V, -Vr for this configuration is generally much smaller than for the

configuration AM-BN. The imaging results have many artefacts when the synthetic data

are contaminated by Gaussian noise. So, this configuration has the same drawbacks as

the pole-bipole A-MN configuration. These experiments reflect that the bipole-bipole
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Fig.8-23 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with crosshole bipole-bipole AB-MN conhguration
for Model-1. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) noise-contaminated data (=(a)+(b)); (d) inversion

result with (a); (e) inversion result with (c). The standard covariances (ot,On,a¿) of the different data

are glven.

AM-BN or AM-NB configurations may produce satisfactory images of the two models

even when using the contaminated data and the imaging results are much better than that

of the pole-pole A-M configuration.

In summary, the quality variations of the images in the above numerical experiments

can be attributed to the dffirences in the data, which have dffirent sensitivity and

anomaly effects for each configuration. These imaging results show that the images

yielded by the pole-bipole AM-N, bipole-pole AM-B and bipole-bipole AM-BN data are

much clearer and better resolved than the images obtained with the pole-pole A-M,

pole-bipole A-MN (AB-M) and bipole-bipole AB-MN configurations. Although the pole-

pole imaging still can resolve the targets, there are more aftefacts or distortions in the

images than with the pole-bipole AM-N, bipole-pole AM-B and bipole-bipole AÀI-BN

1

0
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Fig.8-24 Synthetic data and imaging results of Model-2 with crosshole bipole-bipole AB-MN
configuration. (a) noise-free data; (b) Gaussian noise; (c) contaminated data (=(a)+(b)); (d) inversion

result with (a); (e) inversion result with (c). The standard covariances (ot,6n,O¿) of the different data

are glven.

arrays. By conducting additional numerical experiments for imaging high contrast

anomalies of these same two shaped models (the resistivities of the anomalies and the

host medium are 10 Ç2m and 1000 Om, respectively), we obtained similar results (Zhol

and Greenhalgh, 1997). It seems that these three- and four-electrode configurations are

more sensitive to the targets between the two boreholes than is the pole-pole array.This

is consistent with the phenomenon mentioned in the previous section, that these data

have better AE than the pole-pole data for square-shaped targets.

In addition, the synthetic data (simulation of crosshole measurement) show us that the

pole-bipole A-MN, bipole-pole AB-M and bipole-bipole AB-MN configurations, besides

having a singularity problem in computation of apparent resistivity, may produce small

observed quantities (potential VM or potential difference V, -V*) in practical

application. The small voltages may easily be masked by the background noise. That is
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why the imaging results for these configurations are not as good as ones from the pole-

bipole AM -N, bipole-pole AM -B and bipole-bipole AM -BN configurations.

8.4 Numerical Experiments for Resistivity Profiling

From an inversion point of view, resistivity imaging with surface data (or resistivity

profiling data) is similar to crosshole resistivity imaging except for the difference in data

acquisition. So, our imaging algorithm can be directly applied to the inversion of surface

resistivity profiling data.

As is well known, one of the coÍrmon means of displaying/interpreting resistivity

profiling data is through the 4-pseudosection, which is a rough illustration of the

resistivity variation in the subsurface. Automatic interpretation processes that can

provide a more realistic resistivity image than the 4-pseudosection have attracted much

attention (Tripp et al., 1984; Smith and Vozoff, 1984; Shima, 1992; Li and Oldenburg,

1992; Dabas et al., 1994; Sasaki, 1994; Zhang et aL, t995; Loke and Barker, 1995,

1996). But most algorithms require an initial guess of the resistivity model. The guessed

model must be close to the true model in order to achieve a successful inversion. But in

most electrical applications, the interpreter has to face the situation that except for the

4-pseudosection and the known surface geology there is no other information about the

realistic resistivity distribution below the ground which can be used. An arbitrary guess

or starting model having a uniform reference may lead to a false image of the subsurface

because of the complexity of the real model and the multiple solutions to the inverse

problem. Employing global optimisation algorithm, such as genetic or simulated

annealing algorithms (Dittmer and Szymanski, 1995; Chunduru et al. 1995, 1996), costs

huge computer resources for imaging (a large scale inversion).

Actually, no matter which electrode array is employed, the 4-pseudosection more or

less reflects the resistivity variations of the ground in both the horizontal and vertical

directions, e.g. see Fig.3-10. In general, the shallow depth values in the 4-pseudosection

(obtained with smaller separations of the electrode arrays) are consistent with the real

resistivity of the shallow parts of the subsurface and the deep values (obtained with

larger separations of the electrode arrays) mainly reveal information on resistivity at
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depth. However, the details are largely smoothed by including the shallow

inhomogeneities. According to this property of the 4-pseudosection, an initial model for

inversion can be built around it. In the absence of other information, the comprehensive

utilisation of the 4-pseudosection is a natural and reasonable choice for a starting model

in electrical resistivity inversion.

In this section, we apply the newly developed resistivity modeling and inversion

algorithms to demonstrate electrical imaging with resistivity profiling data in which we

employ the 4-pseudosection, not only as the input data but also as the initial model. We

then implement the inversion procedure subject to the near-surface constraints (which

may be obtained from the 4-pseudosection itself or the surface geology observations) to

obtain the resistivity image of the subsurface. Three synthetic models: multiple resistive

and conductive bodies (Fig.8-25a), a resistive basement step (Fig.8-26a) and a buried

conductive target (Fig.8-2la)<omputed for pole-pole and bipole-bipole arrays are

used to examine the effectiveness of the method. The pole-pole profiling data arc

calculated with 21 electrodes (spacing 10 m) on the surface and sampling from 10 m to

200 m electrode separations. We have in total 420 data points available for inversion in

each pole-pole array experiment. Meanwhile, the data in the depth range 0-60 m (of the

4-pseudosection), to which are added some Gaussian noise, are used to plot the 4-

pseudosection and to form the initial model for inversion (see Fig.8-25b, Fig.8-26b and

Fig.S-27b). Fig.8-25d, Fig.8-26d and Fig.8-27d give the imaging results from the pole-

pole 4-pseudosections. The bipole-bipole profiling data are calculated with 41 electrode

positions (spacing 5 m) and 8 separations (n=8) ranging from ø= lO-45 m. In total, we

have 196 data points for each model. In the same manner as above, the initial models for

the three bipole-bipole imaging experiments were obtained from the 4-pseudosections

(see Fig.8-25c, Fig.8-26c andFig.S-Z7c). Fig.8-25e, Fig.8-26e and Fig.8-27e give the

imaging results (inversions) from the4-pseudosections. Examining the n-

pseudosections in Fig.8-25, it is hard to recognize the existence of the three targets in

the pole-pole or bipole-bipole 4-pseudosections, but after inversion both imaging

results for these two arrays disclose clear images of the three targets. Comparingthe 2-

pseudosections with the imaging results in Fig.8-26 one can see that although the

basement step is somewhat suggested in both 4-pseudosections, the imaging results
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give a better match to the original model. In Fig.8-27, the buried conductive target is

easily missed in the pole-pole 4-pseudosection (see Fig.8-27b), but in the inversion

result (Fig.8-27d) it is clearly imaged. Also, in this figure one can see that the bipole-

bipole 4-pseudosection gives a better illustration of the buried conductive target than

the pole-pole 4-pseudosection (Fig.8-27c), but the imaging result (Fig.8-27e) shows

vast improvement in relation to the real model. In summary, these experiments show

that the imaging procedure based on the 4-pseudosection starting model may produce a

much better image of the real resistivity distribution than the the 4-pseudosection itself.

In other words, the 4-pseudosection can be used not only as the input data but also as

the starting model to inversion so that even if no other data are available, a more

satisfactory image of the subsurface is obtained. These experiments also demonstrate the

difference in the 4-pseudosections and the imaging effectiveness with pole-pole and

bipole-bipole arrays. These two electrode arrays, as mentioned in Chapter 3, have

different patterns of the 4-pseudosection for the same model and it is shown again that

the bipole-bipole 4-pseudosection gives the features of the resistivity variation near-

surface, while pole-pole 4-pseudosection gives more information on the deeper structure.

Both imaging results match the real model well. V/ith the limited length of profile the

imaging procedure using pole-pole data creates a better image than with bipole-bipole

data.

8.5 Physical Model Imaging Experiments

A 3-D resistivity physical modeling

system within the Geophysics

Research Laboratory, Department

of Geology and Geophysics,

University of Adelaide was used to

test our algorithm for crosshole

resistivity imaging. Fig.8-28 is the

sketch of the equipment used in the

physical experiments. A SYSCAL-

R2 digital resistivity instrument is

.+60cm+

Fig.8-28 Physical modeling equipment used in the
imaging experiments. A and B are current electrodes. M
and N are potential electrodes.
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interfaced to a PC and can store 390 set of measurements, each of which includes self-

potential, current magnitude, voltage difference and information on the surveying

configuration. Since the dimension of the water-tank (60x60x90cm) is not large enough

for meaningful two- or three-electrode arrays (i.e. one or two electrodes at "infinity"),

we only conducted experiments with the bipole-bipole AM-BN configuration.

The tank was filled with ordinary tap water and a resistive rock cylinder (diameter 5 cm)

was suspended from string at a depth of 20 cm below the surface of water. The true

resistivities of the tap water and the rock cylinder are unknown. The observed data were

obtained at 1 cm spacing sampling with 5 cm separation of the electrodes BN (=AIl4)

over the depth range 10cm 35 cm for each AM (see Fig.8-28). So in total there were

2lx2t=441data points for imaging.

The first experiment was conducted without the rock cylinder, i.e. just water present in

tank. Fig.8-29 gives the apparent resistivities, the imaging result and the inversion

convergence curve. In theory, the apparent resistivities should be constant (real value of

(a) Homogeneous Medium (tap water) (b) Imaging Result
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Fig.8-29 The physical modeling data and the imaging result with the crosshole bipole-bipole AM-BN
confrguration for pure tap water: (a) apparent resistivities, (b) imaging result and (c) inversion convergence

curve.
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the tap water) due to the homogeneous medium. But, the experimental data fluctuate in

the range 570-750 Ocm (see Fig.8-29a). This indicates that the data contain certain

errors (e.g. random as well as systematic and location errors). However, we

implemented the inversion using a constant 700 Qcm starting model. The imaging

result and the convergence curve (Fig.8-29b,c) show that the inversion procedure is

successful, although a few artifacts appear in the final image due to the errors.

The second experiment was carried out by repeating the above procedure but with the

rock cylinder in place within the tank. Fig.8-30 gives the results of the experiment,

which shows that although the shape of the cylinder is distorted due to the limited

illumination (coverage of the object was confined to the maximum angle range from -

60' to + 60') and the location has been shifted up due to the electrode location effors

(when the electrodes went deep inside the tank they were bent and crooked due to the

position controller of the screw setting at the top of the tank), the imaging result gives a

resolvable image of the resistive target. It shows that the bipole-bipole AM-BN

configuration is indeed suitable for crosshole resistivity imaging.

(a) Data for A Resistive Rock-cylinder (b) Imaging Result
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Chapter 9

Numerical Simulations for Crosshole

Acoustic Velocity Imaging

This chapter focuses on the question of full-waveform inversion and the use of

crosshole full-waveform spectral data (Zhou and Greenhalgh, 1998c). It applies our new

solution (the composite boundary-valued solution, Chapter 4) of the 2.5-D Helmholtz

equation and the new computational algorithm for the Fréchet derivatives in the

frequency-domain (Chapter 6). By performing numerical simulations, we examine the

differences in effectiveness of each form of data (real, imaginary, amplitude, phase and

Hartley spectra) and determine which is best for imaging the velocity distribution. In

addition, we investigate an imaging scheme with an unknown source wavelet.

In the first section, we present a general form of solution for full-waveform inversion in

the frequency-domain which incorporates the solution of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation.

The second section gives the formulation for the 2.5-D generalized diffraction

tomography problem, which is considered as an approximate inversion of the 2.5-D

Helmholtz equation with a spatially varying coefficient. Actually, this formulation is an

extension of the 2-D case to the 2.5-D situation, from which one can see that 2.5-D

generalized diffraction tomography is a specified form of full-waveform inversion. After

that, we show the imaging effectiveness by means of numerical experiments with a

known source-wavelet and different spectral data: real and imaginary components,

amplitude and phase spectra, and the Hartley spectrum. Finally, a scheme for full-

waveform inversion with an unknown source wavelet-inversion with normalized

amplitudeÆIartley spectral data, is investigated for crosshole acoustic velocity imaging.

9.1 Full-Waveform Inversion

Full-waveform inversion is generally used to image the Earth's subsurface with seismic

waveform data, e.g to solve the Tikhonov regularization problem or Occam's inversion

problem with seismic full-waveform time sequence or spectral data. The term 'full-
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wavefoffn' means that the waveform data include all the events lying in a specified time

window l\,tzl or frequency window lf,frl of a seismogram and the quantities of the

waveform are calculated by solving a wave-equation rather than by a ray-tracing

method. The full-waveform data may be a time sequence of seismograms in the time-

domain or the spectral data in the frequency-domain, i.e. Fourier transform or Hartley

transform of the seismograms. Tarantola (198a) and Sambridge et al. (1991) formulated

full-waveform inversion in the time-domain. Mathematically, the equivalence of full-

waveform inversion in the time-domain and in the frequency-domain has been proved

by Bracewell's energy conservation with the lr-norm criterion (Bracewell, 1978). The

undesirable feature of full-waveform inversion in the time-domain is that the large

number of pairs of source-geophones creates a formidable computational challenge for

forward modeling. The main merit of full-waveform inversion in the frequency-domain

is that it enables us to take the advantage of the spatial redundancy present in crosshole

surveys and to form useful images of the interwell medium from single or multiple

frequency components of the waveform spectral data (Pratt and Goulty, I99l:

V/oodward, 1992; Song and Williamson, I995a, I995b; Liao and McMechan, 1996). It

is also shown by the above authors that the frequency-domain inversion is more efficient

and flexible than that in the time domain.

Recalling the discussion in Chapter 6, full-waveform inversion in the frequency-domain

may be described as the Tikhonov regularization solution or Occam's solution (see

equation (6.4) and (6.6)) with some constrained condition:

{*" dlt, r, " - 
¿(*)lll' + tllw^1m - ",,lll' l, (e.r)

lm= 2,,(m\,

or {^"rllt'c 
*-"'òll' + n'çllwo¡a"- d(^)lll' - t)}' (s.z)

lm = Z^(m),

where do and d(m) are the observed and computed frequency-domain full-waveform

data. The models m and mo are the evaluated acoustic wavespeed distribution c(r) and

the average model co(r) . Z^ represents a constrained operator giving the range of the

acceptable model m, o.E.
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Z^(m) =

where la,,b,] is the range of the model parameter rry.The constrained operator is

easily combined with all iterative inversion algorithms discussed in Chapter 6 (see for

example, Canion, 1989; Zhou et al., 1992), which may be employed to approach the

solutions of the above optimization problems.

In general, the spectral data of the wavefonn may be the Fourier transform (complex

values) of the seismograms, which is represented by the real and imaginary components,

or amplitude (magnitude response) and phase spectra. Alternatively, it may be the

Hartley spectra (a real-valued transforrn, see Appendix A). In principle, all of the

spectral forms may be used as the data either individually or in combination for the

inversion.

In full-waveform inversion, one important step is to calculate the Fréchet and second

derivatives of the data (see Chapter 6). Here, we neglect the second derivative in our

inversion, because the values are much smaller than the Fréchet derivatives in the

constant-density acoustic case (see Fig.7-10 and Fig.7-11). The Fréchet derivatives can

be calculated in terms of the explicit expressions (7.54) or (7.56).

According to the definitions of these spectral data, we can directly write out the Fréchet

derivatives for the real and imaginary components, and the Hartley spectra:

Ai, m, 1A¡,

ffii, a,3m,, (i =1,2,...,N*)
b,, b, 3 m,,

(e.3)

Real component:

Imaginary component

Hartley spectrum:

rya-*"rffi,
ãPçr,,

dc
l

(e.4)

(e.s)

(e.6)

where the subscripts R, ^I and.Fl stand for the real, imaginary and Hartley spectral data,

respectively, and P is the transformed pressure. For the amplitude and phase spectral

data, using the following identity

ry=*"t$t-^ffi

(e.7)ry = !b(Ãr")l = 4t,n¡l + i+,
ùdcdcdc
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we have 4a"¡l = n"{14}, + =mtå411. (e.B)
dc pdc dc Ffu''

where A and V represent the amplitude and phase spectra in the frequency-

wavenumber domain. So, the Fréchet derivatives for the amplitude and phase spectra are

obtained as:

#= r:r#r = r;'dFln.cf$rr, (e e)

èv .^v tdP
fu = F;'l ùl= d-'Uto(F dr)]. (9.10)

Substituting equation (7 .54) or (7.56) into these expressions (9.a)-(9.6) and (9.9)-(9.10),

we obtain the derivatives with the constant-point or constant-block approximation so

that one can individually implement the full-waveform inversion with these data. As the

first step in the investigation, we plot the Fréchet derivatives for the spectral data to see

what is the difference in the patterns of the derivatives, because the derivative may be

viewed as a sensitivity function of the data or the wave-path in the frequency-domain

(Woodward,1992). The different patterns may reveal the spatial resolution of the data.

Fig.9-1 and Fig.9-2 show the patterns of the Fréchet derivatives at two frequencies (100

Hz and 300 Hz) in a homogeneous model (c=3000 m/s) for the Hartley spectrum,

amplitude and phase spectra (Fig.7-10 has shown the patterns for the real and imaginary

components), respectively. From these figures, one can find that at the same frequency
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there is not much difference in the patterns of the Fréchet derivatives, except that the

low-frequency patterns (100 Hz) have the tracks of a long wavelength wavefield and the

high-frequency patterns (300 Hz) bring the impression of a short wavelength wavefield.

This may cause varying effectiveness in spatial resolution when using the different

frequency spectral data for crosshole acoustic velocity imaging'

ãc
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9.2 2.5-D Generalized Diffraction Tomography

Diffraction tomography is commonly considered as a solution for the inverse problem of

the 2-D Helmholtz equation when the velocity contrast to the background medium is

slight. According to the similarity of the 2-D and 2.5-D Helmholtz equations (see

equations (2.1) and (2.24)),the2-D formulation may be extended to the 2.5-D problem.

Here, we follow Kaveh and Soumekh's (1981) 2-D formulation for the 2.5-D case so as

to present both Born and Rytov approximations. Starting with the 2.5-D Helmholtz

equation (2.24) and noting that the wavefield P(r,,r) is the form in the frequency-

wavenumber domain, we present the scattered wavefield in the following form:

ãd, dA

d,
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(Þ(r",r) = Po(r,,r)g(a), (9.11)

where g (ø¡ represents a function of the parameter ø, which is defined by

p (r,,r)u=--. (9..12)
Po(r",r)

PQ",r) and PoQ,,r) are the wave responses to the actual medium c(r) and the

reference medium co(r) in the frequency-wavenumber domain. Firstly, expanding the

Laplacian operator for the scattered wavefield:

^: Åõ ^dzs-
Vrõ = s@)v, p, + ffitzv u.Vp, + pov'ol+ (Y a)2 fr"a, (9.13)

then using the following identitY:

2Y a .V4 + PrV'o = Y'F - ñ'Po , (9 .14)

and noting that both F an¿ Po satisfy equation (2.24),equation (9.13) can be rewritten

as follows:

v'o + &3 - kîa= -ss(ø) *ffitüorÒæo* s(a -t)l+ (Y a)'z ,øra, (e.ls)

where t=YU(r-t) and O(r)=l-4?)tcz(r). Applying the 2'5-D Green's

function of the background medium to equation (9.15) and taking the integral over Ç),

we have the explicit expression for the scattered wavefield:

õ1r,,r,) = -[r#úo?) + (Y a)z 
ffi]:ro{r,,r¡Gl5'çrr,r¡dr

(e.16)

. Ye: " (,,,,)Ís @ - E@- r)1,=,; .

Here we have used the symmetric property (or self-adjoint property) of the boundary

operator B in equation (2.24).

Considering the Rytov approximation in which we define:

(e.17)

it follows ttrat Õ = Po

:
P

ln(-
Po

equation (9.16) and assuming

), oÆ=, ^u #=-#. Substituting these for
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(Bom)

(Rytov)

(e.18)

(e.23)

equation (9. 16) becomes:

o (t,rr) = -n\s@ùloçr)F,-t1Q'5'(r,,r)QzsD(rs,r)fdr. (9.19)
o

Here F;t represents the inverse Fourier-cosine transform and we have used

F l,=n= ã l,=n as c(4) = co(4).

Considering now the Bom approximation in which we defined:

g(a) = a-1, (9.20)

::
it follows that Õ =F-Pr, ffi=1 and ffi=0. Equation (9.16) still reduces to

equation (9.19) with the condition:

lo:rP-ãloq'¡¡ <<r. (s.zr)

So, equation (9.19) is the basic formula for 2.5-D generalized diffraction tomography,

including both Born and Rytov approximations. It is very similar to the 2-D case (see

equation 7, 'Wu and Toksö2, 1987). The difference only involves the inverse Fourier-

cosine transform with respect to k, in the 2.5-D case in that the Green's functions are

obtained in the frequency-wavenumber domain instead of in the frequency-domain.

Obviously, inequalities (9.18) and (9.21) are the available conditions for the Rytov and

the Born approximations, both of which imply weak scattering (lP(r,,r) - Po(4,r)l is

small) or low velocity contrast (O(r) is small). In order to image a complicated velocity

variation with the condition, an inhomogeneous reference co(r) may be chosen and the

iterative formula can be employed:

tÇ o, *rg¡ r ;t ¡G,''t' 7r", r¡ G,"' l, r, r)ldr,
(e.22)

a

Q,(r,,rr) = -s(ø)J
O

(r r,2,=0, )

where (Þ,(4,rr) =
\u(r,,rr) - P,(r,,rr),

P, (r,, r ) lnf\u Q,, r r) f P,r(r,,, ;1,

4t>
4u?)'

o,*r(r) = l- (e.24)

and Fou(r,,rr) and P,(r,,rr) are the observational spectrum and computational responses
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to the cuffent reference cír) . Discretizing the integral range Ç) into a number of small

blocks n = ìt, 
in equation (9.22) and representing Q*,(r) in the following form in

the block Ç),:

O,*r(r) ->Ní?)OÍ,'*" , (s.zs)
k

where Ní(r) and Ojt*tr are the shape functions (or basic functions) and nodal values of

OurQ) at the kth node, equation (9.22) becomes the linear equation system for all of the

source-geophone pairs :

ã., = A,õ,*,. (9.26)

Here ã,= {!Þ-1",o-t'),...,oÍ"1 , õ,= {oÍ'+r) ,o;'*t',...,o|*t'} and A,=l+i')is the matrix

calculated by

4j' =-s(ø)I Ifix;rr>r;'{:G,'''o {r,,,r¡:q"'{rr ,r)ldr ' (g'27)

"Q"

The inversion of the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation (2.25) reduces to solving the linear

equation system (9.26), but the matrix +=(OÐ may be ill-posed due to noise-

contamination and incomplete data ã,. So, a generalized inverse matrix A,8 of A,

must be sought (Menke, 1984). For example, we can seek the solution of the

optimalization problem mrnlllwoçã,- A,Õ,u)ll' + nllw^Q.rll'l rot Þ0,1,2...(Chapter 6).

The solution may be represented as follows in terms of equation (6.14) or (6.22):

õ,*t = Õ, + [,tlw^t {wo çã, - l',õ,¡ - ñ,], (l = o'r'2"") ' (9'28)

Here A,t =ÍW;t4WdAt+)Il-r and we have taken the substitutions: *,=õ,,

ddtf d/ntt)= 4:', and co(r) as the average model in equation (6.14) or (6.22) so that

nh=õo=[1- íV>ttfr>l=0. Once the reference ct?) is given, the numerical

methods described in Chapter 4 may be used to compute the Green's functions G,(r, ,r)

and G,(rr,,r) in equation (9.27)

From the iterative formula (9.28),the matrix A, given by equation (9.27) behaves as the

Fréchet derivative ú.,1Ñ or sensitivity matrix of the Born and Rytov data (see

equation (g.23)). Reviewing equations (1.56) and (9.27), we see they are very similar.
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The difference is only in the model parameter definitions (the former is c(r) and the

latter is O(r)) and model parametrizations. In fact, if the constant-block model

parameterizationis taken in equation (9.27):

Ní(r) = á(O,) =
l, r e{ù"

0, others,
(e.2e)

it becomes the same form as equation (7.56). This implies that the matrix A, defined by

equation (9.27) is the Fréchet derivative of the Born and Rytov data. On the other hand,

the Born (ã,=1u-4) or Rytov data (ã,=4¡tn{o-ln4l) ir actually a kind of

measurement of the fit between the observed waveform \u and the computed

waveform f in ttre frequency-domain, so 2.5-D generalized diffraction tomography is a

specified form of full-waveform inversion in the frequency-domain.

9.3 Imaging with a Known Source Wavelet

It must be mentioned that in a practical application, full-waveform inversion or

generalized diffraction tomography requires a known source spectrum s(ø) so as to

compute the synthetic spectrum P lequation (2.3I)) or 4 (equation (9.23)) and the

Fréchet derivative (equation (7.54)) or the matrix 4l (equation (9.27)). This prompts

one to use some special technique to extract the source spectrum or perform extra field

measurements to determine the source wavelet, e.g. Pratt and Worthington (1988)

performed a scheme to extract the source wavlet; Ulrych et al. (1995) demonstrated a

process of deconvolution. In this section, we assume the source wavelet is known and

examine the imaging effectiveness of full-waveform inversion with different forms of

the spectral data. In general, we assign a spike ô(r) -source to the source wavelet

(s(ø)=1), because any other source wavelet may be expressed in terms of the ô(r)-

source.

To conduct numerical crosshole imaging experiments, three models (Fig.9-3) were used.

Model-l has three isolated diffraction points (c=3.5 km/s) in the host medium (c=3.0

km/s). This model is an impossible challenge for first-arrival transmission traveltime

tomography, because the targets are very small in dimension. Model-2 and Model-3

involve a dipping low-velocity fracture and a faulted coal seam (c=2.5 km/s) embedded
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Model-l Model-2 Model-3

V0-J.0 km/s

km/s

X-distance (m)
X-distance (m)

Fig.9-3 Three models for numerical simulation of 2.5-D crosshole acoustic velocity
imaging. 21 sources arrd27 receivers are distributed at an equal spacing along the left
and right boreholes respectively.

in a high velocity host medium, respectively. We expect, by implementing full-

wavefonn inversion with the three models, to indicate the imaging effectiveness of the

different spectral data to various geological targets. In each model 21 sources and 2l

receivers are distributed at an equal spacing along the left and right boreholes,

respectively, as shown in Fig.9-3.

In the numerical simulations, we applied the algorithm of the composite-boundary

solution in Chapter 4 to obtain the wavefield response d:y^(i=1,2,...,11) for the three

models (the numerical imaging experiment with the damping method can be found in

Zhou and Greenhalgh, 1998b), then added some Gaussian noise (white-noise) to form

the observed data d'"u (i=1,2,...,ÀI) for imaging. The noise-contaminated data ('observed

data') were synthesized by the following formula:

d'"0 = d',*'ll+ nvo ' GN(or = l,i e N)] (i=1,2,..,1'l), (9.30)

where the integer n is used to control the noise level. GN(au=l,leN) represents

Gaussian noise whose standard deviation is unity. For Model-l, we ased 5Vo (n=5)

Gaussian noise and for Model-2 and Model-3 changed to I57o (n=15), considering the

difference in the size of the targets. The observed data individually entail 2lx2l

monochromatic real, imaginary, amplitude, phase and Hartley spectral values at 300 Hz

and 200 Hz. The use of the different frequency samples coresponds to illuminating the
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media with incident waves of 15 m and 10 m wavelengths, respectively. For

comparison, we used the same noise level, the same starting model (host medium) and

the same inversion algorithm (Local-search quadratic approximation CGS, Chapter 6)

for different spectral data.

(1) Using Real and Imaginary Components

The real and imaginary components are basic spectra of the Fourier transform. When

inquiring into the effectiveness of crosshole acoustic velocity imaging, we individually

implemented full-waveform inversion with the two components. Figures 9-4,9-5 and 9-

6 show the synthetic data and the imaging results obtained with the real components at

300 Hz. In the plots, the minimum and maximum of the data (noise-free data and

Gaussian noise) used in the experiments are shown. Figures 9-7, 9-8 and 9-9 are the

results obtained using the imaginary components at the same frequency. From these

results, one can see that both forms of the spectral data yield very clear images with the

noise-free data. In the noisy data cases, although some artifacts appear and the targets
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Fig.9-4 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with the real components at 300 Hz for Model-

1: (a) noise-free data, (b) 5Eo Gaussian noise, (c) imaging result with the noise-free data (a), and (d)

imaging result with the noise-contaminated data (a)+(b)'
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(d) imaging result with the noise-contaminated data (a)+(b).
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are somewhat distorted, the images of the anomalies are still clear and the imaginary

spectral data produce almost the same quality images as the real component does for the

three models. These experiments show that the real and imaginary components of the

Fourier transform are useful for crosshole acoustic velocity imaging.

(2) Using Hartley-Spectral Data

The Hartley transform is a real-value transform and has some advantages in data

processing, i.e. less memory requirement, a fast algorithm and no complex arithmetic.

This transform may be applied to the conversion of a seismogram into the frequency-

domain (Hartley spectrum). In application, the Hartley spectrum is easily obtained by

performing the discrete Hartley transform or from the Fourier transformed spectrum in

terms of the relationship between the two transforms (Appendix A). To investigate the

effectiveness for crosshole acoustic velocity imaging, we repeated the above

experiments but used the Hartley spectral data. Figures 9-10, 9-11 and 9-12 givethe

synthetic data and the imaging results at 300 Hz. Comparing these figures with the

previous results, one can find that all the imaging results seem to be a little better than
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Fig.9-10 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with the Hartley spectra at 300 Hz for Model-l:
(a) noise-free data, (b) 57o Gaussian noise, (c) imaging result with the noise-free data (a), (d) imaging

result with the noise-contaminated data (a)+(b).
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the ones obtained with the real and imaginary components. All the images of the

anomalies are very clear, even when using the l5%o noise-contaminated data. It follows

that the Hartley spectral data may be employed in the full-waveform inversion. So,

considering the merits of the Hartley transform, we prefer the Hartley spectral data to

the individual real and imaginary components for velocity imaging. The Hartley data is a

real spectrum and contains all information on the wavespeed variation in media. It is

equivalent to doing a combined real and imaginary component inversion. However,

using the individual component is somewhat incomplete for full-waveform inversion

due to the complex spectrum which contains the medium information. Furthermore, we

repeat the experiments with the 200 Hz Hartley spectral data. Figures 9-13, 9-I4 and 9-

15 give the results, which show that the 200 Hz Hartley spectral data still yield clear

images for all of the anomalies except small change of the spatial resolution-the size of

the anomaly in the images becomes a little larger than the true targets. The difference in

the spatial resolution is related to the longer wavelength of the impressed wavefield.

(3) Using Amplitude and Phase Spectra

The amplitude and phase spectra are alternative forms of the Fourier transform in the

frequency-domain. They are calculated with the definitions:

A(a) = l2 + [hn(P)]2 , (e.30)

Y(c,t)= orr,st#frl+2nt, (v/, inteser)' (9'31)

By numerical tests, we found that the inversion using the logarithmic amplitude

(do=log(A)) gives better images than directly using the definition (9.30), and the

Fréchet derivative for do can be simplified by the following form:

(e.32)

Figures 9-16,9-17 and 9-18 show the synthetic data and imaging results obtained with

the logarithmic amplitudes at 300 Hz. From these figures, one can see that all the

anomalies (targets) in the three models are successfully imaged by full-waveform

inversion, but it is apparent that even using the noise-free data the imaging results

exhibit more artifacts (see Figures 9-l6c and 9-17c) and inferior spatial resolution (see

Fig9-17) than the previous results. The imaging procedures were repeated with the 200

Hz data. Figures 9-19,9-20 and9-2I give the results, which show that the noise-free

dd. d l.t:t ldP ldF
Ë =;tloe(A)ì = AF;'llPlR.(Fã)1 = {'[Re(:o *r,
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Fig.9-16 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with the logarithmic amplitude at 300 Hz for
Model-l: (a) noise-free data, (b) 57¿ Gaussian noise, (c) imaging result with the noise-free data (a), and

(d) imaging result with the noise-contaminated data (a)+(b).
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Fig.9-17 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with the logarithmic amplitude at 300 Hz for
Model-2: (a) noise-free data, (b) 157o Gaussian noise, (c) imaging result with the noise-free data (a), (d)

imaging result with the noise-contaminated data (a)+(b).
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Fig.9-18 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with the logarithmic amplitude at 300 Hz for
Model-3: (a) noise-free data, (b) 157o Gaussian noise, (c) imaging result with the noise-free data (a), and

(d) imaging result with the noise-contaminated data (a)+(b).
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Fig.9-19 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with the logarithmic amplitude at 200 Hz for
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Fig.9-20 Synthetic data and imaging results obtained with the logarithmic amplitude at 200 Hz for
Model-2: (a) noise-free data, (b) 157o Gaussian noise, (c) imaging result with the noise-free data (a), (d)

imaging result with the noise-contaminated data (a)+(b).
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data yield satisfactory images of the targets, but the noise-contaminated data give

somewhat distorted images for Model-l and Model-2 (see Fig.9-19d and Fig.9-20).

However, these experiments show that the logarithmic amplitude spectra are available

for velocity imaging with full-waveform inversion, but they yield more artifacts and

inferior spatial resolution in the imaging results than other spectral forms.

Considering the usage of the phase data for crosshole velocity imaging, Schuster (1991)

proposed a wave-equation phase inversion in the frequency-domain, in which he used

the first-arrival traveltime solution of the eikonal equation to approach specified phases

on the seismograms (Schuster and Quintus-Bosz, 1993). Actually, the method is similar

to ray tomography and did not use the full-waveform phase data. As is well known,

when dealing with the phase data, one has to recover the true unwrapped phase values,

because of the multiple values of the phase spectra defined by equation (9.31) at each

frequency point. There are several algorithms to obtain the unwrapped phase values, e'g.

Tribolet (1977) proposed an adaptive numerical integration scheme that combines the

information contained in both the phase derivative and the principal value;

poggiagliolmi et al. (1932) suggested a simple way that uses both the principal value

and the phase increment. All those algorithms at least require the neighbouring values of

the principal phase at each frequency. This means that if performing an iterative

procedure of the full-waveform inversion with the unwrapped phase, one has to

compute the entire seismogram sequence or the neighbouring values for each principal

phase to determine the unwrapped phase in every iteration. This significantly increases

the computations with 2.5-D modeling and defeats the benefits of inversion in the

frequency-domain.

Our intention is to test the imaging with the principal values of the phase data (I=0 in

equation (9.31)), because we found not much of a difference in the patterns of the

Fréchet derivatives (wave-paths) between the phase data and other forms (see Fig.9-1

and Fig.9-2). Unfortunately, all imaging experiments with the phase data were

unsuccessful. The results are not reasonable images of the anomalies for the three

models. These failures prompt us to investigate the cause. One way is to examine the

shape of the data misfit function for all the principal phase data. So, we computed the

profile of the data misfit function in the neighbourhood of the real solution by fixing the

velocity of the host rock (c=3.0 km/s) and changing the target velocity. The results for
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the three models give the rough shape of the misfit function for the monochromatic

principal phase data; the others are much smoother. For example, Fíg.9-22 shows the

normalised curves of the profile for Model-l from which one can see that the curve of

the phase data appears as several steps and is not as smooth as the others. Actually,

according to thedefinition of theprincipalphase (l=0inequation (9.31)),therough

shape may be due to the sensitivity to a small value of the real component of the

spectrum in the denominator. This implies a difficulty of seeking a global minimum in

the inversion if using the monochromatic principal phase data. The experiments simply

show the ineffectiveness of pure

monochromatic principal phase

data for imaging even simple

models.

Éo
Ë
Éáfr

RI

R'
a

2.5 3.5 4 4.5 5

In summary, the experiments for

Model-l show that even if the

dimension of the target is much

smaller (2m) than the wavelength

(15m at 2OO Hz), the real,

imaginary, Hartley and amplitude

Target's Velocity (krn/s)

Fig.9-22 Normalized curves of the spectral data

misfit function in the neighbourhood of the true

solution in the case of Model-1.

spectral data can yield very clear images of the point targets. However, the imaged

velocity value (about c=3.0'r. km/s) of the target is different from that of the original

model value (c=3.5). The deviation may relate to the small size of the target and the

limited illumination coverage. The experiments for Model-2 and Model-3 show that r/¿¿

real, imaginary and Hartley spectral data yield good quality images for the dipping

fracture and horizontal faulted seam; the images obtained from the amplitude spectra

exhibits inferior spatial resolution and more artifacts than the others. The principal

value of the phase spectrum cannot be used for full-waveþrm inversion due to the

rough shape of the data misfit function. To use the unwrapped phase data requires a

great deal of additional computations to obtain the information on neighbouring

variations of the phase, which defeats the benefits of the inversion in the frequency'

domain. The preferable form of the spectral data seems to be the Hartley spectra,

because it not only has pronounced advantages in data processing but also yields clear

images.
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9.4 Imaging with an Unknown Source Wavelet

As mentioned before, to carry out generalized diffraction tomography or full-waveform

inversion, the source wavelet spectrum s(ø) must be known. But, nowadays the

determination of the source wavelet from the seismograms is still a popular research

topic in geophysics. Alternatively, it is more practical to develop an inversion scheme

involving an unknown source wavelet. A few researchers have made efforts in this

regard. For example, Dobroka et al. (1992) proposed a double{race scheme in seismic

ray tomography in which the source time is no longer required for velocity imaging.

Recently, Frazer et al. (1997) and Frazer and Sun (1998) demonstrated an inversion of

sonic waveforms with unknown source and receiver functions. They showed the method

for estimation of a few model-parameters. Here, we investigate a new simple scheme

that implements full-waveform inversion with normalized spectral data for crosshole

velocity imaging. The aim of this study is to explore what kinds of normalised data are

available for full-waveform inversion when the source wavelet is unknown. The

forthcoming section describes the normalizing procedure for the amplitude and Hartley

spectral data from which one can see that the source wavelet is removed in this kind of

data. In the following section, numerical experiments for the three models studied

before are used to show the effectiveness of crosshole velocity imaging.

(1) Normalized Spectral Data

As is well known, the wavefield P (ø,r,,rr) can be expressed by the multiplication of a

source wavelet S(ø) with the Green's function G(a,r,,r, ) in the frequency-domain, ie

P(ø,r,,rr)= S(ø)G({D,r,,rr). (9.33)

If we have N" traces of a common-shot gather, then the normalized spectral data may be

obtained in the following manner: (1) taking the average spectrum as a reference, that is

\@lr¡= +ä Fça,r,,rr,, = Yä dça,r,,rr); es4)

(2) calculating the normalized spectral data in terms of the following definition:

G(@,r,,rr.)P(@,r,,r, )

\(a¡,r,)
(e.35)di rN,

I F-

-,+G(@'r,'rr,)
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from which one can see that the normalized spectral data contain only the Green's

functions. It means that this kind of data is independent of the sou.rce wavelet. ff such

data are available for full-waveform inversion, the source wavelet is no longer required.

This formula encourages us to investigate the effectiveness of crosshole velocity

imaging with this kind of spectral data.

The Fréchet derivative for the normalized data can be calculated from equation (9.35):

Mi
dc

&(@,r,,rr,) ñ(a,r,,rr,)_d,
N,

NJI
jdc dc

(e.36)

N"

where G"{at,r") =\Cçat,r,,rc¡) / N, . Apparently, the derivative also has no relation to
l

il,
the source wavelet S(ø) . So, these synthetic quantities (d, and 

¿i) 
to, full-waveform

inversion can be obtained from the Green's functions.

A form of the normalized spectral data is the amplitude spectrum, because it has a

similar expression to equation (9.33) in the 2.5-D case (see equation (2.31)):

A(ú),r,,rr,¡=|l,fr)Ao(ú),r,,rr,), (g.37)

where A (ú),r,,rr,) , A,(Al) and Ao(tl,r,,rg,) represent the amplitude spectra of the

wavefield, source wavelet and Green's function, respectively. So, the normalized

amplitude spectral data can be calculated according to the definition (9.35):

d.! - 
A!@;r,''r,) 

- 
Ao(!c'r,"r,). 

(9.3g)Øi Ao(a,r,) Af (tt,r,) '

where A"(al,r,) and Af (at,r") stand for the average spectra of the wavefield and the

Green's functions respectively. The average amplitude Ao(cl,r,) can be obtained in

either the time-domain or the frequency-domain in terms of equation (9.34).

Substituting for equations (9.38) and (9.9), the derivative (9.36) becomes

,le:"dd.i

ãc

F:tld;"|"<þ#nt
(e.3e)
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Another form of the normalized spectral data may be the Hartley spectrum, because

when applying the Hartley transform to the 3-D constant-density acoustic wave equation

(2.1S) with respect to time, one can obtain the Hartley-spectral form of the 2.5-D

Helmholtz equation. It is found that this form is the same as that obtained using the

Fourier transform due to the same property of the two transforms for the second

derivative with respect time (see Appendix A). If the natural boundary condition (it

vanishes at an infinite boundary) is considered for both cases, the appearances of the

two defined problems are completely the same. This means that we have the following

relation for the wavefield in the Hartley spectral form:

Fr{{r),r,,rr,¡ =)srrr)Gr(ú),r,,rr,), (9.40)

where Fr(ú),r,,rr,), Sr(A) and Gr(ú),r,,rr,) represent the Hartley transform of a

seismogram, source wavelet and Green's function. All of them become real-valued

quantities due to the Hartley transform being real-valued. So, the normalized Hartley

spectral data and the derivative can be calculated by the following formulas:

d! = 
PL(?'"''r,) 

=G"=(9""'r,) . e.4r)ui - 

-p¡ 
ça¡r,) G! (a¡r,¡ '

& = Gf çov,)
ili' _dit

&r(a),r,,r,I N,

jN"

)

dc
(e.42)

where \'{ot,r,) and G! (at,r,) are the average Hartley spectra of the wavefield and

the Green's function.

The Fréchet derivative may be used to delineate the wave-path in the frequency-domain

(Woodward, !992), so we calculated the derivatives for the normalized amplitude and

Hartley spectral data to show the pattem of the wave-paths .Fig.9-23 gives the results for

two receivers of a common-shot gather ( N, = 21) for the two normalized spectral data.

From this figure, one can find that the patterns of the normalized amplitude and

normalized Hartley spectrum differ widely from the normal one (compaúngEig.9-23

with Fig.9-2). This shows that the significant values radiate from the source and do not

converge on any receiver, and all the source-receiver pairs in the common-shot gather

have the same patterns except for the absolute values. This feature shows that no matter
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Fig.9-23 The Fréchet derivatives (wave-paths) of the normalised spectral data in a homogeneous

-"diu- (Ê300 Hz, c=3000 m/s): (a) Amplitude spectrum; (b) Hartley spectrum. The black and

white circles stand for the source and receiver, respectively.

where the receiver is, the normalized spectral data have the same sensitive area from the

source

(2) Numerical Imaging Experiments

To test the utility of the normalized amplitude and Hartley spectral data for crosshole

seismic imaging, the same three models depicted in Fig.9-3 were used again. The

.observed data' are simulated by combining the theoretic response to the models with

certain levels of Gaussian noise, i.e. the normalized amplitude spectral data were

obtained in the following manner: adding n7o Gaussian noise to the theoretical values of

the amplitude spectra (equation 9.30), then normalizing the contaminated data in terms

of equation (9.38). We assigned the complex value t(r)lr=r*". = (1000,800) to the

source wavelet (supposed it is unknown, see equation (9.31)) for the 'observed

amplitude' spectra and s(øl)l¡=r*". = (10,10) for the inversion. In the normalized

Hartley spectral data experiments, the 'unknown' source wavelet was given a real

value sr(@) = 1000 (see equation (9.40)) and we used s"(ø) = 10 in the imaging.
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ßig.9-24 The synthetic normalized amplitude data at 300 Hz and imaging results for Model-l:
(a) noise-free data; (b) imaging result obtained from (a); (c) data contaminated by 157o Gaussian

noise; (d) imaging result obtained from (c).
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Fig.9-25 The synthetic normalized amplitude data at 300 Hz and imaging results for Model-2:

(a) noise-free data; (b) imaging result obtained from (a); (c) data contaminated by 157o Gaussian

noise; (d) imaging result obtained from (c).
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Fig.9-26 The synthetic normalized arnplitude data at 300 Hz and imaging results for Model-3:
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noise; (d) imaging result obtained from (c)'
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Fig.9-27 The synthetic normalized Hartley spectral data at 300 Hz and imaging results for

Uã¿et-t: (a) noise-free dara; (b) imaging result obtained from (a); (c) data contaminatedby 51o

Gaussian noise; (d) imaging result obtained from (c).
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Figures g-24, g-25 aîd 9-26 show the synthetic data and the imaging results obtained

with the normalized amplitude spectra. Comparing these figures with Fig.9-16, Fig.9-17

and Fig.9-18, one can find that the normalized amplitude data retain the same shaped

curves as the non-normalized data (see (a) in these figures) and for all three models they

yield very similar results to the previous ones obtained from the logarithmic amplitude

data (see (b) and (d) in these figures). Obviously, although some artifacts appear in the

imaging results, all the targets (anomalies) are reasonably well imaged even with the

noise-contaminated normalized data, and for Model-l and Model-2 the normalized

amplitude data yield fewer artefacts than the logarithmic amplitude spectra (see Fig.9-

16, Fig.9-17 and Fig.9-24, Fig.9-15). From these experiments it follows that the

normalized. amplitude spectral data are suitable for crosshole seismic imaging when the

source wavelet is unlcnown.

Figures g-2i , g-28 and 9-29 show the synthetic normalized Hartley spectral data and the

imaging results. Comparing these figures with the previous results obtained from the

Hartley spectral data (Figures 9-10,9-11 and 9-12), one can see that the normalized

Hartley spectral data also have the same shaped curves as the original Hartley spectral

data except for the large difference in the absolute values, but the imaging results

obtained from the normalized data are not as good as in the case of a known source

wavelet. Figures g-27b, g-28b and 9-29b show that even when using the noise-free

normalized data the imaging results have some artifacts, which do not appear in the

results from the non-normalized Hartley spectra (see Figures 9-10b, 9-1lb and 9-12b). It

seems that the normalization procedure for the Hartley spectral data may introduce some

imaging distortions. The cause of the difference in the images may be due to the quite

different wave-paths in the frequency-domain (see Figure s 9-2a and 9-23b). Fortunately,

the experiments with the noise-contaminated data show that the imaging results have

some additional distortions relative to the noise-free data, but all the anomalies between

the boreholes can be recognized from the imaging results (see Figures 9-27d,9-28d and

g-Zgd). So, these experiments demonstrate that the normalized Hartley spectra may be

another available form of full-waveþrm spectral data for crosshole seismic imaging

with an unlçtown source wavelet.
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Chapter L0

Conclusions and Future Research

This dissertation has been concerned with acoustic and electric modeling and inversÍon.

Specific new algorithms have been developed and tested on synthetic data. The thesis

contains original work in a number of areas, aS summarised below.

L0.L Forward Modeling

o I have shown that crosshole resistivity imaging (or tomography) and seismic acoustic

velocity imaging (generalized diffraction tomography and waveform inversion with

the acoustic approximation) may reduce to the modeling and inversion of a 2.5-D

Helmholtz equation in which the 2.5-D Green's function of the equation is the basic

computational quantity. The finite element method can be applied to obtain the

numerical solutions of the 2.5-D Green's function'

o I have presented a flexible and efficient finite element method (FEM) scheme fot 2.5-

D resisvitity modeling, which is used to calculate the 2.5-D Green's function for

arbitrary media so that it is available for two-, three- and four-electrode arrays with

any survey configuration (surface and crosshole measurements). Also, it can be

directly used as the basic tool to calculate the Fréchet and second derivatives for

inversion. The numerical tests show that the accuracy of the method mainly depends

on the choices of the wavenumber range and the number of samples. In general, the

accuracy is improved by increasing the k,, -samples in the chosen range, but the

improvement is gradual and does not increase monotonically with increasing k,, -

samples. An appropriate range for the k., sampling may be evaluated by detecting the

significant values of the transformed potential for a homogeneous half-space with the

practical surveying configurations. The modeling examples show the method is

applicable to resistivity profiling, mineral exploration and hydrological engineering.

r The composite boundary-valued solution with the FEM is an efficient and effective

algorithm to compute the 3-D wavefield or Green's function for arbitrary 2-D
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acoustic media. The algorithm can be used to calculate the response of a specified

source for wave modeling and the Fréchet derivatives for waveform inversion in the

frequency- and time-domain. The numerical modeling experiments have shown that

(a) the composite boundary condition, which consists of a general form of 2.5-D

absorbing boundary condition for the wave propagating field and a mixed boundary

condition for the evanescent field, is available for arbitrary media and suitable for the

FEM; (b) the k, -domain solution of an arbitrary medium involves the wavefield of

the medium particle vibration and the no-vibration evanescent field, which depends

on whether the wavenumber k,, is under or over the critical value of the medium; (c)

for each frequency the maximum k,, value can be rationally determined in terms of

the critical value of the medium around a source; it should be just larger than the

critical value so as to avoid the omission of the wave energy and to save computer

resources; (d) the accuracy of the frequency-domain solution is relatively insensitive

to the number of k, samples in the homogeneous case, but not necessarily improved

by increasing the k,, samples in the inhomogeneous case due to the complicated

wavefield. A reasonable sampling (not many samples) in the k,, -domain can save

much computer time and yet retains adequate precision in the computations.

o The damping method, incorporated with the FEM in the wavenumber-frequency

domain, is a simple and easy-to-build scheme to compute the 3-D wavefield or 2.5-D

Green's function for arbitrary acoustic media. The main advantages of the method are

the avoidance of absorbing boundary conditions and the neglect of the singularity

problem in the wavenumber when the composite boundary solution is sought with

the FEM in the wavenumber-frequency domain. The numerical tests have shown that

the choice of time-damper with the method is important to the solution. An under-

estimated or over-estimated value will disturb the solution in the central area of the

region. Generally, the time-damper is a function of the frequency, wavenumber and

the width of the absorbing zone (or mesh size). Although there is no general way to

choose the time-damper in the wavenumber-frequency domain, it can be determined

in terms of the modeling or inversion situation, e.g. the frequency range,

wavenumber extent and mesh size. The smaller the range of frequency and

wavenumber and the bigger the mesh size, the easier it is to determine a correct time-
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damper. Our experiments illustrate that a linear damper with frequency- and

wavenumber-dependent coefficients can be chosen and a reasonable number of kr-

components can produce a satisfactory solution in both the frequency- and time-

domain for arbitrary media. The numerical solutions can be used to calculate the

Fréchet derivative for seismic full-waveform inversion. An undesirable feature of the

method is the requirement of a large FEM mesh. So, it consumes much more

computer time than the composite boundary-valued solution.

. A FEM scheme is formulated for 2.5-D elastic wave modeling, which shows that the

two forms of the non-reflection boundary conditions, a viscous boundary condition of

the stress form and an absorbing boundary condition of the gradient form, may be

used for the modeling in the frequency-domain.

10.2 Imaging Algorithms

. I obtained the general forms of the Fréchet and second derivatives fot 2-D and 3-D

resistivity inversion with different electrode arrays. Also, we presented the expressions

of the Fréchet ancl second derivatives for the 2.5-D acoustic wavefield problem. All

the derivatives are expressed by the 2.5-D Green's functions associated with the

source, receiver and model-parameter locations. These formulas allow us to employ

some optimization algorithms involving both derivatives in geophysical inversion' The

computation of the derivatives is a two-step procedure: (a) using the FEM to obtain the

2.5-D Green's functions; (b) calculating the derivatives with the Green's functions in

terms of the explicit expressions. The first step is the same as the normal modeling of

the 2.5-D Helmholtz equation and it just involves carrying out more backsubstitutions

in solving the FEM linear equation system for the derivatives; it does not cost much

computer time. But for computing the second derivatives a large memory is required to

store all the Green's functions. For the second step, two model parameterizations-

constant-point and constant-block approximations-may be used. The former is a faster

scheme to form the Jacobian matrix for a large-scale inversion; the latter has the

advantage of reducing the number of inverse parameters by choosing an appropriate

number of the constant blocks in the model parameterization.
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The numerical results of the Fréchet derivative in DC resistivity imaging show that

they have different patterns with the various crosshole measurement configurations of

the four kinds of electrode affays. There is a major weighting of the model parameters

just around the electrodes, but the second derivatives of all the configurations have the

similar feature and are quite different from the Fréchet derivatives in the dominant

weighting. For the acoustic problem, the numerical result of the second derivative of a

uniform medium shows that the most of the values are much smaller than the Fréchet

derivative in view of the absolute quantities, so the second derivative has much less

weighting effect than the Fréchet derivative if involved in an inversion'

The computation of the second derivative needs much more memory (in the first step)

and computer time (for the second step) than the computation of the Fréchet

derivative. With the development of computer technology, it is worth incorporating the

effect of the second derivative in non-linear geophysical inversions.

o From the practical implementation viewpoint, the iterative inversion algorithms, based

on the local-search optimisation for the Tikhonov regularization solution, the

smoothest model solution and the subspace solution, have the following inter-

relations: (a) the general iterative solution, iteratively linearized solution and

Levenberg-Marquardt solution are three equivalent solutions for the Tikhonov

regularization solution, all of which are a specified form of the steepest descent

method; (b) the smoothest model solution is a subset of the Tikhonov regularization

solutions and a practical scheme for the smoothest model solution consist of the

algorithm for the Tikhonov regularization solution incorporating the data-fitting

tolerance; (c) the subspace solution can be obtained from both the Tikhonov

regulaúzation solutions and the smoothest model solutions with the model-parameter

transform so long as the chosen basis vectors span the whole model space, which are

reasonable for inversion. So, the generalised iterative algorithms for the three kinds of

the solutions are obtained based on the local-search quadratic approximation of the

conjugate gradient method, which is a pure form of the Newton method.

10.3 Numerical Imaging Results

. For crosshole resistivity imaging, the synthetic imaging experiments demonstrate that,

besides the pole-pole array, some specific three- and four-electrode configurations,
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such as AM-N, AM-B aîd AM-BN, can be employed; these configufations, compafed

with the poie-pole survey, have quite different sensitivity patterns in the detection area

and different anomaly effects due to the target between the boreholes. The sensitivity

and the anomaly effect of these arrays can be adjusted by choosing the separation of

the electrodes of the array and conducting scanning observations. The data from these

configurations are better suited than the pole-pole array for crosshole resistivity

imaging. These kinds of measurement configurations yield greater flexibility for

crosshole resistivity imaging.

The crosshole pole-bipole A-MN , bipole-pole AB-M and bipole-bipole AB-MN

configurations have a singularity problem in computing apparent resistivity. For

practical applications, it will lead to small readings of the potential or potential

difference which can easily be obscured by noise. The synthetic study shows that the

effectiveness of resistivity imaging with these configurations are not as good as with

the others.

. 2.5-D numerical simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of 2.5-D acoustic velocity

imaging with full-waveform inversion using monochromatic real, imaginary, Hartley

and amplitude spectral data. These experiments show that all these kinds of data can

be used to image inhomogenities between two boreholes. The real and imaginary

components produce nearly the same quality images of the anomalies. The amplitude

spectra yield resolvable images of the targets, but with more artifacts than the others'

Hartley spectral data seems to give the best images of all the forms, because it is a real

spectrum and includes all the information on variation of acoustic velocity in a

medium, unlike the individual forms of the Fourier spectrum share the information.

So, the preferable form of the spectral data for seismic velocity imaging may be the

Hartley spectrum due to the merits of the transform and their behaviours in the

numerical imaging experiments. The monochromatic principal phase data are

unsuitable for full-waveform inversion, because of the rough shape of the data misfit

function, which leads to getting stuck in local minima during the attempted global

optimisation. The rough shape may relate to small values of the real components,

which causes a loss of precision. Using unwrapped phase data for full-waveform

inversion significantly increases the computations of 2.5-D acoustic wave modeling

due to the requirement of knowing neighbouring values of the principal phase for the
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phase unwrapping procedure. It defeats the benefits of implementation of the inversion

in the frequency-domain.

o The numerical simulations have shown that although the normalised amplitude/

Hartley spectral data do not yield as good as the images in the known wavelet cases,

they reconstruct a reasonable images of the targets between boreholes when a source

wavelet is unknown. This imaging scheme is very useful for practical applications,

because it not necessary to evaluate the source wavelet from the seismograms, ot in

performing extra field work to obtain the source spectrum.

10.4 Future Research

All the conclusions for crosshole resistivity and acoustic velocity imaging have been

drawn from the synthetic simulations and a few physical model experiments, but they

are basic and important aspects to explore the imaging techniques and make them

applicable. The results in the thesis will guide us and direct future work, which should

involve the following asPects:

o More experiments using physical modeling data or real data to further investigate the

effectiveness of resistivity imaging with the specified three- and four-electrode affays.

o Field experiments for crosshole acoustic velocity imaging using the Hartley spectral

data and the normalized amplitude/Hartley spectral data.

. Finite element modeling for 2.5-D elastic waves, especially for computation of 2-5-D

Green's function tensor for arbitrary medium, which leads to the analysis of source

dynamics and the use of 3-component seismograms.

. The effect of the second derivatives in a non-linear inversion fbr crosshole resistivity

and acoustic velocitY imaging.

As a new 3-D physical modeling system is built, and as suitable field sites for

geophysical exploration become available to other researchers at Adelaide University, it

should be possible to apply, refine and extend some of the novel modeling and

imaging/inversion procedures developed in this study.
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The Hartley Transform

The Hartley transform is briefly described here. Details on the formulation and the

discrete algorithm can be found in Bracewell's book (1986). In the following text, the

subscripts H and F are used to stand for Hartley and Fourier transforms, respectively.

The Hartley transform is defined by a pair of real integrals:

f , G,t) = #i ! (t) cas(at)dt,

f (Ð = # U,rco)cas(a¡t)da¡,

where cas(att) = cos(ø/) + sin(ar) . From the definition, it is found that the forward and

inverse Hartley transform have the same form and both are real quantities. The

relationship between the Hartley and Fourier transforms are easily shown

f ,(a¡) = Re[/¡(Ø)]-Im[/.(ø)]' (A-2)

fo (a¡) - f ,(-a)

(A-1)

(A-3). ,f oG,t) + f_a99 
¡ _t1.lF\o)=l 2 2

So, one can use these relations to convert between the transforms. Another characteristic

of the Hartley transform is preservation of most properties of the Fourier transform. The

followings are useful ProPerties:

(a) linear relation

arf ,(t) t azf z(/) <i-+ arf ,r(o) + arf ,r(a\ , (A-4)

(b) Scaling ProPertY

f @t)é-+L ¡rçr, o¡, (A-5)
a

(c) derivative ProPertY

ã,f (t) +o >-oÍr(-a¡), (A_6)

4,f Ø< u >-(,,)'foGo),
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Corresponding to a pair of integrals (A-1), if the length of a sequence is N =2M , the

discrete Hartley transform is expressed by

r,&)= *åt, ,),a'tffm¡, o < k <N - 1' (A-7)

Separating the sequence /(n) (n=0,1,2,...N-1) into two sub-sequences: f(2r) and

f(2r+1),0 ( r ( N /2- 1, equation(A-7) canberewrittenas

f,(t)=G(k)+"orç!t)H(k)+sin(Tt)nt*-ø, (A-8)-\'-l ---'N 'N '2

where

For simplicity, letting c(k) = cos(2nk / N) and s(k) = sin(2td< I N) , a fast algorithm for

the discrete Hartley transform can be formed form equation (A-8) and (A-9). In fact,

taking k=0 and k=N/4 into equation (A-8), four identities are obtained:

f u(o) = G(o) + H(0),

^/f ,(;) = G(o) - H(o)'

r,.r{l=c({)+a({),,n,4 -,4, '4"

r,(f =G(T)-rurfi 
(A_10)

N l2-1

G(k)=N-' > f Qr)
r=0

N lz-l
H(k) = N-' >

r=0

2n
cas( * Urk),

2n
l)cas( * Urk)

(A-e)

o<k<{ (A-11)
4

Meanwhile, another four expressions can be written out

f o&) = G(k) +lc(k)H(k) + sAc¡nçl- k)1,

N __N
f ,(; + k) = G(k) -lc(k)H(k) + s(k)H( , - k)1,

N N . _-N
f ,(; - k) = 

"(; - k) + ts(k)'F¡(k) - c(k)H(7 - k)1,

f ,(N - k) = 
"(+ 

- Ð -ts(ft)¡1(k) - c(k)H(+- k)l'

N> 8,

Equations (A-10) and (A-11) are elementary formulae for radix-Z decimation fast

Hartley transforms. From the above formulation, the Hartley formulation of a real
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integral transform makes it possible to dispense with the need for complex

representation. What distinguishes the Hartley Transform plane, apart from the fact that

the transform value assigned to each point is real, is the absence of redundancy. It deals

only with real numbers, which are the only kind of data we have in the world of

experiment, and proceeds straight to the answers we need, which are also usually

expressed in real terms, without the need to move into the complex domain. It has been

shown that there are two major advantages for application to geophysical problems

(Saatcilar et a,., 1990):(1) all geophysical quantities become real and (2) the discrete

Hartley transform is two times faster than the Fourier transform.
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Computation of The Boundary Integral

Taking a rectangular boundary (see Fig.4-1), the boundary integral in equation (4.28)

can be expressed by

(B-1)

Substitu tegral can be classified

into the

where the imaginary i is omitted as a common factor and lr,z = f'f, and

l:,0 = f'fo, respectively. Note that the second term in equation (B-2) can be reduced

to the integral involving only the first derivatives by partial integration, e.g. for the first

integral in equation (B-2) we have

I ,v,lrc"o * Bã'Go"' 1d,*,
ri., d x

¡2ã2.5D

J *,rø"'+ Þ9ft-taz,
lt,¿

,N#,0,- J,fir,,*,>Ç^.,l,*

(B-2)

(B-3)

=N¡
;)G2sD

x ¡V2.5D

tBN,)Y*-dx,l,*dx
I0

where xo and xrr ate thex-coordinates of the two end-points of fr,r.ffsupposing the

dG2sD dG2.5D
for the secondderivative goes to zero at the two end-points (also

dzdx

integral in equation (B-2), this assumption is reasonable when the four corner points are
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far away from a source ), the first term of the R.H.S of equation (B-3) vanishes. So,

equation (B-2) becomes

J,rr*,U 
"' - !, Þ*,, ffto*,

It N,c"'-*rþ*,rff or.
.1, oz

(B-4)

(B-s)

(B-7)

Let us calculate the first integral. The second integral can be treated in the same manner

Ne

as the first. Dividing the boundary f',, into the finite segments lr,z = )f".o that the
e=l

whole boundary integral becomes the summation of the segment integrals, and

approximating the Green's function with the combination of the shape functions in the

rectangular element one side of which coincides with the segment:

6zso = ) N,,{r, Òã,i , (p=i,j,k,l),
P

where Gf isa nodal value of the Green's function (unknown) and p = i, i,k,I are the

four order-number of the nodes in the rectangular element, the first integral can be

rewritten as follows:

(B-6)

where vQ) and B@) arc the element values of y and þ.The boundary element matrix

B' andthe vector G' ar" expressed by B" = (U;, ) and G' = tG;\ (p,q=i, j,k,l)

I r.lo*= å>{Jtu"'ru,r,, ,- þ"'#*r.}G; =þu"r' ,

f r,z e=l P f,

8",, = J[rt"'N,,N n- þ'
r"

4x4

respectively. From equation (B-6), the element of B' is

,) dN P dN'l

dx dx
fdx, l" e 1,,, .

In similar fashion, we have the following expression for the second integral in equation

(B-4):
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€,,NNvQ)B'r, = If
re

q
)dN e dl,{q

Az dz
p* fdz, L f,,o (B-8)

Once the shape functions N,,(P=i, j,k,I) are chosen, Bin can be calculated with an

analytic method. Equations (B-7) and (B-8) show that the boundary element matrix B'

is symmetric. This means that the boundary operator B in equation (4'27) has a

symmetric property with the boundary integral in the FEM, that is

tl
)vBudl = )uBvdl, (B-9)

for any v and ø, which are approximated by the combination of the shape functions (B-

5) and satisfy the acoustic wave equation (called Galerkin's solutions).
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Appendix C

Semi-Analytic Acoustic Solution for Two

Semi-InfÏnite Media in Contact

The analytic solution for the two semi-infinite constant-density acoustic media in

contact can be written in integral form (Ewin g et aI., 1957 , p97 -IO5):

a, cosh( )+ sinh(q{)
-ur$)Jo(kr)kdk,

ur(u, + ur)

(z < h,á = z,É, = h; z> h,á = h,Éz = z), (c-1)

exp( 7-

0
(kr)kdk, z<0,

(u, + ur)

where Jo@) is a zero-order Bessel Function, P, and P, are the Fourier spectra of the

pressure in the two media, and the parameters: ?r and D, that may be areal or pure

imaginary values are defined bY

4=J
0

4=l
0

)

Dt2 =
Dtz k2 -k 2

c1,2 )

k =o/c,"L 1,2

(c-2)
k\,, . k;

k?,,, k;iur,, = i k k22
c1

Here a is angular frequency; c, and cz are the wavespeeds of the two media. Other

parameters in equation (C-1) are defined in Fig'4-13.

Obviously, there is no singularity in the integrands of equation (C-1). Using the Fourier-

cosine transform identity (Bateman, 1954),

cos(x k'z -k,")
Jo(k x' + y'¡cos(k,,f)dl = kz -ki

0

2
krtk;

k
t

0, >k;
)

the wavenumber-domain solution of equation (C-1) can be obtained as

(c-3)
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P
,DI cosh(q6r) + D2 sinh(q6r)

=ï
kI

cos( k'z -kl)
exp(-Dt6) kdk,

ut(Dt + Dz)

(z < h,É, = z,Éz = h; z> h,É, = h,Éz = z),

J (ur+ ur)
; cos( k'z -ki)

k'-k"

( 7-
, Z1O,

F;{)dk,

(c-4)

(c-s)

(c-6)

Pz=

case (1)

case (2):

kÌ k'-k3

where pr and Pz represent the double Fourier transform of the acoustic pressure field

with respect to time and the y-coordinate respectively. So both of them are complex

functions. For simplification, we prefer to obtain the Hartley spectra of the pressure with

respect to time rather than the Fourier transformed pressure, because the Hartley

spectrum is a real function instead of complex function (Appendix A)' As an example,

supposing ct)cz, then for a given frequency (D, we have k",<k,,.For this model' there

are three cases to consider for a wavenumber k.,,: (1) kr3k,,<k,,i (2) k,,<kr3k,,;

(3) k,,<k,,3(. Obviously, in case (3), ur and Dz are real values (see equation C-2)

and the integrands in equation (C-4) are real functions so that their Hartley spectra are

the same as their Fourier spectra. We can calculate the integrals with the numerical

method for case (3). For case (1) or (2), first substituting equation (C-2) for (C-4) and

using the relation between the Hartley and Fourier transforms to obtain the Hartley

spectra for F, and Þr., then rewriting the integrals over the range (kr,-) as a few

segments integrals, we get

:(H)
Pt

:(H)
Pz

dkF,Y'
k,, ktz"'i',t"on 

+ ir,Ytar' +i
k' k", k""

kq k,

Jr,,',ar+ IFY)dk+ I
kr k, k',

k),

= I r)')dk =
k)

kcz

!n,f)an + [nf ar,
kr k",

k",

!ng)ar< + I n|{)ar<,
k, kq

j n,t"dt' =
k..

J 
F,@dk =

I rln'an =

:(H)
Pt

:1H)
Pz

k

where the supersc ript H denotes the Hartley transform with respect to time; FIH) and

FIH) arcthe Hartley spectra of the integrands of equation (C-a); the other integrands in

equation (C-5) and (C-6) can be obtained as follows:
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{u, s\n(urfi) [cos( ) + sin(qÇ)l - r.r, sin( )tsin(qÇ) - cos(qÇ)l)
p'(H) -^ u k, - kzr)\^

(c-

7)

)r Ì

(c-8)

(c-e)

(c-10)

(c-11)

q(q + D2) k' - k'" {k cos(x

exp(-0r ){ cosh(u,() + ur2 sinh( ) - q u, [sinh(DrÉr) - cosh(z

F,ll'=
o,@l + t$ k'-k| {kcos( k, -k1)\'

exp(-u,Ç)[q cosh(q )+ sinh(qf,)l
F,,'{' =

Fíro' =

ur(o, + u, k2 -k {k cos( k2 -k2
) )-' '2

I'

(z <h, É, = r,6, = h; z> h, €, = h,6, = z) ,

z-urh)+cos( h)lIsin(

(u, + u, k'-k:, {kcos(x k'-kl, ) Ì-' '

(cos urz - sin urz) + (sinurz + cos urz)J

(ur'z + ui k' - k|{k cos(
Fy

exp(- h)l

exp(urz- ttrh)k cos(.x

k, -ktr)\1

k'z -kî)r|{' = (c-12)
(u, + ur) k' - k1,

It is found that the integrands {!Ð and F}{) decrease exponentially with ft and the

others have no singularity except for k = (,, at which we used the approximation

f(k)dk= f(\,).€. (c-13)

So, all the other integrals in equation (C-5) and (C-6) can be calculated by a numerical

algorithm. 'We call this result a semi-analytic solution in the wavenumber-domain,

because the result is computed using a numerical integral algorithm based on the

analytic solution. It should be mentioned that following the computational scheme the

semi-analytic solution in the wavenumber-domain for c, < cz canbe also calculated.

I
k!
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Appendix D

A Constant-Block Approximation in The

Computation of The Fréchet and Second

Derivatives for Resistivity Imaging

For calculating the integrals of

equations (7.30) and (7.31), we take

Ç), and Ç),, as two rectangles (see

Fig.D-1) in which the Gteen's

functions are approximated bY the

combination of the four linear shape

functions N, (t) (i=7,2,3,4) as:

t3'

ó
r^

Fig.D-l Sketch of the geometry for computing the

Fréchet and second derivatives with the constant-block
approximation for resistivity imaging.

C (r p (tr)

G(r,r)

Lx

o o

G(, ,.)
(r 

' r.)

\ AJ12

Lz

fy

L.z

q 12'

f3

| (r'
6.-l GÇ ) ,:)

Ð

Qi', ç¿",

f4

4

G "' (r,,r) = 2 N ¡?)GzsD (r,,4), r e {2",Ç)",;
i-l

4

ozsDQt,r)=IN,?) G"'çrr,r,), r e Ç1,,{ù,,; (D-1)

(D-2)

4

G''t' (r,r) = Z N,Q)N,,(r)G2sD (rj,rj,),

j=l

j , j'=t
re{lr,r'eQr,.

where

1

N, (') = ¡lr+ ((x)((x,)ltl+ q(z)q(2,)1,

)2
É(*) = Lr(r- x:), 4k) =ç(z- zi).and (D-3)

The geometry of the variables in equations (D-1)-(D-3) is shown in Fig.D-l'

Substituting equation (D-1) for equations (7.30) and (7.31), the Fréchet and the second

derivatives finally have the following forms:
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#= -Ir: tfe'sD(r,,r,)lM[D + nlu[')1c"oçr,,r,)] ,

P- = I r;'t Írã' 'o çr,,r,,¡G''" (r,,,\) +ão,ãou, 4 ' ',.,,,,.¡'=,

G"' (r,,\)G"' 1r,,,\,)lG"' (r,,r,,) M ¡¡¡,¡,\,

(D-4)

(D-s)

(D-6)

where the matrices are

M (t)
= ry+Ðrr *ß,!Ðrrffr . W+Ðu .Y+Ðrrfr,

U

M[,, =]rt*É(*,)€(x )
) (D-7)

J

Mü,,j,= u[\ uf}) +t<lttw!,') ut; * ml)) u["¡+nl,uf,'z) M:;; . (D-8)

Equations (D-9) and (D-10) show that once all the Green's functions are obtained, these

formulas can be employed to calculate the FÉchet and second derivatives.

Equations (D-4) and (D-5) can be generalized to the apparent resistivity for any

electrode array (see equations (3.49) and (3.50)) , and become

âp" 
- -* r: tf,ac^,rr,)lM;" + t lrtt[Ð)6Gr*(r¡1 , (D-e)

ão, 2 " ',7t

#h=1"'t,,à,'F^'Q)ffi'rQ)+ .o-10)

ffi orçr,¡E r*Q,)IG"' (r,,r¡,) M i¡i,¡,\ .
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